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apprehension.Robert T. Lincoln has
accepted the presidency of the Pullman
Palace Car Company, a position made
vacant by the recent death of George M.
Pullman.
It was the wish of the family,
which controls 62-lOOths of the stock,
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that Mr. Liucolu should take the head of
the concern.The Cunard Line steamer
Lucauia arrived at New York, Saturday
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afternoon, from Liverpool and Queenstown.
Among the steamer’s passengers
»rgest Circulation In City and County were Dr. E. Nansen, the Arctic explorer,
and Miss Maud Gonne, the Irish Joan of
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order of nurses in Canada, as a memorial
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BELFAST, MAINE, THURSDAY,

Frightful Railroad Accident.

OCTOBER 28, 1897.

Obituary.

Plunges inlo tbe Hudson River. Twenty
eight lives lost by Drowning.

William L. Littlefield, Belfast’s Representative to the State Legislature, died at his
home, No. 12 church street, October 2(>th,
after a long and painful illness, of a complication of diseases. He was a son of the late

Garrison’s, N. Y., Oct. 25.
The
Buffalo and New York
special, which left
Albany at 3.15 yesterday morning, south
bound, was wrecked near here on tbe New
York Central Railroad about 6 o’clock.
3 wenty-eigkt lives \vt're lost
by drowning.
There are many Injured.
The engine,
one
coach
smoking car,
and four sleepers
were thrown into the Hudson
River. Tbe
engine, with tbe bodies of Engineer
Foyle and Fireman Tompkins of East Albany, lies in 50 feet of water.

Eben and Esther (Rackliffe) Littlefield, and
was born in Brooks in 1853.
His parents
moved to Citypoint when he was a boy,
and he was educated in the common schools
of Brooks aud Citypoint and the Belfast
After leaving school he
High School.
taught a few terms and then began as a
salesman, in which business he
was remarkably successful.
Of a pleasant
and social disposition, free and open hearted,lie made friends wherever he went, which
combined with business capacity of a high
order rendered him one of the most successful men on the road, For several years
be represented the firm of A. Little &
commercial

The engineer and his fireman bad
just
noted the gray dawn breaking in the east
aud the light streak of red
betokening
the sun’s appearance when the
great eninto
the
gine plunged
depths of the river.
Neither engineer nor fireman will ever
tell the story of tbe terrible
moment, for,
with his band on tbe throttle, the engineer plunged with his
engine to tiic river
bottom. Tbe fireman, too, was at his post.
Behind them came the express
car, the
combination car, a day coach and the
sleepers, and these piled on top of the ^

Co., but afterwards engaged with Bradford
Thomas of Boston. He resigned the latter
position last spring on account of ill health
and aece{ ted a position in life insurance, but

&

uuahle to do any business iu that line.
He married Miss Carrie I., daughter of
Enoch G. Hilton, who survives him with
one
daughter, Miss Lulu Hilton. Two
brothers and three sisters survive him, Exwas

engine.

It is known that it was a little
foggy
auil that the track was not visible, but if
there was any break in the lines of steel
it must have been of very recent
happening, for only an hour before there had
passed over it a heavy passenger train.
Neither is there an explanation
ready.
All is conjecture.
The section of the road was supposed
to be the very best on the. entire dhision.
There was a great heavy retaining wall all
along the bank, and, while the tide was
high, it was not unprecedented. What
seems to have happened was that underneath the tracks and the ties the heavy
wall had given way and that when the
great weight of the engine struck the unsupported tracks it went crashing through
the rest of the wall and toppled over in
the liver.
Then there happened what on the railroad at any other time would have caused
disaster, but now proved a very blessing.
As the train plunged over the embank
ment the coupling that held the last three
of the six sleepers broke and they miraculously remained on the broken track. In
that way some 00 lives were saved.

SheiilT Joseph R. Littlefield of Brooks, AbLittlefield of Waterville, Mrs. Alonzo
Holmes of Swauville, Mrs. Albert (Jammans of Belfast aud Mrs. Hosea B. Raek-

ner

lilTe of Corinna.

Xu politics lie was a Refrom early manhood an
active worker for the party.
He served as
Representative to the Legislature fropi this
city in 1895, was re-elected last fall and
served up to his last sickness, which first
confined him to the house January 18tli. He
was a
member of Timothy Chase Lodge,
Corinthian Royal Arch Chapter and Pales-

publican.

and

was

tine Commandery, Knights Templar, being
shot at Togue pond by E. S. Millett
of Salem. Mass. The antlers spread 01
V\ EEK.
NEWS Oh I ML
specially interested in the latter branch <»f
the Masonic fraternity. In his business
inches, and it is said this is the finest
Maim. Mattejss.
Ralph li. House, specimen ever shipped from Nor cross
be was always true to the interests of his
i." had been missing from Colby L’niver- station.Saturday while Frank Beale
aud customers could put impliemployers,
the
was driving along
East Bueksport
cit confidence in his representation of the
j : ■'r nearly two weeks, was found last
road lie saw a line doe in the road and
«ek at St. James hotel, Bangor. He almost in front of the residence of Eben
goods he sold. In the Legislature he conscientiously attended to the interests of his
ked on the railroad track to Newport,
Bridges. Mr. Beale had his rifle with
constituents. In social life he. was a natura*
ml there took the train to Bangor theSth him and easily brought clown the deer
from his wagon.I)r. J. A. Lethiecq of
Of eye-witnesses there were none ex- leader aud was a favorite wherever lie went;
i;>t.
He said that he has a feeling that
Brewer was at Bueksport Saturday afterthe crew of a tug boat passing with a while in his family he was a kind aud in.‘light to make way with himself. He noon with a wagon load of coots, shell- cept
tow.
They saw the train with its lights dulgent parent and loving husband. The
id little money when he left Waterville, drakes and other sea fowl, 100 in number.
as it came Hashing around the
j
curve, aud funeral will be at his late residence this
i pawned His watch and a pin to get The birds were shot in the vicinity of Isle
then saw the greater part of it go into the afternoon. Hon. A. R.
Day, President of
au Ilaut.The Franklin County fish and
m,<
ilis mind is evidently unbalanced.
river.
Some of the cars with closed win- the Maine
Senate, Representative Park:> father, JMaj. C. II. House of
Augusta, game association received Oct. 23d, an- dows floated and the tug, whistling for
hurst of Bangor, aud other legislative assoother shipment of land locked salmon
went to Bangor Wednesday night and
cast off its hawser and started to the
k him home.Lh. Walter M. Spear of from the United States hatchery at Green help,
ciates of the dei eased, and State officials,
rescue.
There were about 1,500 of them
.ockland and lh. John E. Walker of Lake.
will be present.
liberated into Clearwater and Yarnum
mmaston have rece ived commissions as
A porter jumped from one of the cars
This makes the third shipment.
members of the pension examining board ponds.
that remained on the track and ran into
Alonzo Jesse Harriman died at his home,
Besides
these
several
have
Km
is
It
understood
that
shipments
county.
the yard of Augustus ('air’s house, near
Nu. Id Congress street, Wednesday morning,
E. li. l.yford of Yinalhaven is the been received from the State hatcheries at where
the accident occurred, and stood
This last shipment was a
'her
Oct. l!7th, aged GO years years and 11 mouths.
The old board, which Monmouth.
j pointee.
screaming for help and moaning that the
line lot, some of the salmon measuring
:eiiiei!, consisted of Hr. II. <
Leven*
He was born in South Montville aud was
train was in the river and the passengers
s.d<
of Thumastun and 1.lectors Esta- six inches.Notwithstanding the indrowned.
Carr hastily dressed himself the eldest son of the late Jesse and Mary
crease
in dog fish and the scarcity of
k and Hid of Rockland.The Wisaud, getting a boat, rowed with the por- Harriman. When a young man he learned
asset A
<Quebec Railroad
enpany held j mackerel the Portland Fishermen say this i ter to the scene of the accident.
As they
tie* ship carpenter’s trade aud worked in
lias
been a better year than last.
annual meeting .it Wiscasset last week
turned a point in the bank they came upon
the ship yards of Belfast, lie went South
m
eictei "iiRstaiitially, the "aim- hoard !
the < xpress car and the combination car ;
on
me occasion to get out a ship frame, and
;rectors ami
officers as la>t year.
\Va>ii iv. ro.\ Whishkhixo**. secretary
floating about 20 feet from the shore, but ,
'■neral Manager Fog- says the report of I
has sent to Lieut. Col. ltandall, I sinking every minute.
One man was ; '■u tin- voyage out his shipmates gave him
Alger
ic abrogation
of the contract to extend
commander of the United states troops | taken from the top of the cai and efforts j the name “Jack,” by which he has since
e i- ,id to Burnham is
entirely and pur- !
were made
been familiarly known.
to rescue those inside who
He spent a few
at st. Michaels, Alaska, an order direct- !
sc
The
contract
is
!
misleading.
being
might be alive. A few were gotten out, years in 0.1 dm*na during the gold excitec »i«
-lit satisfactorily to the
him
to
make
use
the
of
reindeer
in
company. \ ing
tin' passengers left upon the n ick making j
ment, and after his return entered the store
Imedmiek II Hole, Bowdoin, AC, has
j Alaska fur the transportation of supplies a human bridge to the shore to take the ! of his brother-in-law, A. J. Morison. After
pled the position of assistant instrue- ! and tin rciicf of sufferers who
may be, wounded over on.
at
this
few
a
in Herman at Bowdoin.
lie will enter |
years he went
The day coach and the sleeper had gone j working
cmVaveiing to make their way down the I
n hi> duties Jan. !.The ice
ciop of Yukon.The Democratic newspapers down in the deeper water and rescue was ; into the teaming busmens, at Hist with
'-‘■‘7 is iie.i: y all muie from the bouses |
Thomas Condon, and later for himself.
arc bewailing the fact that the delieit of
\ impossible.
s he I‘i!:"Ko".
only about 20.000 tons: the second month of the Dingley law was
In the combination car the •onditions After following this a short
time he
in
id:
" inch the bulk is Held
by i over three million dollars (£3,000,000). ; must have been horrible. The car turned bought into Mr. Morisou’s
business.
'•'meKumber Co. and F. A- J. F.
They probably did not notice that the completely over and the passenger end of For some years he carried ou the business
Me!.
>e\.-i,il laige vessels are now
delieit of the second month of the Wilson it was in the deep water while the bag- in
company with Charles Littlefield, and
load, and over 2,S00 tons left i law was over
s]3,000,000.In his annual \ gage end stood up toward the surface. then changed again to
Oct. 10th.
Hie Maine Musical
teaming. After the
The men in that lower end must have
to the secretary of the navy, Philip
report
ii was a complete success, both at
chief constructor of the navy, ) fought like fiends for a brief period, for business of Northport Camp Ground began
llichborn,
The attendance
angoi ami at Portland.
the bodies when taken out were ,i mass of to extend over the whole summer season
says that the strength of the navy, Oct.
j
was very huge and aii
the bills will be
1st. was 141 vessels all told, including the wounds.
Mr Harriman kept passenger teams ou the
■■aid
N'oidiea was enthusiastically reof
both
the
old
and
new
navies.
It
road to that resort, in addition to his busiships
el »• d.
Messrs. Chapmai and Chase are
Secret Societies.
is stated that during the last few months
ness till the street here, and for several
muei: encouraged that it will be held
years
of the fiscal year, a considerable amount
gain next year when less hard work
past has had a large, patronage among the
Tlie
names
of
the
Rebekah
instituof
work
vessels
that
had
been
aulodges
upon
•' m Re
He
necessary and the profit is likely thorized
this year are: Portia Rebekah Lodge, No. summer visitors from all sections.
by Congress had to be suspended ted at
7c greater.A few of the rumored
Houlton; Rehoboth Rebekah Lodge, carried the mail to the Camp Ground several
to lack of funds.
This caused a 78,
owing
No. 79, at Waterboro; Ivaloo Rebekah j
manges on the Maine Central railroad
heavy drain upon the new appropriations Lodge. No. 80, at Lincoln; Madocawaudo ! years. He leaves a wife and two sons,
line
to pass Oct
21st.
Theodore L.
at the beginning of the present fiscal
Lodge, No. 81, at Castine; Star- Charles A. Harriman of Bath and Fred A.
•ann w as made chief
engineer in place of year and makes the exhaustion of these Rebekah
light Rebekah Lodge, No. 82, at Fort Fair- Harriman of Waterville. His brothers At1. Black and H. C. Robinson, who
appropriations .before the first of next field.
wood and Fred live in the West, Warren in
•o'<
been acting as assistant engineers.
a most insured fact.The purport
The officers of Quantabacook Lodge, No. West Appleton, and a sister, Mary Moody
Mr. like k will be continued in that eapa- July,
of the Spanish reply to Minister Woodof
F.
&.
A.
Searsmont
were
129,
M.,
publicly
in Charlestown, Mass.
d> "ii the Mountain Division, while Mr. ford's note is said to he that it is for the
He was a member
installed, Thursday evening, Oct. 14th, by D.
Robinson will be dropped from the force.
United States and not Spain to fix the date L). G. M., A. W. Ward of Thorndike, assist- of ITuenix Lodge of Masons and of the
A.
R. Bosworth was made purchasing
of the end of the Cuban rebellion, an ob- ed by O. W. Ripley of South Montville, as American Legion of Honor. Mr. Harriman
cgtuR, the supply agent office having been vious insinuation that the
grand marshal. The officers are: VV. M., had many friends and will he
rebellion is
greatly missabolished.iiie farm buildings owned
A.
S. W., C. 14. Burgess; J.
kept alive by Filibustering expeditions VV., Millett;
ed by the people of Belfast and the summer
E R. Keene; Treas., A. L. Maddocks;
by Freeman White in Pittsfield were from this
and that we have been
country,
:»iirned Friday morning at o o'clock, inSec., L. C. Poor; Chap., J. W. Farrar; residents of Northport Camp Ground. He
remiss in fulfilling the obligations imposmarshal, L. Lincoln; S. 1), J. F. Buri'dug all this year's crops and one ed
internal law.
That will hardly hold gess; J, D., J. L. Bean; S. S., A B. Rip- was in every respect a good citizen. The
by
■i>'e.
The furniture, was saved.
Loss, water, however.
ley; J. S., W. L. Bennett; tyler, M. B. funeral will be at his late residence to-morabout >2.000: insured for 82,100.
The
Lassell. After the installation remarks row, Friday, forenoon at 10 30 o’clock.
ic
aught in the barn from the overturnA
were made by several of the visitors.
The Non-Partisan Alliance.
ing of u lantern.The Franklin and
picnic supper was served and the evening
Mary A., widow- of the late|Rufus Gilmore
Megantic railroad is to be sold at auction
passed away pleasantly.
The Belfast Alliance, Non-Partisan W. C.
of Monroe, (iied at the home of her brother,
c
strong Nov. 22d, to satisfy two execuThe Grand Lodge of Odd Fellows met in I
g 'l.s
aggregating about 82s,000. This in- T. U., held its annual meeting Oct. 22d, Portland Oct. 19 in annual session. Officers \ Mr. Chas. Sargent of Monroe village, Oct. 11,
cludes the branch that extends to Kingwith Mrs. Kate B. Conaut, No. 15 Congress were elected as follows: A. L. F. Pike, at the advanced age of 82 years, and 8,
held.The engagement is announced of street. The
Albro E. Chase, i mouths. She had been in her usual
report of the treasurer showed Norway, grand master;
health,
Mr. Parker P. Burleigh. 2d, of Jloulton,
master; Chas. O. j
the amount of receipts during the year to be Portland, deputy grand
few days before her death attended a
Small, Madison, grand warden; Joshua but a
and Miss Bertha Cushing of St. John,
from Miss Dyer’s
Davis, Portland; grand secretary; Win. supper at the Town Hail given by the ladies
N. B.i he Lubec lead mines are to be $100.99, including $22.50
E. Plummer, Portland, grand treasurer;
The disbursements, for charity,
lecture.
of the Relief Corps, of which she was a mem
opened by a New York syndicate, under
Arthur N. J. Lovejoy, Augusta, grand repcharge of II. R. Dana. Eastern Maine etc., including $11 00 for the sewing school, resentative. The following appointments ber, and there took a severe cold, which refeels the return of prosperity and protec- amounted to $80.03.
Mrs. Gilmore
had spent
Grand Marshal, J. VV. Cam- sulted fatally.
were made:
tion all along the line.Herbert White,
The following officers were elected for the
mett, Norway; Grand Conductor, VV. H. most of her life in Monroe, to which town
ElRev.
Grand
at
North
Chaplain,
Orland, a well to-do mar- ensuing year: President, Mrs. F. A. Grif- Blethen, Dover;
living
she came many years ago for the purpose of
ket gardener, reported to the authorities fin vice
dridge Gerry, Goodwin’s Mills; Grand
;
presidents, Miss E. C. Frye, Mrs. J. Guard, D. Page Perkins, Portland; Grand teaching school. She was a woman of unthat
his
wife
Monday morning
eloped L. Havner, Mrs. Charles Baker, Mrs. M. J. Herald, R. W. Hanson, Waterville. The ! commonly even temperament and pleasing
Sunday night with Edwin Rice, a farm
session of the grand encampment followed ; ways, and was eminent for her
piety, good
hand employed by White the past five Gammaus, Mrs. S. H. Mathews; secretary, the
adjournment of the grand lodge. The works and alms deeds.
In all religious
months.
Rice belonged in Columbia Mrs. Julia F. McKeen; treasurer, Mrs. following officers were elected:
Grand
Falls.
The couple are supposed to have Mary E. Hubbard.
Patriarch, Frank L. Pond, Augusta; Grand work the community instinctively looked to
-one in the direction of Ellsworth.
Mrs.
Voted to give up the rooms ou Mam street High Priest, Henry D. Thomas, Bangor; her as leader, and in that capacity she will
Grand
Senior Warden, Alfred S. Kimball,
\\ bite was 2d years old and prepossessing Oct.
30th, and meet hereafter at the homes Norway; Grand Scribe, B. C. Stone, Port- be specially missed anil it will lie hard to lill
in appearance.
She left three children of the
her place.
She was a faithful friend to all
members.
land ; Grand Treasurer, Albro E. Chase,
behind.
Mrs. A. I. Brown was appointed a commit- Portland; Grand Junior Warden, Horace ! good and materially assisted, as far as her
Loveriug, Waterville.
means and strength would permit.
She was
I\ Bjiikf.
Delegates from all parts of tee to secure a room for the sewing school.
a great]reader and a faithful student, of God s
the world gathered at Toronto last week
After remarks by several members, a picMaplewood in Ruins.
for the World’s W. (
T. I
word, and it seemed as the years went by
convention, nic supper was served, and the meeting adwhich was informally opened by a banquet
Bangor, Oct. 21. On Sunday morning the I that she grew in grace and in a knowledge
journed, to meet Friday afternoon, Oct. 29th,
ownat
;
Maplewood park,
given in the pavilion, Friday evening, by at 2 o’clock at the rooms on Main street. A large grandstand
of God.
We believe she walked with God,
ed bv tlie Eastern Maine State Fair Assueiathe city of Toronto and resilient members
with its contents, consisting and like the one of old was not because God
full
is
attendance
to
discuss
the
together
tion,"
requested
to the visiting delegates.The battleof a large amount of apparatus used for dis- took her.
The village in which she lived
ships Massachusetts, Texas and Iowa, and sewing school question and other matters of plays at the fair, taldes, settees, chairs, etc.,
was made better by her example.
All who
the cruisers New York and Brooklyn, left importance.
a barge and back belonging to M. F. BrackP.
their ancorage in Boston harbor and Presiknew her loved her, and those who knew
aud a coupe, the property of Hon.
Farmers Institutes for Waldo County. ett,
dent Roads at ii A. M., Friday, and steamBass; the West End restaurant, judges’ her best loved her most. She has one brothstand, section of the bleachers ami a long
ed slowly out of the harbor on their way
Farmers Institutes have been arranged
The er, Mr. Chas. Sargent of Monroe, and severline of fence, were destroyed by tire.
to Tompkinsville, S
I.It is reported
for Waldo county with programs as follows: loss is estimated by President Beal of the al nieces and grandchildren survive her. A
the widow of Bill Nye is almost in penury,
and the insurance
large circle of friends mourn her loss and
Grange Hall, Freedom, Wednesday, Nov. fair association at §12,000,
with scarcely $10 a week to maintain heris $5,570. The lire is supposed to be of inextend their heartfelt sympathy to her aged
self and five children.
It has been rumor- 3d.
cendiary origin. William Welsh of Hermon
10.30 a. m. “Dairy Breeds and Feeds,” by was arrested at the fair grounds by the po- anil highly esteemed brother, almost !>7, in
ed that Mrs. Nye lost much money by the
lice just after the lire «as discovered, for this, his great sorrow.
Her funeral was
failure of the First National Bank of Ashe- Prof. G. M. Gowell of Orono.
drunkenness, and also on suspicion of having from the house of her brother in Monroe
ville.Justin Winsor, LL. D., librarian
1.30 p. m. “Tillage of Farm Crops,” by
He asserts his
some knowledge of the tire.
of Harvard, and president of the American
Sec. B. W. McKeen.
innocence of the alleged crime. The matter village Thursday, Oct. 14th at 2 p. m., Rev.
Library Association, died at Cambridge,
F. S. Dolliff of Jackson officiating.
7.30 p. m. “The Live Stock Industry,” by of rebuilding has not yet been decided ou.
the
result of
Mass., Friday morning_As
file convention of the Illinois River Valley Sec. McKeen, followed by a talk on poultry
Prospect Ferry. Miss Alfaretta DeverMrs. Nancy M. White died at her home in
Association Congressman Hinrichs will by Prof. G. M. Gowell.
aux of Stockton is visiting at Mrs. Susan
Boston Oct. 18th, at the age of 70 years. She
Grange Hall, Unity, Thursday, Nov. 4
present to Congress a bill for the creation
McMann visited
Orrilla
Ginn's_Mrs.
of a ship canal to connect Lake Michigan and Grange Hall, Monroe, Friday, Nov. 5.
was born in Belfast and was a daughter of
friends in Stockton last week-Miss Hanwith the Gulf of Mexico. The project, it is
the late Calvin Pitcher. In early life she
10.30 a. in. “Tillage of Farm Crops,” by
is
in
nah Heagan
visiting
Bangor and married Win. A. White of
estimated, will cost $26,000,000.Major Sec. B. W. McKeen.
Belfast, who went
Moses P. Ilandy, the special commissioner
Mrs. Maria Luut of Bangor
Brewer.
to California during the gold excitement,
1.30 p. m. “Dairy Breeds and Feeds,” by
of the United States to the F'rench Intervisited Mrs. Rebecca Harriman one day last
and died there a few years later. She leaves
national Exposition, has worked so hard at Prof. G. M. Gowell.
week... George Silver has gone a trip to
two daughters, Mrs. Fannie Richards of
7.30 p. M. “The Live Stock Industry,” by sea_Miss Esther Emerson of
Paris that he is suffering from heart trouBucksport
ble.
llis physician has advised absolute Sec. McKeen, followed by a talk on poultry
visited the Misses Emily aud Ruby Wilson Hampton, Va., and Miss Hattie P. White of
last Saturday aud Sunday.
rest. His condition no longer causes serious by Prof. Gowell.
Boston, and two sons, J. W. White of Banwas

1

—

j

j

■
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D. P. White of Aurelia, Iowa. Two
brothers and four sisters survive her. They
are H. C, Pitcher of Belfast, E. J. Pitcher of
South Weymouth, Mass., Mrs. Jonathan
Pitcher of Bangor, Mrs. Wm. C. Frederick

gor and

News of the

PERSONAL.

Granges.

Frederick Ritchie Grange of Waldo has
entered upon a literary contest which is

proving

Noah M. Mathews and Mrs.
Martin Stone of Belfast. Mrs. White moved
from Belfast to Boston about 25 years ago.
The interment was in Grove Cemetery,
where prayer was made by Rev. J. M. Leighton.
Her two daughters and her son from
Bangor were here at the burial.

Boston,

of

Mrs.

very

interesting.

Seaside Grange of Belfast is having very
interesting meetings this fall. At the next
meeting they will discuss, “Resolved, That
it would be for the interest of this country
to annex Hawaii.”

With the session of the State Grange
at hand there is no little gossip about
There is no quesgrange politics in the air.
tion but that Overseer John A. Roberts of
Norway will he selected to succeed Hon.
Edwin Wiggin as master, and to till the
oliiee which Mr. Roberts will vacate i hear
that H< n. T. I>. Salley of Madison has formidable prominence. He is a member of
the Maine Senate as well as Mr Roberts. It.
is learned that, the Kennebec enmity p;A-

the remains to the cemetery. The services
the house were conducted by Rev. George
S. Mills.

The bearers were M. W. Welch,
Henry Staples, Elisha Sherman, Alvin
Blodgett, H. W. Marriner and Everett S.
Carter.
Rev. C. E. Libby, at one time pastor of
the Methodist church in this city, and later
presiding elder for the Bueksport district,
East Maine Conference, died in Boston Suuday. Up to-a short time ago lie was president of the Rust Uuiversity at Holly Springs,
Miss. His remains were brought to Bueksport for interment at Oak Hill, where a wife
and

daughter

are

Worthy

goods.
James S. Harriman, Esq., went to Portland yesterday to try a ease in the 8 J.
Court.

in

a

very

feeling

Master

service—one

guson.
Frank E. Crowley is negotiating with the
Standard Gil Co. and wail probably locate in

Augusta.
>

R. T. Rankin returned home Tuesday from
where lie had been for tw • lm »nt hs

j Wyoming,

Superintendent F. S. Brick will deliver a
lecture on “Geography" in Gardiner uext
Monday evening.
A. Wooil of Skowliegan arrived
Mrs. F
Monday night to visit her brothers, M. A.
and D F Stephenson.

Robbins is the possessor of the
Pinkey Nancy Hanks
L.

After

an

marks.

very pleasant time and one that will
long be remembered hy the. patrons of Granite Grange.
[One of the Number.
was a

|

-i

o

|

pleasant taste and smell to the water furnished by the Belfast Water Co.; and Tuesday night Superintendent Bird thoroughly

j
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BAmong tl’.o--e who w eir
past week to attend lie- food her w
Biggs, L. B. Centner, S. \V. I re. mat
~

Cottrell,

has

and L

>w-

(ie«e-ge, who

soil

situation

a

F-

Mrs. Ciias. (>.

gist for Boston
Their

A

i-'

B

A. B. Benner.

and

Mr.
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1
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ih.

m
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eap
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1
Mrs. Abbj C. Pilsbury iveut t
yesterday morning's tram, having ;> ---iv*-*l
The Trouble with the W ater Supply. | a
the deal i. Tuesday.
| telegram annoumuug
r :. » r
at South Framingham, Mass., >f h
For some time past there has been an un-

(‘leaned the system. The smell was such
that many persons thought fish had by some

Webster hauled out the Glide Monday,
the only craft left at the moorings above

Since I. W. Parker hauled out his knock-

Charles A. Mahc iiev, wit

-'t
! : v-.

Farmington, Me., visited relatives

A

with a T, so that there must be at least :•
feet of sediment in the standpipe before any

steamboat wharf are the Edna and
schooner Little Kate.
F. H. Hoag has
hauled his schooner, the Clara, into Dyer’s
dock.

Mrs Ralph Bieiiards <J Caiuil
yesterday morning tu att-eml t i.»
-t
her grandmother, Mrs. Shi 1

any granger in Waldo
h-air spent, in eating and

The yacht Hopeful, which has been lying
at Hitnneweli’s (lock, Brewer, for some
time, has been sold to satisfy some claims
against her. Milton Clifford of Bangor was
the buyer, at S155.

the

John Strattard and gramldaughtt r. Estelle
oln, returned to Natick, M is« G t
“1st, after spending tin* sumnic; i. M mi

program furnished hy the members of Comet Grange was tiueiy rendered.
Some of the members of Granite Grange
were called upon to sing, mid Bros. Clark
and Trendy responded.
Remarks were

|

-c

unr.

B. Linc

as

again in order and many responded. About
midnight, peanuts and candy were passed
around.
This capped the el.max. We were
never treated in that
before.
Pro.
way
Stinson moved a vote of thanks to the
members of Comet Grange for the invitation to meet with them, and extended it to
the good sisters who waited upon the visitors at supper.
Comet Grange gave a vote of
thanks to the visitors and those who furnished the singing.
Taken altogether it

went

banquet

a

the alumni of the Cnivcrs.ty of M

lls'ard

got into ti e standpipe and died
When the standpipe yvas cleaned out there
was found merely the usual accumulation of
mud, w hich after several hours exposure to
the sun gave off no unpleasant odor. The
bottom of the standpipe is conical and the
supply pipe rises a fuet above the bottom

and

to attend

Bangor yesterda

<

out

The cat-boat Inca is again in commission,
having been rigged the first, of the week.
She is now the property of H. G. Bit knell,

W. IL How aril and Chas. 8. Bickford
t«•

talking. Master Niekerson again eailed the
few a j'pi opr Ate remeeting to oiler \v:th

Boats.

quantity of corned lisli.

at such times

pies

county

Gardiu

t<

Tuesday witli her friend, Mrs. II.G Baker
They went by carrirge via Somerville.

feed

many

Blanche L. Sullivan went

Miss
er

manner

Nickerson declared a recess.
how the good sisters of

as

business.

on

see

who has eaten

and Mrs. Dyke, of Winchester, Mass.,
guests the past week of C. G. Fer-

Mr.
were

that crowd
Three times the
tables were tilled, and still food t< spare.
1
do not think I ever saw a supper run through
miller such adverse <a'vuinstances.and that is
saying considerable for a granger ol 21 years’

interesting.

A.

to

I Comet Grange woe to
in such a crowded hall.

Webstoi haiiied out his iin keel yacht Friday south of the steamboat wharf. She is
between the Swallow and Silence and a
comparison of the models of these craft is

and

day evening from a visit in Lynn. Mass.
G. A Hopkins and wife returned Tuesday
j
morning from a visit in Boston and vicinity.

A.

Bro.

We could not

improvements.

small

i-ut

\

visit
Mrs. J. W. Nash left Get. 2.'*th tfaiemls in Lynn ami Lawrence.
Mrs. Hannah Moore returned home Tues-

Stinson, a former member of
Remarks were made by
Comet Grange.
Bro's Boyd, Black, Marr ami Sister Ellen
Black. Supper was next on the program, and

by

The sloops Minerva from South WesHarhor ami Lena from Deer Isle were in
port Get. 251
buying supplies. The latter
a

arrived

Mrs. Catherine Hills left Monday t..
friends in Swampseot, Mass.

Grange.

responded

was

marine

brought

Mrs. Morris Jacobs of Boston
2;»d to visit friends in Belfast.

Oct.

Nickerson, who was detained at home by
sickness, Past Master A. E. Nickerson called the meeting to order. Bro. A. E. Nickerson gave a line address of welcome, which

Webster is at work on Dr. Atwood’s yacht.
She is to have a new deck ami house, with
other

Geo. I>. Otis of Boston arrived here Tueson business.

day morning

In response to the cordial
invitation nearly one hundred of the members of Granite Grange met with Comet
Grange to enjoy a social as well as a harvest
feast. Your correspondent started quite
early, hut when he arrived the hall was full
and also the long stable, which will put up
25 horses. Our good Bro. Patterson took
our horse and we crowded into the hall.
In
the absence of the Worthy Master, A. SComet

ham.

yacht Rex has been hauled
railway at Brewer.

visit

a

Mrs. A. C. Ellingwood left Monday to visit
friends in Massachusetts.

Monday evening, Oft. 18th, along string of
could be seen winding their way along
the southern shores of Swan Lake, through
the beautiful village of Swanville, over the
hill and through the valley, to the hall of

Wellington Shorey, one of the oldest citizens of the town of Waldo, died
yesterday
morning. He was prominent in the Grange
and highly respected.

the

Mrs. Oscar Hills left Oct. 25th for
Lowell and Lawrence.

teams

G. G. Going died of consumption at his
home in Fremont, Neb., Oct. 14th,at the age
of 47 years. He was formerly a resident of
Union. Beside a wife, lie leaves a mother,
Mrs. W. H. Going of Union, and a sister,
Miss Annie E. Going of Belfast, who have
the sympathy of many friends in their
bereavement.

The steam

in

instituted in the State, while the report
secretary will show an unprecedented
strength, both as to the number of members
and interest manifested. \ Augusta Correspondence Gardiner Reporter-Journal.

was buried by the Post, Rev. Frank S. Dollitf of Jackson officiating.

on

Boston Mon-

went to

Mrs. A. C. Burgess left Monday morning
friends in Boston.

was

Cousens died at his residence
Benjamin
in Monroe Oct.
17th, aged 07 years. Mr.
Cousens had lived in Monroe more than fifty
years and had followed his trade as blacksmith in the village.
He enlisted in Co. K.,
9th Maine, where he served three years. He
was a member of E.
M. Billings Post, Monroe.
He leaves a widow and one son. He

and

on

to visit

of the.

F.

Yachts

E. R. Conner went to Boston Oct. 25th
business.

runs will probably be united in supporting 1
Capt. J. VV. Ferguson has returned to
Prof. Elijah Cook of Cushion: Grange, Vas- i
salboro, for lecturer. He is one of the most j Cliftoudale, Mass., after a short v:s in lkpopular and eloquent, speakers of the order, I fast.
and thoroughly in sympathy with its f.iuda- |
Mr. and Mrs. D. 1‘. Palmer left G< t.
mental principles. The session will he the
most fully attended of any since the order
| for Boston and Portland to buy holiday

buried.

Edwin A. Nash died Oct. 14th at his home
in Newport, aged
He was tin* son
years.
<>f Col. James Nash of Strong, who lias been
called to mourn the loss.of five out of seven
children. At the age of .11 Mr. E. A. Nash
was unite 1
n
marriage with Miss Kate E.
Berdeen of Pittsfield. Five years of their
wedded life wert spent in Brewer, seven
years tn Burnham and the past few \< irs in
Newport. Whin- residing in Burn Jam Mr.
and Mrs. Nash sustained an irreparable loss
in the death of their only d iuguter, I.ilJu
When this beautiful girl was taken the gr.efstrieken parents were bowed down with unusual sorrow.
Subsequent to lu r death a
baby girl was bent to soften the parents’
grief. Little Marion, IP months old, is left
to comfort the sorrowing mother.
M\ Nash
was H'J.ive and successful m business.
One
trait oi ids character was to lorni strong attachments for his L ends. The iargi attendance at the funeral, which occurred at Burnham, Get. 17th, indicated the respect of his
fellow citizens. Tile funeral services were
conducted by Rev. L. »S. Williams of Clinton, assisted by Rev. J. N. Noble oi Burn-

on

Henry W. Marriner
day on business.

near

at

Asa A. Howes went to Boston Monday
business.

S. S. Woods spent Sunday with friends in
Hallowell.

Granite Grange, North Searsport, is still
prospering, taking in new members at nearWe number over two
The funeral of Charles T. Richards was ly every meeting.
hundred paid up members, and it looks as
held at his iate residence ou Cedar street
we should reach three hundred. Our
Oct. 21st at 2 o’clock, and was very largely though
are well attended, some coming
meetings
attended.
Work was suspended in Maseven miles to attend.
Quite often we get
thews Bros.’ mill and Carter & Co.’s shipout one hundred. Patrons of Waldo county
yard, and employes in other establishments
come and see us. You will iiud our latch
who wished to attend were given leave of
out and Bro. Stinson will
absence. The Masons and Knights of Pyth- string hanging
horse, f A Member.
ias with one hundred men in line escorted put up your

■

j

NUMBER 43.

j

Thomas C. Porter.
At the
\V.

Ct

j
j

means

annual meeting •! the MhidhI
T. I’., Mrs. Fran -es F

formerly
She

n,

-u

C.

Belfast,

<1
also

was

w

as

elected \

tod

e

lb*

<•

Loyal Temperance Legi<
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s

!• ut
tl
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n.

;

gets into the supply pipes from that source.
At the same time the Water Co.’s men
opened the hydrants, and changed entirely
the water in the mains.
Some of the wrater at the dam was also drawn off ami here
the trouble was found.
There was decayed

Mr. and Mr-

Frank M

South Hancock last

Stapl.

week.

s

Mr.

Be
largest deaf mute tax payei
neighbors and friends ire s.r
family and wish them pr
new

s

ti<

:

11

n

home.

Simautou d < am h
York to take eharg*- >d
opened by the Camden Land
T.

It.

New

...

Catndeu’s attractions as a snuim-T
will be fully described and in -large sized photographs.

Warren L. Boynton of Mars II
about, the Wave, he has given her a new bow, vegetable matter, or algie, as it is known
shortening her over all length a little and among water-vvorksmen. This, Mr. Bird friends in Liberty, his boyhood's t.oiic imi
adding to her water line, but making her says, usually forms late in August, and the in Belfast, last week. He was a neighbor
sharper forward. He will probably make waters and shores are cleansed by the fall ! and fellow pioneer in Aroostook wuh I F
other improvements before she goes over- rains, but this
Wilson of this city, and the tw. had a \o\
year the lack of rain has left
board again.
pleasant meeting here.
it in the ponds.
Other water-works which
The following yachts are hauled up in Pul- depend upon ponds for their supply are exAmong tiie new members ad toft. .1 1<pitjHarbor for the winter in care of C. F. periencing the same difficulty. The super- membership in tie- American Ant -giirian
Brown; Menelek, Nidra, Coon and ludra, ! intendent expects that the cleansing given Society at tin annual meeting u W-a-•••sfer.
1
m
I W
owned by Massachusetts parties; Johnnie the system Tuesday night will hold the
Mass., ()et. .’1st, was Hon
B., owned by E. P. Jaquith of Chicago; trouble in check, but that it will not be son of Belfast, who is im-ut a a..- a- ‘promiNokomis, owned by I)r. Piper of Rock port; wholly obviated until there are heavy rains nent in historic e research
and a yacht owned by A. P. Spear of Rock- or freezing weather.
-•

Lev

land.
up

One

or

two

more are

expected

to

haul

later.

(iood

George S. Wardwell, the expert yacht
builder, is working at Loriug’s yard this fall,
but may make his annual tlight to Massachusetts later. Mr. Wardwell was formerly
in the employ of Lawley at South Boston
and lias had charge of building operations on
many a Burgess designed craft. He is what
may be called a connoisseur on yachts and
eagerly reads everything pertaining to yachtHe is much disappointed at
ing interests.
the non-activity of the Penobscot Yacht
Club this

and believes that it is a
glorious opportunity lost. Not only is the
course a magnificent one but it is blessed with
a
yachting breeze such as falls to the lot of
few others that he has ever seen, including
the international course. Nearly every summer day there is a brisk breeze springing up
by noon and lasting until sunset. The northeasters, too, are not adverse to yachting, although they may test the Weatherly qualities of the boats a little more. [Rockland
Courier-Gazette.
season

mourning the loss of
Henry Gentner
his pet dog, a youngster of briudle color
and some white, weighing about 45 pounds,
and answering to the name of Rex. Henry
is very anxious to know if Rex is living or
is

dead.

The

new

Templars.

quarter begins with

new

The
more

lodge

Nov. 1st.

organized m Augusta
last week, called Neal Dow Lodge.
A

was

otticers say they will work for 500
new members before the next annual

session.

Monday.
Waldo county is pushing. All of the 15
lodges are in good condition. There were
only eight lodges a year ago.
Good Templar always a Good
a decision made at the last session of the International Supreme Lodge.
a

Templar,”

is

District Lodge have decided to
inspection system for a prize bancontest with an appropriate inscription.

Waldo

begin
ner

i.

K. Tufts went to W itervhi. Tues

ties.”
read

Ue\
an

d.

essay

F.
ou

M

tine

essay
So

Cochran of, Ha .*wei!
WieklitT tad lus

dolm

Wednesday evening Mr Tafts
the
Baptist church ill St.
George on ‘‘A Tour Through Italy ami

Times.'

lectured

in

Switzerland.”

Belfast Lodge had a very pleasant session,
and two new members were initiated, last

“Once

<

day to attend a meeting of t he i-ntra!
theological Circle where h< read an
on
I'he Ministry's delation to Se-a ta

an

Capt. E. P. Drew was in the city Monday
looking up old friends. He has been visiting his father in Palermo and left Tuesday
for Philadelphia. fHallowell News.

John II. Stewart "f Brooks was in W.tterville Saturday on business. Mr. Stewart
recently returned from Montana, where he
passed the summer. In speaking of the
condition of that section of country. Mr
Stewart says that since last spring he can
see a very marked
change for the better.
The increased price of wool and stock has
made the sheet and cattle growers happy
and lias helped them to discharge a great
of

many

their debts, and this

has

m

tde

money very much easier. The prospects
for stock raising are now very bright, and
Mr. Stewart expressed himself that next
year was sure to see better times iu the
west

than have been known there for many

years.

Editorial
The

Bryan-Towne

Notes.

CORBETT THE MIGHTY

strain of the Free-

Silver Shorthorn Herd have been excluded from the rich pastures of the Ohio and

Bank

The

Recommends Dr. Greene’s Nervura
Strength, Power and Vigor.

reservations.

Maryland

England

of

is

becoming

alarmed at the outflow of gold from its
coffers to this country, and various measBut
ures are being attempted to stop it.

i

it still continues to come.

It

The Bushnell-Foraker-Hanna combination

all

are

mad and

was

It Revitalizes the

System, Giving Health, Strength, Energy j

and Power.

had

cancelled all his Ohio engagements for the
campaign.
Tlu- Philadelphia Record says that the
Pingley law comes thundering down the
line in the second month of its operation
with

deficit of three and

a

What

dollars.

a

half million

noise there must have

a

been in the second month of the Wilson
was thirteen and a

law, when the deficit
half million!
It is not a kind

thing

for the editors of

spapers to insinuate that just because
John R. McLean of Washington. D.
new

in Ohio these few

(residing
to

pens

months) hap-

the controlling stock of the

own

>:.,00 i.UOO Washington Gaslight Company,
ami also

interest in

an

capitalized

at

a

street

railway,

612,000,000, and because
monopolies are reguU. S Congress, John R.

the attaiis of these

by

lated

the

sin*uId want to get into the Senate.

calamity party are
slight fall in wheat lateare expectantly watching quotai:.'i!>. in the ht-pe that something will
ri-mimv to a further depreciation of its
that they can say “We told you
leaders of the

Tht

oveij- yvd
ly, They

■

value to

a

:

«

1

supplanted silver
impossible that

avt-

It

silver could

JAMES

J.

COniSETT.

adoption
James J. Corbett is without doubt tk.
platform, when it strongest and most powerful aihi ; in the
world. Ilis wonderful records, magniiuvnt
!
the chief plank, depieciated to
| physique and splendid physical condition
of ordinary mud as a campaign i render him the proper person to point out to

'i. the short time since the

thi Ohio Democratic

■

The business

of

the country are
,t_aii) exerting themselves iu those States
vheie the silver issue has come into protnmen

men

southerly part of its
important discovery was made
by Capt. Frank Worth of the sell. Behring

delta. This
Sea.

He has found

a

campaigns

WASHING

PNOWDKR

The Road to Klond i ke
is a long and hard one.
It’s much easier to get

channel across the

SOLD
DUST
from your grocer.
Sold everywhere and cleans everything.
MADE ONLY tiY

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,
Chicago.

St. Louis.

New York.

Boston.

elapsed since

WORMS IN CHILDREN.

Hundreds of children have worms, but their parents doctor them ford
nearly everything else. The best Worm Remedy made and likewise!
the best Remedy tor all the complaints of children, such as Feverish-1
ness, Costiveness, Indigestion. .Sour Stomach, etc is

Its

TRUE’S

ELIXIR

Pin Worm

efficacy in such troubles—and likewise* for all stomp.'“h !roub;<-s of adults
-has never been equalled,
ll line been n linueelinlil reined. fur
46 years. Purely vegetable arid harmless. Price ;{.** crnt*. Ask your
Druggist for it.
Book

<>n

DR. J. F. TRUE It
“Children'’ free to mothers. For Tap U.

WallaceDi

iue-ut* in the fall’s campaign.
The remarkable aligning of the business forces
of tlie country against the campaign of

est

dlkv.

Holyoke weddings in

One of the
recent

larg-

years

was

that of Robert M. Wallace of Springfield
and Miss Ida Ellen Dudley, daughter of
Mrs. William Engle, formerly of Belfast,
anaichy and repudiation of last year show- Me., Wednesday evening, Oct. 13th. The
ed that business men were fully alive to I ceremony took place in the Second Bapthe cath blow which was being aimed at tist church at 7.30 and a very large mini
her of people, both from Spriuglield and
them by the Brvauites, and their present
were iu attendance.
The wedHolyoke,
in
it\ in certain states attests that they
ding music was played by Mr. Wakelin of
this city and this bridal party entered the
aie determined to lend their active efforts
church to the strains of the “Lohengrin*’
t*»
mj-aigiis as long as there is any vitalmarch.
The biidal procession was headity left in the tree silver fallacy.
ed by tlie ushers, Charles B. Hitchcock,
Paul R. Hawkins, Phillip C. Powers, D.
A couple of months ago the
! Edward Millet of
Springfield, Carl Stebked complacently at the large exporta- bius of Holyoke. George Dudley Foster of
r.s
of manufactures under the Wilson Manchester, Eng., and Robert Callender
of Yale University.
Then came the little
1 iv, and were only waiting to point. *xultflower girls, Med-wa and Ruth Wallace,
ingiy t" the falling off of these ex porta- and the bridcmaius, Miss Cora Engle,
tions under the new law.
It seems, how- sister of the bride, and Miss Ella Hamilton of Chicopee Falls and Miss Clara
to* i. that they were
Fay
wrong, as usual. The
of Northampton, with the maid of honor,
li’st month of the operations of the DingMiss Lillian Tuttle of Spriuglield.
The
ley law showed a larger exportation of bride was escorted by Mr. Engle, and Normanufaei ued articles than for any corre- man Wallace officiated as page, holding
tne tram.
sponding month of preceding years. So
The procession was met at the front of
much for their statements that the enactthe church by Mr. Wallace and his best
ment of a protective revenue law would
man, William Callender of New York city.
cut oil our market abroad for American The ceremony was performed by Rev. Dr.
J. W. T. Boothe, pastor of the Second
manufactures.
Baptist church. After the wedding the
went to the Hamilton, which was
Why do Messrs. Bryan, Towne et al. party
given up to the purposes of the reception,
continue to stand afar off and discuss sil- which was
attended by a large number of
ver in ‘"low tones?”
Do they know that people of Springfield and Holyoke, with
The
the day of election is coming and that many guests from other places.
were presented by the ushers to
they have many stumps iu Ohio from guests
the receiving party, consisting of Mr. and
wh ii they must speak to fulfill their Mrs. R. M.
Wallace, Mr. aud Mrs. Engle
pledges? The farmers of Ohio are burn- of Holyoke aud Mr. aud Mrs. A. B. Waling to hear of the beauties of free silver, lace of Springfield.
The bride wore a gown of white satin,
and they also want to ask Mr. Bryan about
trimmed with pearl passementerie, with a
that g.Veent wheat in case McKinley was train and a veil.
The maid of honor wore
elected.
It will be remembered that Mr. a white organdie, with a pink sash. Miss
Clara Fay wore white organdie and Miss
Bryan went through Ohio last fall and
Engle and Miss Hamilton wore white orsaid some things about wheat and other
gandie over pink, with satin girdles. The
things, and somehow or other it hasn’t little llower-girls wore, pink gauze, with
white trimmings, and carried baskets of
tint ed out just that way and the farmers
rose petals.
The piage wore black velvet,
aie anxious about it.
with a white satin vest.
The decorations at the church and at
Tlie statement of Comptroller Eckels of the Hamilton were
among the most elabothe l ulled States Treasury in regard to rate ever seen in Holyoke.
A profusion
of
paints were arranged in front of the
the business improvement throughout the
church altar, which was banked with
country ‘us very encouraging, lie states w hite
chry santhemums. There were w hite
that “the improvement has come rapidly
chrysanthemums at the end of each pew
and permeates all lines of industry.
It while overhead was a mass of trailing
Over 1,000 chrysanthemums
began with the agricultural class. The asparagus.
were used in the decorations.
farmers have large crops and are getting
Asparagus plumosa, palms and chrysgood prices for them. The cattle-raisers anthemums prevailed at the Hamilton,
where the reception was held.
The dinare benefited by a substantial rise in the
room
fleet was pink and green. The
price of cattle. The same is true with the ing
decorations consisted of chrysanthemums,
sheep-raisers. This improvement in agri- bride roses and daisies. In the smoking
cultural earnings has had its effect on the rooms adjoining yellow chrysanthemums
railroads by increasing their earnings.
It were used. The wedding cake stood on a
has put money into circulation and en- table surrounded by pink orchids, violets,
abled people to pay off their debts, and lilies-of-the-valley and Scotch heather.
Green and white electric lights were
lias thereby benefited the merchants.”
placed among the decorations. The bride
What were some of those remarks that cut the cake, which was distributed
The decorations of
were
heralded around from Popocratic among the guests.
stump to stump last year, to the effect the parlors were asparagus plumosa,
that our currency was so limited and con- I American beauty roses and lilies-of-thetracted that we could not do business, and | valley.
Asparagus, plumosa aud potted
that the only hope for a return to pros- I palms garnished the ball leading to the
Tlie ball room effect was
perity w as through the free coinage of J ball room.
silver at lb to 1? It is quite evident to ! green, while overhead were countless elecThe orobservant men that some of these Popo- I tric lights with colored globes.
behind a bank of
crats were laboring under a mistake, be- | chestra was hidden
cause by reference to the election returns
palms and white chrysanthemums. The
of 181MJ it will be seen that the free-coin- ! bridal couple received in an alcove of
age proposition was not adopted, and yet ! pink and green. The Charles Miller Comhere we find in the country to-day nearly pany did the decorating, aud the Phila hundred million dollars more in circula- ; harmonic Orchestra furnished the music.
j
The presents occupied a whole room.
lion than there was a year ago, and not a |
dollar of it free silver.
Gold alone has ! The ushers gave a painting by Kinnaird,
increased iu circulation in the last year and the Forbes A Wallace employes gave
a work by Schaeffer and one by Thomas
over fifty million dollars.

freetraders

■

|

circle of friends and the groom is au express messenger on the Maine Central railroad and is widely known all over the
road, and all who know him speak well of
him.
After the w’edding a dinner was
served, after which Mr. and Mrs. Conley
took the train for his home and a long
wedding trip through Maine, after which
they will make their home in Farmington.
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of the State and local committees as much
it was of the Democratic National Com-

mittee of last year. In Massachusetts, the
George Fred Williams element of the
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Camden’s Combative Coon Cat.

j

A well known business nniu in Camden
recently bought a very handsome shag cat
and took her home.
It was about four
o’clock when the cat entered her new
dwelling; before live she had killed the
pet canary, before six she had killed live
chickens, and the next day got into a
neighbor’s yard and killed some rabbits,
besides whipping every cat in the neighborhood. Thinking the cat was too combative for home comfort the gentleman
took pussy to his place of business. Here
she had a combat with every eat in the
vicinity and looking “for new worlds to
conquer” she embarked upon the M. &
M. and paid a visit to historic Castine.
J ust how many battles she fouglit at Castiue we cannot say, but she returned on
the next trip of the steamer. Pussy formed the habit of gadding, however, and
next time the Portland steamer Salacia
left on her Monday trip she leisurely
strolled aboard and when Portland was
reached went ashore and remained.
On
the next Monday, when the steamer returned to Portland to make her usual return trip to “picturesque” Camden, there
on the pier sat Miss
Pussy patiently waiting to return to her home, where as soon
as she landed, she expressed her pleasure
by pitching into the first cat she saw, and
is still lighting. No doubt pussy’s trips
to Castine and Portland, were to look
over the forts.
[Camden Herald.
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Do you scratch and scratch, and wonder
what’s the matter? Doan’s Ointment will
instantly relieve and permanently cure any
itchy disease of the skin, no matter of how

|

lung standing.

j

HOOD’S PILLS cure Liver Ills, Bll*

j lousness, Indigestion, Headache,
Easy to take, easy to operate. 2Bc.

j

ilVER
f|PIU.S
SICK HEADACHE
Positively

cured by these
Little Pills.

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A perfect remedy for Dizziness,
Nausea, Drovsi.
ness, Bad Tastein the Mouth, Coated Tongua
Pain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price.

IslilR
This

As
adopted with singular unanimity.
stated, Messrs. Bryan and Towue, and
others of that school, are rigidly excluded from all the important campaigns and
only allowed to educate the people in
where

they

can’t do any

while the Democrats

are

casting

about for other issues, making their campaigns on a variety of misleading and socalled

issues, personal abuses, and the
“principles” as the single tax,
the “government-by-injunction” idea, socialism, and anarchism are substituted for
the semi-fiat-money scheme which was the
leading and almost the only issue three
months ago.
Last year the Democracy
like. Such

had to abandon its old and time-honored

principle
tractive

of free trade for the

new

and at-

of free silver, and now, all its
promises broken, and all its prognostications of a year ago unfilled and shown

false,

one

it is compelled to abandon that new
“principles.” The outlook

idol for other
for the

Democracy

cannot be

a

pleasing

one.

Zion’s Herald has the following from
Webster Square church, Worcester, Mass.
The idea might be adopted with profit by
many churches.
Old People’s day was observed, Sunday,
Sept. 2(5. The church was beautifully decorated. Special music was rendered by the
The audience was
choir.
exceptionally
large, the centre of the auditorium being
filled with aged people. Invitations were
accepted by the inmates of the Old Ladies’
Home and of the Home for Aged Men, while
all the elderly people in the church and
vicinity accepted as far as possible the invitations sent them by the Epworth League
who had full charge of the service. Carriages
sent to the various homes for the
were
guests who could not walk. The sermon
was preached
by the pastor, Rev. L. W.
Adams, his subject being, “The Sunset of
Life.” He was aided in the service by Rev.
Mr. Miller, under whom he was converted.

1841.

great deal. A tend-

ANCIER’S

F|

Petroleum
EMULSION

typophosphites,

supplies the needed remedies. Study
it

Our Petroleum Oil is
of the best known remedies for
throat and lung affections. It heals
inflamed membranes and nourishes
the whole body.
Then the hypophosphites give vigor to the nerves.
a

FOR MORE THAN FIFTY-SIX YEARS IT HAS NFVER FAILED IN ITS
WEEKLY VISITS TO THE HOMES OF FARMERS AND
VILLAGERS THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES
IT HAS

faithfully labored
the improvement

for their

prospect) and happiness,

h

of their business and home interests
for the elevation of American nianhoi

for education,
and true womanhood.
IT HAS told at the fireside, interesting and instinctive stories
the doings of the world, the nation and States.
IT HAS advised the farmer as to the most approved methods

cultivating and harvesting

his crops, and the proper tim.
to convert them into the largest possible amount <A

THROAT WEAK?

means a

ency to coughs and colds; a constant
desire to raise something, and frequent hoarseness ? If there is also
general debility, there is much to
fear.

money.
IT HAS led in all matters

pertainingto

villagers, and for over half
fidence and esteem

the welfare of farmers a:
century has held their con-

a

It is the NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE, and we furnish it with the REPUBLICAN JOURNAL, one year for $2.00. cash in advance.
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all
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$1.00.

Angier Chemical Co., AJlstou District, Boston.
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ORDERS BY TELEPHONE PROHPTLYF1LLE D.

State of

A

Maine.

j

I'ollector’s Notice ami Advertisement of Sale

handsome illustrated -atal
style in

-jam

shownm. ;!

correct

of

Lands of Non-ttesldent Owners.

Inpalri taxes

on

lands of non-resident

situated In the town of

owners

Waldo, In the County of

Waldo, for the year 181MI.

campaigns being fought show that this plan has been

harm,

h...«k

BORN

SlTTLE

year
to be

at their convention, but in almost every
other case free coinage was the watchword

those sections

JOB

fO„ Anlinrii. Me.

18,

the Demo-

Democracy adopted it; in New York a
segment of the Democracy declared for it,
and in Ohio, Virginia, Kentucky, Iowa,
Pennsylvania, Nebraska, and other States
it was to be the leading issue of the campaigns.
But all this happened within the last
three or four months, and all these ratifications of free silver by various conventions
were before the passage of the Dingley
law and the signing of that measure by the
President.
This occured later, and what
was the effect?
Immediately the wheels
of industry began to revolve. It is useless
for calamity howlers to say they did not or
Rowden.
The “Foggy Night” club prethat prosperity has not returned to thoussented a set of brass andirons.
Mr. and
ImMrs. Wallace drove to Northampton after ands of homes throughout the land.
the ceremony, whence they will go to mediately with the passage of that
law;
Quebec. They will be at home at 113 and in some cases in
anticipation of its
Mill street after January 1st.
The out-of-town guests included Chas. passage, factories began to resume and to
D’Harmenon of Paris, C. J. Dietrich of increase their number of employees, and
Chemnitz, tier., Mr. and Mrs. Frank II. thousands of men who had been looking
Mudge and George Dudley Foster of Manfor work suddenly found it, and at
chester, Eng., Fred Harlow and Karl vainly
The hum of industry
Kliftman of Boston, Mrs. Eugene Wallace good wages, too.
of Newark, N. J., Harry Pollard and was heard on all sides, and the
factory
Harry Dunlap of Lowell, Edwin II. Laigli- smoke began to roll out in black volumes.
ton of New Haven, Mrs. Robert Callender
of Providence, A. Swan Brown of New Employers began paying out money to
York, Mr. and Mrs. Irving Brown of labor which they had been previously
Worcester, James Thompson of Hartford, hoarding, afraid to embark in business
James Thompson, Jr., of Yale, Miss
ventures, and the employees began to deRiley and Miss Whipple of Smith college, mand the
necessities of life from the farmMiss Kendall of Mount Holyoke college
Farm products rose in price and
and Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy of Pittsfield, ers.
Mrs. Fred Brown of Belfast, Me., sister laborers had the
money with which to buy
of the bride’s mother, Dr. (’. P. Bean of
them.
Not only wheat went up, in which
Mrs.
Mard
1
of Belfast,
Boston,
Henry C.
Me., Mrs. Ada Colby of Newton, and Mr. there is a “shortage” abroad, but all
and Mrs. Davis of Boston.
[Springfield, other farm products advanced likewise.
Mass., Republican.
And strange to say, simultaneously with
these advances the price of silver steadily
Conley-Ridley. A very pretty wedding
occurred at the residence of A. J. Winn, fell, reaching a low-water mark never
Autumn street, East Rochester, N. H., dreamed of
by the Democrats who were
Thursday forenoon, Oct. 14th, the con- proposing last year to supply the
country
tracting parties being Mr. Winn’s oldest
daughter, Mrs. Alma C. Ridley, and Lin- with 53-cent dollars. Things reached such
coln Conley of Isle au Haut, Rev. H. E. a state—silver down to nothing, and everySliattuck of Dover officiating. Miss Rubie
thing else up and going up—that there reA. Reynolds acted as bridesmaid aud
mained nothing to do but to drop the silHarold R. Winn as best man.
Two gold
rings were used in the ceremony. The ver issue and forget it, although it had
bride was attired in blue cashmere,
been made the leading plank in most of
trimmed with yellow satin.
The bride is
the platforms, and the advices from all
well known in Rochester and has a large
the States where there are

Wedding Beils.

l,'

—--—

and the

campaigns were
fought. In Ohio, Iowa, and Kentucky, as
well as in other States, it was made the
chief, and, in some cases, practically
the only plank of the platforms.
The
Marylanders, under Senator Gorman’s
shrewd leadership, managed to save themselves from being obliged later to run
away from the platform, by straddling it

as

Ph:i

are

where State and local

famed athlete, who states that he lias long
known of this wonderful remedy. It is prescribed and recommended as the greatest
was n ade
stren.rthener and health giver by the most
the \aiue
eminent of the world’s physicians, and it has
the best way in which to obtain that cured a greater number of people than any
h-v-ue. hut this appears to be the case In I others
It makes
mighty strength of muscle, vigor of nerves other medicine known to science.
( h i
The McLean men are, however, exand perfect physical condition which is the the sick well. It makes the weak strong. It
of
man
and
for
desire
gives
the
fullest
and
woman,
every
perfect
strength to
power, vigor
mcDihg their ingenuity in attempting to
health is what all want, and good health everybody ,b .rinse it puts everybody in sound
list over a particularly adhes. :e quality of
always comes only from sound physical vigor and perfect physical condition,
J. Corbett says:
hat ..Hide for use in the McLean machine. | and vitality.
j James
What you must have, therefore, to make you
I have long been acquainted with the fame
strong, to give you life, vim. energy and am- of Dr. Greene’s IS'ervura and the beneficial
de le is no longer any doubt that the
bition, to make you do your work with ease, results of its use in cases of many of my
to eat and sleep well and wake mornings fresh friends, and I have no hesitation in recom•mm.ey pow er” of Europe dominates this
and vigorous, is to see first of all if you are in mending its use to others.
cmiiitry. The “power” has been sending
sound health. If you feel languid, weak or
Jambs J. Corbett.”
gold into the United States, through New
Get Dr. Greene's Nervura blood and nerve
nervous, if yonr work tires you and you wake
without
back not only your
or
at
once,
and
mornings
unrefreshed,
get
remedy
New
appetite
and
San
Francisco,
York,
Orleans,
energy, you are far from being well. In fact health", but that high degree of strength, power
tl ei ports, until we now have a gold cirare
on
a
to
and
Dr.
dangerous
road
and
of
which
sickness
vigor
you
you are capable.
If yon have headache, neu- Greene’s Nervura will do it. It will first make
breaking down.
culation of s‘>0,000,000 in excess of that
ralgia, rheumatism, stiffness and lameness, you well, then make you strong with the
of a year ago, with a total circulation of
back or side ache, dyspepsia, liver or kidney mighty power of perfect development of nerve
trouble, or any other disorder, however slight, and physical vigor.
nearly >100,000,000 larger than a year ago.
Dr. Greene’s Nervnra is the prescription and
you should immediately see to getting back
This foreign “power” is evidently deteryour health, and with it the fullest measure of discovery of a
physician. Dr. Greene, 34
mined to ruin us. if possible, by dumping
strength and power of which your system is Temple Place. Boston, Mass., who is the most
He
successful physician in curing diseases.
capable.
a lot of gold in on us in exchange for our
The way to do it is by using I)r. Greene’s will give you consultation, examination and
wheat, corn, meat, and other products.
It is advice, either personally or by letter, absoluteNervura blood and nerve remedy.
recommended by James J. Corbett^ the world ly free of charge.
t

entrance to the Yukon river has

new

cratic leaders determined that free silver
should be the leading issue of this

fitoat /hero. (upyp/G/irfD /6o3.
Br/Y&ft/t/GOSf C/Y/CfiGO.

in Ohio.

A

been found in the

flats of 27 feet minimum depth, iu contrast with the four-foot depth of the Aplioon pass route,
the most northerly
mouth of the Yukon.
This discovery w ill
and speak from every stump.
Ex-con- enable transportation companies to get
supplies into the river at a saving of fully
gressman Towne entered the Slate with one-lialf in
cost, and what is most importan idea of
speaking for free silver many ant, will extend the season of navigation
times, but for some reason Mr. Bryan has at least one mouth. The present method
not kept faith with his assertions and Mr.' of getting supplies up the Y’ukon by boat,
makes it impossible for river steamers to
Towne has been peremptorily ordered off
make more than three .or four trips in a
of the stump by Allan O’Myers, Mcseason.
St. Michaels is frozen in a mouth
after
the Y'ukon is open in the spring,
Lean’s manager, with this action sustainwhich is about June 1. St. Michaels, too,
ed by McLean. Bryan, Towne, and others
is bordered by a mile of shoal water.
A
who have been for the past two years new
supply depot on the lower 1’ukoD is
laboring in the interests of the silver trust, desirable and is likely to be established.
view this “turning down” with nothing
A NEW ROUTE TO THE MINES.
less than dismay, because it means to
Information has been received at San
them that the Democratic party is aban- Franeiseo that
the Canadian Pacific raildoning the free-coinage talk in every State way has placed two corps of surveyors
where its managers see any real hope of with a view of opening up the Stickeen
river route to the Yukon mines.
From
success at the polls this fall.
This general
the mouth of the river to the point at
program has been adopted in all States which the road down the Yukon will bewhere there are campaigns, as is shown gin there are said to be no engineering
difficulties, and it is believed the line can
by the various reports. When it came to be
kept open seven months of the year.
a direct clash, as was the case the other
It is proposed to run a line of fast steamday between Democracy and Bryan, De- ers from Victoria for Fort Wrangel.
Steam vessels can run up the Stickeen
mocracy won and Bryan was snubbed. The
river 140 miles.
From this point a railNew Yorkers were about entering on their
road will be built to Teslin Lake, 125
aud
Mr. Bryan wrote urging them miles further.
campaign
Light draught steamers
will be placed on the Yukon, and it is beto keep free silver to the front in their
lieved that Dawson City may be reached
light: Chairman Jones, however, advised in ten
days from Victoria, or 13, days from
them to eliminate free silver and Jones’ San Francisco.
advice was followed. Silver is practically

three months have

has knocked the wind

hi seem

A NEW ENTRANCE TO THE YUKON RIVER.

DUST

excluded from participation in them. This seems nothing short
of wonderful, in view of the fact that only

tiieir specious arguments.

Mmi has

absolutely eliminated from the discussions
campaign. And silver was
practically the only plank of the Democratic platform adopted but three months
Mr. Bryan proposed to canvass the
ago.
State thoroughly in the interests of silver

there in the

free-silver

a

bushel,

a

evidence from Ohio corroborates the statements that the silver question has been

tabooed in this fall’s

The fact that an
year ago was equal in
bushel of wheat, but now buys

f silver

m0\ half

wi

the

the farmers.

s..'
mince

mu

at

!

Invigorates the Blood, Makes Strong Nerves
and Powerful Muscles,

speaking from the same stumps.

This is not in exact accord with the Democratic “announcement” some time since
that Senator Foraker

[Correspondence of The Journal.]
Washington, Oct. 25, 189T. Further
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GOLD

Klondike.

Our Washington Letter.

Sheriff’s Sale.
SS.

J. Pottle,
WALDO

Taken

on

execution wherein Caro

FT HE following list of taxes on real estate of non
1 resident owners, situated in the town of W aldo, aforesaid, for the year 18‘.H>, committed to me
for collection for said town on the tirsi day of
July, Is96, remain unpaid; and notice is hereby
given if saic taxes with interest and charges are
not previously paid, s> much of ’lie real estate
taxed as is suflirient ami necessary to pay the
amount due
therefor, including interest and
charges, will he sold without further notice, at
auction
at Silver Harvest Orange Hall, tu
public
said town, on the lirst Monday ol December, lx-7.
at nine o’clock a. m.

Executrix, is creditor, and The
Sarsaparilla Co. is debtor, and will be sold
by public auction to the highest bidder, on the
premises in Belfast, in said County, on the 20th
day of November, A. I). 1897, at toil o'clock in the j
forenoon, agreeably to the decree of tin* Supreme |
Judicial Court, upon which said execution was j
issued the following described personal property (
upon which said creditor has a lien, to wit .1 eer- 1
tain building situated and standing on the land "I !
Joseph Ellis. Hounded on the east by land d
the Belfast Industrial Real Estate Co., near to the | A J.
Simmons, south and west by county road
large building on said Company's land. m>w used north by Hrooks line, containing l'u acre.- ainomr
and occupied by Legro A Spalding as a shoe
of tax, s7 7<>.
in
said
Belfast.
factory
James Holmes estate. Bounced on the east by
SA Mr El. (I. NORTON, Sheriff.
Swanxille line, south hy land of lieoiue Walls,
Belfast, October 7, 1897 Rw41
!
V.
west hy land of
r. Smith, north by land
XV. Johnson. < mtaining joo acres. amount <>l tax,
Dana

Set

Idress and

iec»

lojrue of the latest fur fashions
specialty of making all kind' ••!

W« make a
line fm ua-.
with-it extra exp.
modeling old garments to the !a re stvies
Sea 1 ami sable
ments r«

ments to measure

as new.

H. G. BfRKtR,

Furrier,

<*iirtliner, >laine.
STATK

OK

MAIMv

■

Commissioners’ Notice.
October 11, A. D. 18l<7.
WALDO SS.
We, the undersigned, having been duly appointHonorable
bv
the
Judge >( Probate within
ed
and for said County, Commissioners to receive
and decide upon the claims of the creditors of
Milton 1. Whitcomb late ol Islesboro in said
County, deceased, whose estate has been rep re
sen ted insolvent, hereby give public notice agreeably to the order of the said Judge of Probate,
that six months from and after September l-*tli.
A
D. 1H‘.*7, have been allowed to said Creditors to
present and prove their claims, and that we will
attend to the duty assigned us at the following
At the oilice of J S. Harplace and times, viz
riman in Belfast, Saturday, November Uth, A. I).
1897, and Monday, March 14th, A. 1) 1898, at nine
o’clock in the forenoon of each of Tin said days.
J.S. HARRIMAN.
\ Loni ,J?'
WAYLAND KNOWLTON, I
3t41
..

LOCAL

A
Disease

A

CATARRH

Climatic

Aftectiou
Nothing but a local
remedy or change of cli-

will cure it.
(let a well-known pharmaceutical remedy,

mate

Ely’sCream Balm
It is quickly Absorbed.
(fives Relief at once.
Opens and cleanses the
Nasal Passages.
iortis me
Allays innammation. ueais aim
membrane. Restores the Senses of Taste and Sn ell.
No Cocaine, No Mecury, No injurious drug. Full
Size 50c.; Trial Size 10c., at Druggists or by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren Street, New York.

COLD >N HEAD

SH5 61.
Bounded on the e;
John i.ogan.
by county
uth by s.
road, north by land of Ceorge W iN->n.
E. Packard estate, west by land of Deoiue W hrcomb, containing 100 acics amount ot t\1
Adelhert Nickerson. Hounded on the east
y
Henry Patterson’s estate, north by land >’ Prank
French, south by land o! Simon Pay >nu, we>i by
land of ('. E. 1 'ayson. containing 0 acre.- amount
of tax. sib J3.
Waldo, Me., Oct l:», 1807.
L. L. BARLOW.
3w4’J
Collector of Taxes of the town of Waldo.

STATE

OF MAINE.

SS. Taken this lith day of October,
A. D. 1897,00 execution dated the4th day of
A.
D. 1897, issued on a judgment renderOctober,
ed by the Supreme Judicial Court, for the County
of Waldo, at tin* term thereof begun and held on
the third Tuesday of September, A. D. 1*97, t<>
wit:—On the fiist. dav of October, A. 1). 1*97,
in favor of HOWARD V. MASON of Belfast.
Collector of Taxes for the City of Belfast in said
County,for the year 189*5, against M A RY L. SI 1CTL
of said Belfast* and against the real estate hereinafter named, for thirty-nine dollars, debt or damage, and nine dollars and ninety-three cents cost
of suit, and will ho sold at public and ion at my
office in Belfast, in said County of Waldo, to the
highest bidder, on the 20th day of November, A.
I). 1897, at nine o'clock in the forenoon, tbe 1< ilowing described real estate, situated in said Belfast, and all the right, title and interest which the
said Mary E. Slmte lias in and to the same, or had
on the 29th day of July, A. D. 1*97,at nine o'clock
in the forenoon, the tune when the same was attached on the original writ in the same suit, to
wit
-The homestead on Searsport shoie road
being E. half of Lot 1*. in Div. l, containing
tiftv acres, and land adjoining homestead being
W. half of Lot 17, being Lot 17. Div. 1. containing fifty acres, and situated in said Belfast
Dated this 11th dav of October, A D. 1*97.
SAMUEL 0. NORTON, Sheriff.

WALDO
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the JOth day ot November.
C
Isa., at in.
o'clock in the forenoon, the following described
real estate, situated in sail HelList, and al1 lie
rljrht. title and interest which the >:nd Hannah
(iilmore has in and t*> the same. <u had ->n the
•JSth day of .Inly, A. I». 1*‘*7, at ten oYlork and
lifty minutes in the torenoon. the time when the
same was attached on the original writ m the
same
suit, to wit:
The homestead ->n the
Searsport short* road between Shute’s and Pn in
lands beiim I *ix 1. Lot is, eontaiuinn tilsv acres,
situated in said ml fast.
Dated this lltli da\ t Ortotiri, v D. lst»7.
SA M I’LL C NORTON. Mn itl

Commissioners'

Notice.

Wo. the undersigned, having been appointed in
the Supremo .fudioi.il O urt. within and for the
County >d Waldo, commissi mers to mal e partition of the real estate d scribed in the petition t
■

T. Kidder .lolmson. Fred
Augusta A. Hewm
M
Johnson. Julia (omdrich, Arthut Wiggin,
Thomas F Wiggin, William D. s. Boyd, John C.
Boyd, Arthur Cenn, Nettie <i Harvey, Nellie (},
Spencer and (leorge Conn, hereby gi\ e* not ice t hat
we have appointed Monday, the loth day of No\emhor, lS‘J7,at It) o'clock a. M..and the premises
described in said petition, in Winterport. Maine,
as the time and place to make the
partition
Dated this 12lh dav id October, 1SV»7.
M. S. STILES,
)
( omrs.
S. H MOHdAN,
A. F. CABLE'TON. \

J

in Costa Rica’s

Sight-Seeing

Farnham, Frye

Capital.

Fair Without
Foul Within

of The Journal.J

special Correspondence

Jose, Costa Rica, Sept. 3, 1897.

ms

of the handsomest

buildings iu this
g little capital is the artillery-barracks,
lie Street de Artillera, two blocks
the national palace.
Four square
in
.Mrs, one at each angle, defend the
ises, the walls are perforated for
diets, and the quadrangular court inis spacious enough for drilling
300
e

3^

Under

at once.

a

shed at

couple of 13-pounders,

,i

well

old-fashioned

sc

guns

■

icfis flanking the cathedral
is
■s

white

long,

a

high,

with

a

building,
heavy balcony

_ing the street and

ana
con-

|§y|3
f^^F
come from inac|vsition
B tivity of the liver, and
stipation, dizziness,
and general indispo-

H

mav be overcome by
GREENE S
LAXURA CATHARTIC PILLS.
25
cents
The
cathartic
Price,
that does not debilitate. Made
by the discoverer of Dr.
Greene’s Nervora.

W thenseof DR.

r

the
two

over-

red-tiled

ng several feet beyond
The balcony is broken

Dream

ffW perspiration,

cast in

on

iensive

^

Cape
way around
and hauled up the hills from l’unta
as by herds of oxen.
The infantry

■

facial

Most of

were

and assimilation as
the external body and

blemishes, headaches,
^stomach derangements, of-

shipped

gland,

as

roof

the front

in the latter country, and those recently
lofty, set on foot to assist the rebellion in Cuba;
d gateway, before which hungry- but doubtless the real object of William
Walker and all his predecessors and sucug sentinels are pacing up and down,
and day. They are clad iu ragged cessors was their own amusement, glory
’ii and sandals of untanned
ox-hide, and pecuniary profit, by re-enacting the
each carries a musket on his shoulder, role of the original Spanish conqueror,
fe or pistol iu Ins belt, and a rusty slightly modified by the changed condiid dangles by his side.
N'otwith- tions of three or four countries. For more
diug its somewhat imposing exterior, than two years Walker and his inpecunious
j filing inside the barracks looks cheap crew managed to sustain themselves in
faded, its one redeeming feature be- Central America, and were finally expellNala de Banderas, “Hall of Flags." ed only by the union of all the little Relatter apartment the most interest- publics against him.
Finally Walker was
dings to North American travelers captured in Honduras, tried by court
naturally the relics and trophies of martial and sentenced to be shot; aud the
miens Filibuster war. A large glass
sentence was carried into effect at Truxilhandsomely gilded and paneled, lo, (Honduras,) Sept. 12, 1800, when its
uns the torn and
sooty fragment of victim was only 00 years of age.

by

a

dig that waved over Fort Castillo
u
held by the brave little baud of
a Ricans.
On one of the panels the

The Central American soldier is unique
in many respects, among the armies of the
earth.

In Costa Rica

the rank aud file

wing inscription appeared iu golden are mere hoys, dressed in jackets and
s:
“On the ldth of
February, 1857, trousers of blue duck, wearing caps, but
National Flag which floated over the without shoes or stockings and armed
a' Fort Castillo
during the siege, with modern breech-loading rifles with
oher with the name of the superior bayonets attached.
The officers wear a
is who defended
it, were deposited much be-trimmed and brass-buttoned uni.liN urn, by order of Ilis Excellency, form of blue cloth and seem to outnumber
The city is policed almost
Idesident of the Republic, Don Jose the privates.
1 Mora. Eternal honor to the heroes wholly by boys, who wear blue uniforms
defended the castle of 8an Juan.”
and ungainly caps, like those used in the
opposite panel bears these words: Dutch army. These adolescent officiates
the 15tli of February, 1857, four are organized militarily, with a First
icd Filibusters, under command of Commandante, a Second Commandante,
i-alled Colonel Titus, attacked the six sergeants, and eighty gend’armes—
of San Carlos, which was in a each provided with a small club of hard
lilted state and garrisoned only by wood and a silver button which indicates
m.
But, animated by the brave bis official capacity. They do not appear
,td Hon George F. Cauty, and the to have anything to do beyond whistling
> Commandant of the fort, Colonel the alert every half hour all night as
■'inn- Montez de Viea, the little
garri- they patrol the sleeping city, and offering
lvieally resisted the enemy until the up at regular intervals iu dismal recita"f the month, on which date i'T tive the oracion del sereno, Ave Maria
men,
under command ol' Captain I’urissima; for this is a remarkably wellAlvarado, and Don Joaquin Ortiz, ordered community, where crime and vihad been sent to the relief of the olence are almost unknown.
Every Sun-'“J upon the filibusters with so day morning at 11 o’clock the troops are
h biavevy that they disperser: them in put through ail their paces and manoeuinstant, compelling them to throw vres iu front of the Government T’alace,
their clothes that they might ilv while the President and his ministers reJ renter ease.
This brilliant feat ut view them from the balcony and citizens
planned so admirably by General crowd the streets. There are more men
Josa Joaquin Mora, decided the in the band than there are boy-soldiers in
v issue of the
Holy War, which was the company. The former sit in a row
nod fay the Central American Ke- against the barrack wall and play waltzes
from memory with all their might; while
against their invaders.”
lortunately, history does not cor- the boys execute a variety of evolutions
tie all this
surprising statement, as w hich smack of many foreign countries,
Iinol-boy knows, though a vein of with a dash of native originality thrown
in
jus through it.
Everywhere along iu. Even on dress parade the privates
i.

m

■

■

~.

s

se

traces may be found of the
of the Sixteenth and Seven-

coasts

unerrs

'enturies, who ravished the land
•hbed the treasure ships of Spain,
ittlc port is so insignificant that
is

not

traditional

some

pertaining

tale

of

those stormy times;
n tii s
portion of Central America
users of modern fillibusters from the
to

icd States are quite as common.
This
the favorite tramping ground of that
ions
young
adventurer, William

kci, who created such

a

sensation here

40 years ago.
Every Indian here's has some tale to tell of hair-breadth

;i

from I.os

pcs

Americanos

malos—

had Americans,” Walker and liis
overs.
Poor Walker, who met with a
-ut death so early in his
career, was
se

unless

i.

more

of

crank than

a

a

villain,

boyish imagination

was first fired
by
cious literature of the “Wild West”
and his mental balance became un-

ited
s.

with desire to rival his favorite
from Ivanhoe down to
“Billy, the
He was a Tennesseean by

birth,
twenties, organized

vvliile yet in his
armed expedition for the conquest of
Mexican .‘state, Sonora.
For a long
lie was unable to evade the
vigilance

the local authorities, who were deterucd to enforce the neutrality laws of the
ited States; but iu October of
1853, he
naged to sail with a small band of fel-

spirits, aud landed at LaPaz, on the
theastern shore of the Mexican Terris' known as Baja, (Lower) California,
uigli he received considerable re-en-

bare-footed; tlie officers are booted—
and there are almost as many boots as
are

bare feet.

In the field the Central Amer-

ican soldiers have

tents, that luxury be-

uo

ing confined to the superior officers, and
few of them have auy blankets beyond
the greasy zerapes, which are worn by

day

iu lieu of coats when the air is

lVben in barrrcks
on

they

the cobble-stones of the

after the French

chilly.
night
courtyard.
kept bright

lie down at

The barrels of their lilies are

fashion,

instead of be-

A piece of paper pasted at
the butt of each gun contains the name
and number of the private to whom it belongs—and woe unto him who happens to
lose

the

paper.
Though hardly one
hundred can read, they get
used to the form of their name in written
a

like

characters,
As

lesson.

a

kindergarten object-

very valuable in Coslose one is a serious of-

arms are

ta Rica to sell

or

fense, made punishable by Hogging.
said that the late
in command here
of his

brother,

order out the

whole regiment whenever a gun was “lost,
strayed or stolen,” and if the real culprit
could uot be

discovered,

had them ail

strung up by the thumbs and

severely whipped.
of

one

by

one

Aside from that class

females known the

world

as

over

“camp followers,” the Costa Rican government, like the Mexican, permits a limited number of married

women

to accom-

■

cements

from time to

ready for any expedition that promloot and excitement, lack of funds
upelled him to disperse bis party beanything of account had been accomslied.
Returning to the United States
■

s

surrendered himself to the authorities
i was tried for violation of the neutraluuvs.
But, in spite of Section 5280 of
■" llevrsed
Statutes,about which we heard
much ill the ltata affair

unpleasantness,

which

during Chili’s
expressly says:

\uy person who in the United States
gins or sets on foot or proposes the
ans

arried

for any
on

military expedition to be
against any country with which

is

at peace, shall be liable on
"iivieting to a line of #3,000 and imprisinnent for three years,” Walker
was,
ir

own

pany each regiment, to cook and wash for
the soldiers.

These are regularly enrolled as soldatime, and for deras
(female soldiers), and are said to

'■ral months kept up an immense furore
mg the restless element which is al-

bear the

long

marches and

fatigues

of

For
camp life even better than the men.
that matter,
nearjy every one of the soldiers has a “follower,” regardless of governmental

or

priestly permission,

shares his hard fortunes with
fulness of
a

day,

who

the faith-

dog.

Ilis pay is only 28 cents
and on that they both exist.
As

there is

a

ration system, the
cuisine consists of whatever these women
no

regular

manage to pick up.
They are the
uncommissioned purveyors and commissariators of the army, performing all me
can

nial services and

enduring their full share
of danger and hardship, with no hope of
reward beyond the condescending favor,
and frequently the abuse, of their sellelected lords and masters.
When on the
march they head the column, riding on

uangely enough, acquitted. The very donkeys a la cavalier, or oftener trudging
year, (’55,) undaunted by previous long distances on foot; and whenever a
aid experience and the spirit of advent- halt is made, they immediately set about
ire still
strong within him, he sailed for collecting sticks and building tires over
which to cook the tortillas, frejoles and
entral America, with only 05 men.
llis
coffee—each for her own dear campanero 1
nrst objective point was
where
Nicaragua,
Fannie Biuuham Wabu.
he determined to take
advantage of the
internal troubles then
that
distracting
next

poor little State.
alter

So it was with several

expeditions, organized immediately

after the termination of the war between
tlie United States and
Mexico, to operate

of

In

a

recent

issue it

Farnham, Frye

and

follows:

secretary.
FRYE HAI-L.

Frye Hall,

Mr.

brother of Farnham
about
1780 anil came to Camden about 1800,
with his brother Farnham.
He worked
at his trade, that of a
tanner, for several
then
went iuto business, which he
years,
continued for some time.
lu 1821 lie was
elected town clerk of Camden, which office lie held for five years, when, in 1820,
he removed to Hope. He had,
however,
resided in that town only about a year
when he was elected to the offices of both
County Treasurer and Register of Deeds
of Waldo County, which was at that time
just organized, and took up his residence
in Belfast, where lie remained
during the
rest of bis life.
He held the office of.
of
Deeds for about twenty years,
Register
and was a most valuable and
highly recitizen.
spected

Hall,

was

born in

Itch on human, mange on horses, dugs and
all stock, cured in 30 minutes by Woolford’s
Sanitary Lotidn. This never fails. Sold by
A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.

a

Methuen, Mass.,

JOSEPH

C°AU

Charles Anderson Dana, editor of the Sun
died yesterday afternoon.
These 10 words at the top of the first
column on the editorial page of yesterday’s
Sun constituted the sole reference in that
paper to the death of the great editor.
How like the Sun and how like Dana! If
Mr. Dana could have seen himself as the
newspaper world saw him, and could have
written of his own death as he would of
that of another great editor, what a magnificent column he would have made—
sturdy as the Dorian, and as beautiful as
the Ionic! [Boston Evening Record.

Now is the Time to
Here is a case of inherited blood taint
which resulted in what threatened to be

First

wreck of an innocent young
life. The most serious feature of being
afflicted with a blood disease is the fact
that innocent posterity must suffer. The
man or woman with the
slightest taint
in the blood forces the undesirable legof
their
children
acy
impurity upon
whose veins flow with the impure inheritance which handicaps them in the race
of life.
No child who has a trace of bad blood
can be healthy or strong, and those predisposed to Scrofula are liable to a great
deal of sickness, because their constitutions are weak and cannot withstand the
many dangers which beset the path of
childhood. Medical statistics show that
a majority of lung troubles result
directly
from Scrofula, so that a child afflicted
with this disease is likely to fall a victim to dreaded consumption.
Mr. W. A. Clayton, of Addie, N. C.,
believes S.S.S. is the only blood remedy
Which can have any effect whatever
upon obstinate ca- es. He says :
My three-year-old boy had the worst
case of Scrofula I ever heard of.
He
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Front S*t., Bellnst.
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Sterling

Silver

JUST FROM THE FACTORY.

billards.

This very year he had added
Russian to his list of languages, grown a
new rose, and written a
monograph on
the proper culture of mushrooms.

P. 0.

Eugene Field had his wish, expressed
in the poet’s license, when he wrote those
breezy western verses on “Mr. Dana ol' the
New York Sun.”
He died before the
great editor, and now that the latter has
also passed away, Field’s lines come back
with fresh interest and homely power.
One cannot but think the epitaph the poet
suggested is one such as Mr. Dana might
have written for himself.
“But bless ye, Mr. Dana! may you live a
thousand years,
To sort o’ keep things lively in the vale of
human tears;
An'may I live a thousan’, too,—a thousau’
less a day,
For 1 shouldn’t like to be on earth to hear

MR. W.

CLAYTON.

The bad sores on his neck increase^
in size, and were a source of constant
pain. He was in this pitiful condition
for two years, when some one recommended vS.S.S., stating that it had cured
some of the worst cases of blood diseases.
As soon as his system was under the effect of the medicine, the sores began to
get better, and in eight days were completely healed. Before long he could
walk on crutches, and was improving
every day. In three months he threw
aside his crutches, for he had no further
use for them ; the dreadful disease had
been eliminated entirely from his system, and he was restored to perfect
health. The cure was a permanent one,
as no sign of the disease has returned
for ten years.”
S.S.S. is a real blood remedy, and
promptly reaches all deep-seated and
obstinate blood diseases, it matters not
what other treatment has failed. It is
the only remedy which acts on the correct principle of forcing the disease from
the system and getting rid of it perma-

owe;

You’ 11 need no epitaph but this: “Here
sleeps the man wiic run
That best ’nd brightest paper, the New York
Sun.”

Commenting editorially
Mr. Dana, the N. Y. Times

A.

many

utterly helpless.

you'd passed away.

they

given

blood remedies without
relief, and treated by the best doctors.
He seemed to get worse all the while,
however, and the disease finallv resulted
in curvature of the spine, making him
was

And when it comes your time to go you’ll
need no Latin chaff
Nor biographic data put in your epitaph;
But one straight line of English and of truth
will let folks know
The homage ’nd the gratitude ’nd reverence

the death of
says: “Of what
may be called the art of the editor he was a
master, and a master by the possession of
intellectual qualities that can fairly be
called great.
He was a man of very wide
and varied interest—a scholar, in a way
a dreamer, a
politician, a man of affairs;
with it touch of Montaigne’s philosophy
and a large share of Montaigne’s
untiring
curiosity and imperturbable aloofness
from the conventional standards of the
thought and feeling of his time.
This remarkable range of interest gave
to his judgment of what a journal should
on

nently.

H J. LOCKE & SON.

Square.

cure for Scrofula,
Cancer, Catarrh, Eczema Rheumatism,
Tetter, and all other blood diseases. It i9
a

sure

o<

STENOGRAPHY,

going to temporary schools when it will cost you less to attend the BEST
a number of students who have left incompetent teachers in
disgust
tell us that six months here is equal to a year in any other school
»»i

■A

Mnine.

common

con.
con.

Robert

almost immediately.
If you want
quick relief and cure this is the remedy.
Sold by A. A. Howes and Co., Druggists,

Belfast, Me.

Brownrigg,

search and seizure;

search and

and Periodicals.

Mr. Hutchins, formerly connected with the
Calais Times and later publisher of the
Milltown Homestead, will start the Calais
Daily News about November 1st.

following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in tlie row .■ of Monroe ,'•■1- the war
to me for collection of said town on the Xth da; of duly, neuain uup.i 1
notice
s,
hereby given that if said taxes, interest and charges are not pivvioi,.;y‘
mu',
; p,,
real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the amount, due Iherefor. including interest and h ,?•_
be sold at public auction at town '.louse in said town, on the first Monday d De< ember, 1x07".,; nine
o’clock A M.
No. < f
1
No. of
No of
npaul
Name.
E
Acres.
\..
Description.
f;iX
Range.
Croxford, Isaiah
.Land, E. E Haiab-tt piece, land
C
ano buildings.
><
47 48
-1 sp
lft
70,
1
28
Curtis, Mary Ann
.Homestead, land ami building-.
47
1’.
c
;m
1
>.•
;
('uuningham. Will.c E. Robertson’s place
E
27-8
8
Downes, N >ah. estate ...Lam!.
Hanson. Elgar.Land
52 78
21
;'
10,Ohm
r
r
Leonard, K 1’ .Land, Smith ee Brown lot.
10
7
.Land
in.non
•
’Warden, Charles..
125
2 12
17.
10
1
.Core.
67
5
,.n
Moore, Frank ..Land
r
29-29
:*7."
2*8
2.7-7
Staples, Charles E-Land, 2 lots
committed
THE1896,
is

,.

.....

......

1

ure

JEREMIAH

L. E.

COLLECTOR’S NOTICE OF SALE.
-•

1

year 181)8, committed to me for collection t-»r said r-t\vn,-m t he I.-unli -u>
unpaid, and not ice is hereby -riven that if said taxc-. at-rest at id h arire- an* m. a
much of the real estate taxed as is siiihcii-nt to pay the am.amt dm* ;b r«• I• ••.
eharjres, will be sold at public auction at the town h--use iti said t< wn. the same b.
the last preceding; annual town u .-etii a ol said t-.wn was held ..u tin- ?i
xi
1 81*7, at 1) o'clock A. M.
Names of
N->.
Description
Heal Estate.
Owners.
A-ucs.
Evere't Tower’s b»t, west side of turnpike
Cunningham, Frank
on Hatie brook.
_i..
Dwelley, Janies M.Eevensalerlot.parrot the---.1 Dwe!i«
Stairs, Mrs. \Vm. A. .Lot <•! land'»n east of turnpike, a par; f
Daniel Blake place
t>
Lamplier. Win., heirs.
Searsport, October 18, 181)7.—3\\ 42

usual it is handsomely printed and profusely illustrated. It contains, among other

interest, a series of letters from the
Pacific coast by E. Bicknell, the editor. Tin*
Bicknell Bros, have in Lawrence, Mass., one
of the largest ami best clothing houses in
New England.
matter of

The subscription list of the Gospel Banthe only Universalist publication in
Maine, has been sold to the Christian Leader of Boston, another UuiversalLt
paper.
The plant at Augusta will be sold and the
Banner after three more issues will
go out
of existence. Rev. I. A. Mead, the senior
member of the firm which publishes the
Banner, has accepted a position as associate
editor of the Leader.
ner,

Bolan,

common

cou.

Liver Ills

Wm. A.
Wm. E.
con.

seller; law;

Ilallett, common seller; con.
Grinnell, common seller; law;

S. W. Freeman,common seller; law; con.
Geo. W. Patterson, common seller ; law;

Like biliousness, dyspepsia, headache, constipation, sour stomach, indigestion are promptly
cured by Hood's Pills.
They do their work

con.

C. O. Poor, common seller; law ; con.
Thomas Haugh,common seller; law; c.cn;
Gustavus C. Kilgore, common seller;

law;

con.

R- H. Moody, common seller; law; con.
Asa A. Howes, common seller; law-; con.
B. L. Gentner, common seller; law ; con.
M. R. Knowlton, common seller;
law;

Hood’s

con.

Joseph A. Gilmore, common seller;
law; con.
Frank E. Nash,common seller; law ; con.
Geo. W. Miller; search and seiz 're; law7;

| |

ill

All druggists.
III
■
Prepared by C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.
The only Pill to take with Hood’s
Sarsaparilla.

9 08

2 47

7 05

5 45
9 25

1 40
5 57

25 cents.

con.

Miller, search and seizure; fine
$50; paid.
Geo. W.
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Boston,

LEADS THEM ALL
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Portland.

7 oo

Waterville.

9 55

11
11
11
12
Citypoint. 12
Belfast, arrive.... 12

Thorndike.
Knox.
Brooks.
Waldo.
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A

M

9 00
H 9o
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57
15
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45
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7 15

l 20
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5
5
5
5
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22
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52
8 03
t8 13
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RUBBER ROODS.
»

Water

Bottles,

SYRINGES, Etc.,
FOR SALE BY

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION clone in the best

A. A. HOWES 6l CO.

manner.

Style Capes

STATE OF
WALDO 88.

MADK INTO

STYLISH
COLLARETTES.
approval and orders by
promptly attended to.
PRICES LOW.
3m33
on

LYFORD & WOODWARD,
FURRIERS,
BANGOR,

MAINE

.s,

?

o

w

!

1

n

KKTUlMMi TO BKLKAST.

From Boston, via way landing-. Mmi|;U.S
m
days. Thursdays ami Fridays a* 5 »u)
From Baiifior, via w ay -land in us. Mono.,
We |.
I nesdays, Thursdays am, Saturday at 1 1
v
1

,-t.

SPECIFICATION

REPAIRING

mail

|

station.
I WILLIAM II HILL, den ! Manager. Bo-m
(MAS. L. .JOHNS! IN. Ant. !t.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at§5.00
from Belfast ami all stations on Branch.
and
NorthWest
all
tickets
to
Through
points
west via all routes, for sale by L. M. Ci.orcf.,
(IL<>. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Specification for ail labor and materia
General Manager.
for the repair- ot stone and brick w-.-iu
F. E. Booth by, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
l’ost (Mlice am 1 fust, m Hm.sc buildn.j
fast, Maine, it strict o oi dance with
Portland, Sept. 24, 1897.
Heat ion and instruct ion ot tin- Cu-t,

Hot

Goods sent

r,

..

«

4 30
115

M

8 50
9 08
9 17
t9 23
938
9 49
tie oo
lo 05

m n
Fare between Belfast ami if
to PJ 25
Fare bet ween s« aisport
•.
from >:>1" to $2 Jn. and a pir11.
tion made in t in-pi n .'» 1 tin• _P ; ickm
Boston and all lundiims on !*«•.:
m
The price of rooms, aeron.im-.i-.t n;.. tw
each, will be reduced limn .*2"'- u>
:
1.50
and $1 .<)<* *-at I
$
Steamers Penobseoi and
i'\ ,.t Bam*
leave Belfast. alteruati y
and Rockland, Monday
\\ edn»*.-davs. '!
ami Saturdays at .about. 2 8"
m.
Fo; Baudot. via way landings. Tm*sda\
days. Friday- and Saturdays ,u at,on;
or upon arrival ot steamer from Boston

Masonkn

FUR

Old

so7

s

—

A FULL LINE OF

possible

BOS TO\

+ Flag

Largest Stock of*

TINT

TO

AM

7 00

Bangor

••

in Fiircs

25

8

A M

Burnham, depart. 10 25
11 00
Unity.

Temple, Belfast, Me.

ion

0 oo

A M

Masonic

Omni

M

»* M

A

Bewis Benner, app., having in possession
intox. liquors tor unlawful sale; fine
$100; costs $5; paid.
Tilton A. Elliott, app., having in possession intoxicating liquors for unlawful sale; con.
A.

t.ix
\

Commencing londay, Oct

3 52
4 15
4 45
5 10
5 32

con.

Henry

■

8 10
Unity.
8 35
Burnham, arrive.
Bangor. 11 40

oo

1’ V
3 45

TO BELFAST.

L. L.

We have received Bicknell Bros.’ Adverthe fall and winter of 18!»7, and as

CM

loo
tl lo
120
1 30
1 43
1 50
158
2 15
3 25

7
f7
7
7
7
8

r M

costs

tiser for

...

I

|

BELFAST

M

15
20
30
lo
53

Waterville

seller; fine

$10o;
$10; paid.
Gentner, common seller; fine $100;
costs $19; paid.
R- H. Moody, common seller; fine $100;
costs $10 ; paid.
M. R. Knowlton, drinking house; fine
$100; costs $10; paid.
Joseph A. Gilmore, common seller; fine
$100; costs $10; paid.
B. L. Gentner, drinking house; con.|
H. L. Brown, common seller; con.
Thomas Haugh, drinking house; coil
Clarence Poor,common seller; fine $100;
costs $10; paid.
H. A. Rolan, common seller; fine $100;
costs $10; paid.
Walter B. Twombly, common seller; fine
$100; costs $10; paid.
B. W. Freeman, common seller; fine
$100; costs $10; paid.
A. A. Howes, common
seller; fine $100,
costs $10; paid.
G. C. Kilgore; common seller; fine $100;
costs $10, paid.
F. E. Nash, search and seizure; con.
Melvin Grant, common teller; fine $100;
costs $10.
M. R. Kuowlton, common seller; fine
$100; costs $10, paid.
Geo. A. Lewis common seller; con.
Wm. J. Knowlton, search and
seizure;

i.

••
.i
ia\ ..t

W8IMTER RATES

BELFAST.

Portland. 12 23
4 15
E. D.
Boston, w j,.
4 22
j

Knowlton, app., search and seizcommon

■-

follows:

A

con.

ure; con.
Thomas Haugh,

run as

....

|

con.

M. R.

will

Bangor. Waterville. Portland and Bos

Waldo.
Brooks
Knox
Thorndike.

COll.

The Whig and Courier Publishing Comwas organized at a
meeting held in
Bangor Oct. 14th, with the following officers :
President, C. A. Boutelle; treasurer, Edward Stetson; directors, Hiram H. Fogg, E.
II. Burpee and C. A. Boutelle.

; s«*
n

KNEELAND, Collector of Taxes for the town of Searsport, for the year

Belfast, depart..
Citypoint.

seizure;

B. L Gentner, common seller; con.
M. R. Knowlton, common seller; con.
B. W. Freeman, common seller con.
E- B. Gentner, app., search and seizure;

pany

;i

...

A

Gentner, common seller; tine $100,
costs $10; paid.
Edward Jones,common seller; fine $100;
costs $10; paid.
S. W. Freeman, app., search and seizure;

The Maine Central for October is mainly
devoted to the game ^pgious of Maine and as
usual is beautifully illustrated. “Fly Rod”
contributes an interesting account of her
trip to the summit of Mt. Katahdin.

BOWEN, Collector of Mourue,

Inpali! taxes on lands situated In the town of Searsport, in the County of Waldo, for the jrar I Min.
TMtE following: list of raxes on real estate ■•! non-i 'idem owners in the town
,irs;
t■

FROM

Know'lton, app., search ami seiz;

••

..

and from

seizure;

con.

M. R.

Waldo,

IS9tt.

On and after Oct. 4, 1M)7, tram* connecting at
Burnham and Waterville with through trains for

nuisance;

search and

B. 'v. Freeman, app., illegal
keeping for
sale intoxicating liquors; con.
Charles Brown, app,, illegal keeping for
sale intoxicating liquors; con.
Charles Brown, common seller; con.
Tilton A. Elliott, common seller; con.
L. L. Gentner, app., search and seizure;

Iy28

NOTICE.

situated In the town of Monroe. In the (oun j of

TIM k-taiili:

con.
con.

Brownrigg,

Brownrigg,

ow ners

Maine Central R. R.

Brownrigg, search and seizure ;

con.

lands of non-resident

J. H.

con.

Robert

on

for the year

ton

Robert

water

seller;

drinking house;

con.

Robert

to any one for first information o* a vacant position
fora Bookkeeper Stenographer Teacher. Clerk or
which we successfully fill. Business houses supplied with

U

.....

con.

common

lA

COLLECTOR’S
Unpaid taxes

John Murphy, search and seizure; con.
Michael Harrington, search and seizure;

Brownrigg,

•

Telegraph operator

....

Waldo County.
Clerk’s Office Sue. Jud. Court, )
Belfast, Oct. 21, 1897.
(
The following is a statement of the disposition
of liquor cases at the September term of this
Court, 1897:
State vs. Daniel O’Connell, search and seizure-

Robert

»

EL W

by

money

We always iiave
Such peopie often

competent assistants without charge. Refer to prominent patrons in evory part of the world.
The next best thing to attending the MOST CELEBRATED BUSINESS SCHOOL in America
is tc take our INSTRUCTION BY MAIL.
If you are unemployed and willing to study,
send ten two-cent stamps for five easy lesson? in shorthand
Beautiful Catalogue free
Address {.mention this paper) CLEMENT C GAINES. President Poughkeepsie New York

Purely Vegetable

The soothing, lung healing virtues of the
newiy cut pine are all embodied in Dr.
Wood’s Norway Pine Syrup, the sovereign
remedy for coughs and colds, and lung troubles of all sorts.
^mte

""“"5.»«“

Our system of teaching gives ac.'ual
personally
daily experience in every branch of business, including
Banking. Merchandising. Commission. Insurance. Transportation, etc. Preparatory Department for backward students. We
train for Practical work and always secure situations for woathy
graduates of our Business and Shorthand Courses. Students
enter any day
No vacations.
Expenses moderate. Don t throw away time and
or

..

S. S. S. is

contain, great independence, certainty,
and is the only remedy guaranteed to
and precision, without the slighest trace
contain no potash, mercury or other
of narrowness.
His motto might easily
harmful mineral.
have been a paraphrase of the antique
say- i Books on blood and skin diseases will
‘No
human
is
to
me
alien—if 5be mai led
ing,
thing
free to any address by the Swift
i t’s new.
Specific Company, Atlanta, Georgia.

Distressing Kidney ami Bladder disease
relieved in six hours by “New Great South
American Cure." It is a great surprise on
account of its exceeding promptness in relieving pain in bladder, kidneys and back,
in male or female.
Relieves retention of

easily and thoroughly.
dinner pills.

0.00

...

$0.00

^■and^

con.

Best after

5.85

Wedding
Birthday

quoting alternate lines from the “Inferno”
to the Pope.
Soon after lie returned he
attended a prize fight one evening, after
beating his son at a post-prandial game of

Keller In Six Hours.

Papers

$5.85

5.60

CORRECT WEIGHT,

Delivered
and put in.

THE SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY,..

Dana’s

hour capping Italian

$5.00

PROMPT DELIVERY,

versatility was perhaps
never more|clearly illustrated in actual life
than when he visited the Vatican; aud

spent

Delivered in
Dump Cart.

...

“

Coal.

Prices at
Wharf

Chestnut Coal,

gratified.

an

Buy Your Winter's Coal.

Quality, Thoroughly Prepared

complete

a

The fact that the Sun made no allusion
to the death of its famous editor save the
10 words printed at the head of the editorial columns, was his own desire.
One of the last wishes Mr. Dana expressed to his son when he knew that his
end was not far off was:
‘Paul, when I am gone don’t have a long
obituary of me printed in the Sun. Simply
announce my going away; that is all.”
Aud this request was heeded.
The passing away of the venerable editor
will cause no change in the editorial policy
of the Sun,
It is annouced on competent authority
that Paul Dana, the only son of Mr. Dana,
who has long been connected with the paper, will succeed to .the office made vacant
by the death of his father. While Mr.
Dana did not control the stock of the paper he owned a large share, and this, together with that owned by his close friends
and supporters, gave him piactical control of the publication.
It was always
his wish that his son should succeed him,
and it is certain that this wish will be

Mr.

COAL! COAL,

HALL.

Hon. Joseph Hall, brother of Farnham
and Frye and youngest and most distinguished of this trio of able brothers, was
born in Metbuen, Mass., June 20, 1793.
In 1809 be came to Camden, where his two
older brothers bad already
settled, and
soon began to interest himself in
military
affairs.
In 1813 lie was an officer in the
militia, and afterwards became Captain
of the Camden Light luiaatty.
Latei ho
was elected Major, then Lieutenant Colonel. He served with honor in the war of
1812,‘and atone time had control of the
forts on Eaton’s and Jacobs’ Points.
In 1821 Col. Hall was appointed
Deputy
Sheriff of Lincoln and Hancock counties,
and after the formation of Waldo
county
he was appointed Sheriff. In 1830 he received the appointment of Postmaster of
Camden, and in 1833 he was elected Representative to Congress, and was re-elected by an increased majority in 1835.
In
1837, after retiring from Congress, he
again accepted the position of Postmaster of Camden.
One year later be was
appointed Measurer in the Boston Custom
House, where lie continued until 1S4G,
w hen without
application on the part of
Mr. Hall, he was appointed Navy Agent
for the Port of Bostou by his associate in
Congress and his personal friend, President Polk.
From this office he was removed in
1849, for political reasons, by President
Taylor, anti the same year became the
Democratic candidate for Mayor of Boston.
Though unsuccessful in the election he received the full vote of his party
in the city. The following winter he purchased the farm in Camden oil “Melvin
Heights” still known as the “Hall Farm,”
and returned here to live.
lu 1857, however, lie again found himself in Bostou, having received the appointment of Weigher, Measurer and
Gauger in the Boston Custom House
under President Buchanan's admin stratum, which position lie held until his
death, which occurred in Boston December
31, 1859. Mr. Hall was endowed b\ nature with great physical
and mental
power, and although he held more official
positions during his life than any other
citizen of Camden he evinced an ability
commensurate to them all.
Mr. Ilall was a Royal Arch Mason, being exalted in -St. Paul’s Chapter of Boston, Mass., of which he was at one time
Treasurer. He was the thirteenth Master of Amity Lodge, which
position he
held foi two terms, being first elected in
I82G and again in 1827.
He was also for
several years Secretary of the Lodge.

It is

Captain Soto, who was
during the presidency

used to

Charles A. Dana.
a

Mr. Farnham Hall was born in
Methuen,
Mass., Feb. 2, 1778. He came to Camden
about the year 1806 and went into trade
which he continued until after the war
with Great Britain.
He then went to
Malden, Mass., and from there, in 1819,
to New York city, where he established an
agency of the Malden Dye and Print
Works, and soon after organized the New
York and Staten Island Dyeing and Printing Establishment, of which he was treasurer for a number of years.
For several
years he was in the commission business
with Mr. Wm. H. Bean, the firm name
being Hall & Bean. During the last decade of his life he was not in business
but lived in the country on a Staten Island farm, where he died March 13,
1850,
at the age of 72 years.
Mr. Hall succeeded Capt. Curtis as
Master of Amity Lodge, to which office he
was elected in 1809, and was its fifth Master.
He was also for several years its

ing browned.

soldier in

Joseph Hall.

FARNIIAM HALL.

itssurroondings. Sallowness,

and several

pieces of smaller calibre.

gives sketches
Joseph Hall, as

same

digestion

side

one

of the Past Masters.

scrupulous
attention that they give to
their parlors and kitchens.
|■ The
apt old adage that “Cleanf lines# is next to godliness
applies to the machinery of

^

and

Herald is publishing

history of Amity Lodge, No. 6, F. & A.
M., which includes biographical sketches

Hosts of handsome women fail to give to them-

selves the

i'

n

The Camden

MAINE.

COURT OF I N80LVKNCI.

Belfast, Oct. 13, 1897.
In the case of JOSEPH A. ROBERTS of
Brooks,
in said County, Insolvent Debtor.
are hereby notified that with the
approval
of the Judge of the Court of Insolvency for
said County, the second meeting of the creditors
of said insolvent debtor is appointed to be held
at the Probate Court Room in Belfast, in said
County, on Wednesday,the 10th day of November,
A.D. 1897,at two o’clock p.m.; and you are
requested to be present at said meeting as and for the
purposes required by Section 43, of Chapter 70,
Revised Statutes of the State of Maine and Public
Laws of said State and amendatory thereof and
additional thereto.
Attest—CHAS. P. HAZELT1NE,
2w42
Register of said Court.

YOU

at

}-,•
pel

,Wokk

Contractor toen-et the no
-nihe
ry scat)
south side id tin boihlii y ami aretu
nove
all of the defective w**rk in .■.•nrre
a-i
The brick to be carrluily taken <t*w
h-aiM-d
and all old sound hard brick are to
used
in the belt course. Rebuild burl, h. p
the same dimensions and plai as is n w m tho
balance of building, securely tied in Prick wall
with iron hooks ami bond, no defect i>. e look to
he used, all laid in first-class mannei in .•meiit
and clean, sharp sand: om- part of the i-c-t imported cement to two part.- of clean sand, all
thoroughly bedded and jointed in ceim nt mortar,
laid si lid wit h close joints. Can* must be taken u.
starting horizontal line o| first course on a straight
line, ami all perpendicular lines plumb. Joints t<*
he same size and pointed up as <n old woikaml
completed as oiinitial work was, with top coat of
Portland cement, raised next to wall to drain water to from.
All necessary new material to b»
supplied by contractor. All necessary work to
brick work around building ami ehitnuev tops to
he made and the work completed in a tirst-elass
manner, in both workmanship and materials, to
the entire satisfaction of the Custodian.
Bids for the above will »e received at tin* Custom
House up to November 1, I8B7.
2w42 JAMES S. HA RBI MAX, Custodian.

CEO. F. EAMES, M. D„ D. D. S„
The Nose and Throat.
No.

Newbury Street,
(Near Corner

of

Fairfield

BOSTON,
Hours 12 to 2.

St.)

MASS.
Other hours

appointment only.
October, 1896.—Iy45

by

judge; Iowa a full list of State officers;
Kentucky only a clerk of the Court of Appeals; Michigan, Comptroller and clerk of
Court of Appeals; Massachusetts, a full
State list from governor down; Nebraska
a Supreme Judge and University Regents;

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 28. 1897.

BELFAST.

BL1SHED F.\ EliY TiU H'UAY MORNING BY THE

Journal Pub, Co.

Republican

Then- ouclit to be a close time—all the
The killing of bitime—on sportsmen.
peds foi four-footed game is becoming al-

together

too

a

Chief Justice of the Court of

Appeals; Ohio a full list of State officers;
Pennsylvania a Treasurer and Auditor
| General; Virginia, a governor and two
other State officers.
Legislatures will 'be

| KusinelpMalmger.

HAKI.KSA.FlLSr.rilY,

<

New York

in part in the following States: Delaware, Assemblymen in
Northern Delaware; Iowa, Assembly and

chosen in whole

frequent.

or

NORTHPORT

wrr'*

All hail this glorious weather!
The ambient air of the early morning is
now ladeu with the terrific squeals of the

Is never done, and it is especially wearing
and wearisome to those whose blood is
impure and unfit properly to tone, sustain, and renew the wasting of nerve,
muscle and tissue.
It is more because of
this condition of the blood that women
are run

departing pig.
Ernest Carver, having finished painting for
Capt. Batohelder, is now at work on the
residence of Joseph Heald.
Sell. W. H. Jewell, Capt. C. E. Drinkwater, came into the Cove Saturday and
sailed Sunday for Bangor.

down,

Tired, Weak,

Nervous,

Than because of the work itself. Every
physician says so, and that the only remedy is in building up by taking a good

Sell.

Lizzie of Lincolnville loaded here
with twenty cords of hard wood to
be landed on Mr. Folwell’s island.

in Northern

sembly

The

bored into

burglars who
only got

earned

Bridg-

a

Senate.

27 cents could have

has two Democratic tickets—National and

money in the time they were
at work in sawing wood.
“Honesty is the
more

Sell. Kitty Lawry, Capt. Wainsville Chapcame in on the fiats Sunday to receive
a little calking.
She will go up-river this
week.
Rev. G. E. Tufts of Belfast preached at the
church Sunday afternoon. If nothiug prevents he will occupy the pulpit again next

Sunday.

The

Miss Abbie Batchelder, who has been at
home on a short visit, returned last week to
Massachusetts, where she is employed iu an
asylum for incurables.

I |

Hudson Brown, administrator of the estate
of the late S. S. Lane, will on
Saturday after-

Sarsaparilla
One True Blood Purifier. $1; six for $5.
Prepared only by C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell. Mass.

Iowa has the same, with the
addition of a Middle Populist ticket.

Bryan—and

j,

TV 11

flood S rlllS

that

are

the only pills to take
with Hood's Sarsaparilla.

are

robust need

not very

policy.”

For the

to be used for two
or three months in the fall—that
they may not suffer from cold.

SCOTT'S
EMULSION

not

i»f the Portland Press

.iMcntion to the fact that
.Maine Music Festival
do'Vi
d
id

is

am

Hattie

a

<

'>4

page

on

>lKc*ial Suuve-

Hymn

“Written

Maine Festival and dedicated

«

N.

in

believe in

Professor L.

compiled by

The 1‘n
ineideii-

(

ns

lit the

captions this A Curi-

-s

hardly

but that

:

Now it is

during
ly prevailed throughout
that

the hard times which

a

1

our own

tle

ease.

in

with

other

sections.

There
i

had

seit>

!!-■>:•

was some diminution of incomes,
sympathetic closing of pockeibooks
produced some congestion of the circulating medium. But the only industry crippled by the Wilson bill which directly affected our people was the manufacture of
clothing. That has now revived in a meas-

uiona' In-moorats of Massachu-

>

n<-

dig ratification

a

and

in

meeting

Iasi week. at which Hr. William

n

Kvriett. tiie candidate for Governor, made
the principal speech.
Among the letters
lead

was <’ne

from

ex

President Cleveland

be present.
lie
that the action of the true

guiding his inability

i.

hope

said: *T

to

hope

the

to

paity from false

A Boston man who visited

England were failing or shutting
temporarily our original factory
continued in operation, although with a
reduced output.
To-day it is running at
its full capacity, and a new factory is
building up a large and successful business.
Our city is beautifully and advantageously located, with steam communication by land and water, has an ample
water supply for domestic purposes and
for protection against lire, gas and electric plants for lighting and electric power,
a system of
sewerage, etc. What, then, is
down

Washington

berry season made from the
blueberry juice a few barrels of wine,
partly as an experiment and partly for
bonu- consumption. He sent a few sample
bottles of what he called Bluejay to some
1: bonis in tlie west who were in the liquor
business and they had it tested by experts,
wlii* pronounced it “the best brand of

comity in the

wine

the matter with Belfast*?

The Boston man there-

earth.’*

on

upon began the manufacture of the wine
in .1 quiet way in Boston and met with
h success that it is probable be will
! i>

n

nuty alone

c

"the:
"<'0

with

the

credit nts usrcd, will make 1,200,:11T'ii> of wine, for which there is a
;'>h

in

ukt‘1 at

dollar

one

a

gallon,

king of wint from blueberries lias

.a

in Nova Scotia for many
there they call it por wine.
n

v,-

ye;a-,

I.*

ixsu.il
<

lain

>

ceiitie

ing

edition’* in which the

f.«rth, and well substantiated,
Angeles is the geographical
"I the most extensive and promis'leveloped mining county in the
:it

!.-

that

Angeles. Calif.. Times recently

“mining

a

United States.

The Times says*:
A';thin easy reach of this city, in addition to the seven southern counties, are
the rich mineral fields of Southern Nevada. S< uthern Utah, Arizona, Western
New Mexico, Sonora, Lower California
ami < hihuahua.
In Southern California
are
alone there
nearly one thousand
stamps, some seven thousand men engaged in mining, and a capital of not less
than *20,000,000 invested in the mining
industry. Yet a beginning has scarcely
been made in the development of our
mineral wealth.
Cold is by no means the only valuable
mineral that is found in Southern Cali-

Among other minerals that exist
borax, copper cinnabar, iron,

fornia.
there

are

Little

lead and marble.

yet been done in the

or nothing has
development of these

deposits.
Tlie ] ublie disgust with the fakes and
swindle.-- at the big Maine fairs this year
has been only partially indicated by tlie
An article in the New York

newspapers.
M eekly Tribune of Oct. HOth, captioned
“Decline of the Agricultural Fair,”

complained

shows that the evils
no means

confined

of

are

this State, hut
The Tribune writer begins
to

by
are

by
evidences, indisputable evidences, that the agricultural fair,
as such is on the decline in this country.”
geneial.
saying:

“There

are

It is rather humiliating to find the New
England Fair at Portland held up as a
“frightful example,” the writer testifyeye witness to the prominence
ing
of fakers, “gambling wheels and every
as

an

catch the pennies
The Pennand contaminate the mind.”
device calculated to

sylvania
Fair

are

Fair and the New York State
shown to be tarred with the

same

brush, and tlie Tribune writer pertinent“what is going to be done about

ly asks,
it?”

He thinks the press can do very
by becoming the exponent of a

j

to

in

Lincolnville. Susan M. Craig et als., Belfast, to Caro M. Roberts, Brooks; land and
buildings in Monroe and Brooks (3 deeds.)
Islesboro Laud and Improvement Co., to
Wm. R. Dupee, Newton, Mass.; land in
Islesboro (2 deeds.) Wm. Prall et als., Detroit, Mich., to J. Murray Howe, Milton,
Mass.; land in Islesboro. Geo. W. Moulton
et als., Stockton Springs ; land in of Stockton Springs;
Mary M. Hall, Boston, to
Nancy M. Marden, Belfast; land in Belfast.
Edgar L. Clark, Belmont, to L. A. Knowlton, Belfast; land and buildings in Belmont.
Elias. Barney et als., Searsport, to Chas. A.
in

Eolcord, do.; land and buildings in Searsport. Elbert J. Monroe, Belfast, to Samuel
J. Gurney, Waldo; land and buildings in
Belfast. Samuel J. Gurney, to Edwin A.
Hun toon, Belfast; land and buildings in
Belfast.

Resolutions of Respect.
Whereas, our Divine Master has iu his inand mercy taken from our order
dearly beloved sister, Mary E. Gilmore,
Resolved, That the members of Morning
Light Grange deeply deplore the loss of our
sister, that in her death we have lost au
honored, faithful Christian.
Resolved, That we deeply sympathize
with her brother, relatives and friends.
Resolved, Tliat our charter be draped in
mourning fur thirty days as a mark of respect
finite love
our

to

our

sister.

Resolved, That

resolutions be placed
a copy of the same
upon
sent to the brother of our deceased sister
and a copy to the local papers
Laura Ricker,
) Com.
Lydia Woodman, > on
Belle Barden,
J Res.
Monroe, Oct. 25,1897.
our

these
records and

Searsmont. Rev. W. C. Baker preached
here Sunday in exchange with Rev. V. E.
Hills-Miss Mabel Simmons, who has been
in Belfast for several months, is visiting her

parents-Mrs. Margaret Fogg of Augusta,
healthy'public sentiment that is and must who has been visiting in town, went to
be opposed to all such exhibitions as Washington Sunday to visit relatives....

much

above

outlined.

money should

Although

not

this is

Certainly

tlie States’

such exhibitions.

go

to

an

“off

year”

the elec-

tions of November 2d will exercise an important intluence upon the political future.

Colorado will elect

a

supreme court

We have two milliners now, Mrs. V. A.
Simmons and Mrs. W. W. Marriner. Both
have a good display of goods_All the
schools in town close this week. The village school will give an entertainment at
Dirigo hall Friday evening. ..Victor Grange
has changed its night of meeting to Wednes-

day.

The Noithport water company has ordered 1,000 feet of 4-inch pipe for mains from
the new reservoir to the Camp Ground. The

1.
2.
3.
4.

158.

pipe

FOR THE SENIOR CLASS.

Fall Term.
1. Idylls of the King, Alfred Tennyson.1224 8

I

Frank Prescott, the genial foreman of the
crew at work on the
reservoir, will undoubtedly be surprised to learn that every citizen

Don't fail
ing else.

‘•Flowers of

you

may

rest

assured that

a

strike will be unknown here.

Special Meeting of Waldo Co. Orange.
Waldo County Pomona Grange held a
special meeting October 26th with Sandy
Stream Grange, Unity. The weather and

traveling
the

hall

nearly
were

was

The pro tern officers
present.
Edward Evans, chaplain; Sister Hig-

gins, Flora; Fred Littlefield, gatekeeper.
The following granges were represented:
Rising Sun, Knox, by W. D. Elliott; Harvest Moon, Thorndike, by Alonzo Higgins.^
Sebasticook, Burnham, by Charles Whitten ;
Union Harvest, Montville, by Alonzo Poland; Dirigo, Freedom, by Frank Clements;
Georges River, Liberty, by W. H. Moody;
Equity, Belfast, Ed. Harding; F Ritchie,
Two More Millinery Openings.
Waldo, by E. Evans; Sunlight, Knox, by
VV. Dolloff ; Hillside, Thorndike, by Nelson
October, 2ist and 22d were opening days at Gordon ; Seaside, Belfast, by Sister Howard
two of our leading millinery establishments,
Kennebec county was represented by Orrin
those of J. W. Ferguson & Co. and Mrs. R. Learned and others. A class of 13 was inI*. Chase.
Coming up Main street on that structed in the fifth degree.
day attention would naturally be attracted
Helen C. Thomas very pleasingly welby the display in Miss Ferguson’s windows. comed the Pomona Grange and B. F. Foster
In the first was a brilliant showing of dress
responded with a few well chosen words.
silks, laces and gloves artistically arranged Remarks for the good of the order were
—samples from the large and fine stock in made by W. H. Moody and others. Noon
side. The next window was handsomely recess was then taken.
The Grange was opened in the afternoon
decorated, the new color, “mode,” predominating. The trimmed hats, whole birds, witli music by the choir. The question,
natural feathers, etc. made a fine display. “Was the last Legislature justified in makEntering the store a large and well assorted ing so large appropriations?” was discussed
stock of trimmed and untrimmed hats and by P. W. Ayer, Orrin Learned, Dr. Billings
bonnets were seen, together with a hand- and J. G. Harding. Music by the choir folsome line of
laces, silks, ribbons, flowers, lowed the discussion.
The following program was furnished by
trimmings—everything that goes into the
construction of a lady’s head dress. A new Sandy Stream Grange: Music; declamation
departure seen here was the chiffon brims, by George Webb; recitation by Olive Rand;
while the mirror velvet, Roman stripe and solo by Nina Vandeets; music by choir.
The committee reported the next meeting
fancy plaid ribbons were found in great variety. The work is in charge of Miss Ada to be with Sunrise Grange, Winterport
Jones, whose taste as a milliner was seen Nov, Pth, with the following program: Openin the many beautiful hats and bonnets on
ing exercise ; conferring fifth degree ; address
exhibition, and of which a-great many were of welcome by some member of Sunrise
sold on the opening days.
Grange; response by H. R. Dawson; report
of Granges; suggestions for the good of the
Mrs. Chase’s rooms presented an unusually cosy and brilliant appearance on her order; appointment of committee on time
opening days, with potted plants, ferns and and program for next meeting; recess;
delicate vines to supplement the hand some music; question, “Resolved, That private
dairying is preferable to patronizing creamdisplay of feathers, ribbons and other millin- eries,” aff., N. Littlefield, neg., J. G. HardHere
were
to
be
seen
the
nicest ing. The rest of the program to be furnished
ery goods.
and most stylish goods, in all the latest by Sunrise Grange.
C. A. Levanseller, Sec’y.
velvet
from
the
hat
with
very large
styles
many feathers and plumes, to the modest
little toque with a slight trimming of shir
When wear begins to exceed repair in
red ribbon and flowers. In colors every- your body you are going to fall sick. The
thing is in order, from the modest light grays signs of it are: loss of flesh, paleness, weakand browns and the new “owl” colors to ness, nervousness, etc. The repair needed is
decorations of the bright reds, greens, pur- food. You think you eat enough, and yet
ples, etc. A great cteal of labor is put into you feel that you wear out more tissue,
millinery this year,nearly everything in rib- energy, nerve-force, than your food makes
bon and velvet being shirred, and the larger for you. The difficulty is that you do not
hats laden with plumes, aigrettes, wings, digest enough. And this is so serious it is
whole birds and feathers, with a few Mow- worth sitting down seriously to think about.
ers.
All the varied effects to be produced If you can’t digest what you eat, take a few
by the combinations of these colors and doses of Shaker Digestive Cordial. The
materials by taste and artistic skill were to effect of it will be to increase your flesh and
be found in Mrs. Chase’s parlors, and many make you feel stronger. You won’t fall
sales of “opening hats” were made to the sick. Proof that it is in control of your
most critical and exacting customers. Her repair apparatus. It’s easy enough to test
opening showed that it is not necessary for this for yourself. Take a few bottles of
Belfast ladies to go outside their own town Shaker Digestive Cordial.
to secure the best and most stylish goods in
Sold by all druggists at 10 cents to $1.00
the millinery line.
per bottle.
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FANCY SHIRTS.

Cape Coats,S2.95

eoats

Underwear

-sale

t

19c

MEN'S AND BOYS’ BH.ACES

amc.

And D. B. Velvet Collar,
light and dark Coats,

dr-'t

ss.no

r.

iis

fr</

nr, si

USER'S BLACK, BROW?* and
GRAY SOFT

HATS,

"■r

.,,x

'■

50,:., for this sale.

I9c

=

as

dainty in every

The

HARRY W. CLARK,
Clothier and Tailor,
83 Main Street, Belfa>

Bargain

France" and

‘•Cye’auiu,"

SAVE MONEY

by

iu'yim;

Watches, Clocks,

The best for

use in atomizers: Lilly of the
Valley, Crab-apple Blossom, Arbutus,

ALL TLX CLXTS PER OZ,

Roger & Gallet’s

new

Silver "Vi nd^ Plated Ware

Soaps

or

and Perfumes.
““ins'

A

H. J. LOCKE & SON.

Beautiful Line of lm=
ported Atomizers. 1Ya°v"
old atomizers

repaired

at

slight cost.

IS*™New goods arriving each day.
in and

&J^“Step

look at them.

POOR & SON,

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK
L

A-KNOWLTON, President.

B lfast.

Druggists,

Swale Hay Wanted
BY

FRANK R. WIGGIN

Cashier.

Deposits Solicited
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All Wool Fleeced

i»v

that could be desired and
well filled. The officers were

were

lot k

lor tlii'

rth r.n.1..

wi

Now

refunded.

New Toilet Waters!

this place is much pleased to know that
he sought tirst and every time to
employ
meu of his own town in
preference to secur-

hoy, Frank,

to

2 lots Black

ounce.

of

ing help elsewhere, and no one more heartily
appreciates the favor than the men themselves who find employment there. Good

MULESKISf. l-isih »n.l |. lHhte,
or money

Special purchase

Lubin's Latest Odors!

owner.

|

HEAVY LINED CLOVES.

way.

supplies water that will never make a horse
shake his teeth out, and no doubt the
horses,
too, will welcome the change as much as their
We had a very enjoyable visit last week
from Capt. R. B. Trim and son of Islesboro.
Mr. Trim states that diphtheria is
having
quite a run at his place. Mr. Otis Dodge lias
lost two children, and others of the
family
are down with
it.
All the schools aud
churches have been discontinued for fear of
eontagiou. Everything is being done to prevent an epidemic, and it is hoped it will be
kept confined until ail danger is past.

MEN'S FURNISHINGS

You will have to pay $8.00 for them
elsewhere. For this sale.

now as

CLASS.

Fall Term.
1. Autocrat of the Breakfast Table,
O. W. Holmes.1114.1?
?. Selections from the poetry of T. B.
Aldrich.
1213.10
3. Wake Robin, John Burroughs. 945.5
Winter Term.
1. Robert Falconer, George McDonald. 155.1
2. Forms of Water, Tyndall. 943.19
Spring Term.
1. Brief History of Maine, G. J. Varney. 457.1
2. Kenilworth, Sir Walter Scott. 151.14
or Ivanhoe. 151 23
3. Julius Caesar, Shakespeare.1223.10

more

4 to 15 years, nchhy Scotch effects,
worth $5.00, for this sale. S3.50

MEN’S MACKINTOSHES.

instead of satin trimmed
and

Children’s Fine Ail Wool Suits.

MEN’S HEAVY WEIGHT
ALL WOOL SUITS, dark /tlaitls,

Sets
neater

$2.90

sale.4g0 ^0

riani

cases

99c,

...

Large collars, worth $4.00, for this sale

by competing houses for $7.00.
price
S4.80

cure

extended program for the entertainment of their guests will be
presented.

A. F. Elwell smiles
very sweetly
he realizes what a difference it will
make whether lie faces a cold northeaster as
he leads his line hursts around behind the
house to drink, or backs them out of their
stalls to a tub filled by means of a
that

Sold
Our

worth

heretofore;

14 years, actual

to

SI. 98 BOYS’ ULSTERS.

MEN’S BALCK
BEAVER OVERCOATS,

—

AND

more

Capt.

the best on earth for
they
the money. All wool, worth $3.00, f.»r
this sale.

Single and double breasted, haml-ome
plaids and worsted elicit-.. usual price
812.00, for this

Toilet

in cliina

Neatly trimmed, 3
value’ $2.00, now.

Dirigo trade mark, which

are

Actual value of these

enjoyable occasion it was, too. So
much so, that they were again invited to be
present Saturday evening, Nov. (Jtb, when a

Children’s Knee Pants Suits.

MEN’S FINE ALL WOOL SUITS

Clothing Store,

very

Winter Term.
Tales.
Nathaniel
Tangle wood
Hawthorne.11180
2. Selections from J. R. Lowell.1218.14
Visions of S r Lauufal, Under the
Willows and other poems.
3. Fragments of Science. John Tyndall.919 11
Spring Term.
1. Young People’s Tennyson, edited
W.
J.
Rolfe.1212
3
by
2. Uncle Tom’s Cabin, Harriet Beecher Stowe. 252.9
3. Merchautof Venice, Shakespeare. 1223.7
and. 1228.17

Look for the
means

..

BOYS' CLOTHING.

$4.90

74 MAIN SI’RKKT, BKLFAST.

The members of Excelsior Lodge, F. & A.
M., had a ladies’ night last Saturday evening, and entertained their wives, their sisters, their daughters and their aunts; and a

1.

are

MEN’S PANTS.

worth $7.00

Styles!

excavating progresses favorably at
the reservior, and if good weather continues it will be ready for water
very soon.
The present pipe from the spring to the
reservoir is thought to be sufficient.

Fall T ern.
Vicar of Wakefield. Oliver GoldSmith. 142.18
Short History «»f the war of Secession.
E. H. Johnson. 44(1.28
Sketch Book. Washington Irving.121(111
The Spy. J. F. Cooper. 251.18

FOR THE JUNIOR

E. P, FROST

Prices

feast for

a

ULSTERS,

work of

FOR THF. SOrHOMORE CLASS.

S. E. Flood N Co., 2. In the Maine
Woods, Henry D.
Thorndike.
Elisha i
Waterville;
Thoreau. 534.12
3.
David
Copperfieid, Charles DickHarris, Ih lfast. to B. B. Toothaker, Searsens. 153.11
inont; land and buildings in Belfast. Benj.
nr Dmuboy and Soil. 153 3
ltowe, Brooks, t*» Wellington T. Sinclair,
or Nicholas Nieklehy.. 153.5
do.; land and buildings in Brooks. Alonzo
Winter Tern,.
F. Major, M<»ntvilie, to Sarah F. Perry, do.;
1. Romola, George Eliot. 154 23
and.1144 32
land and buildings in Montville. Loriug T.
>r Mill on the Floss. 154.31
Cummings, Prospect, to Clifton M. Eaincs, 2. Growth of the American
Nation,
do.; land in Prn«*rw»ct.
Adelbert Drake,
If. P. Judson. 420.0
Lincolnville, to Alonzo Drake, do.; land .3. Sound, John Tyndall. 919.10
and
buildings in Lincolnville. Edwin
Spring Term.
H. Nickerson,
Portland, to Alonzo W. 1. As You Like It, Shakespeare.122-3 7
Damrn, Svvanville; land and buildings 2. and.1228 17
Sesame and Lilies, John Ruskin.. .1158.11
in Swanville.
Joseph C. Mathews, West
or Ethics of the Dust.1158 11
Side, Calif., to Lucy A. Ni chols, Searsport; 3. House of Seven Gables, Nathaniel
Hawthorne.1115.10
land in Searsport. A. L. Eastman, Jackson,
4. L'Allegro and II Penseroso, John
to Rachael R. Eastman, do.; land and buildMilton.1222.12
ings in Jackson. Sarah V. Downer, Palermo,
Each class is required to read five books
to Frank G. Downer, do.; laudand buildings
during the year; two in the fall term, one in
in Palermo. Esther E. Melvin et als Rockthe winter term, and two in the. spring
port, to Sarah E. Young, Lincolnville; land term.
laud

o

\

!■

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending Oct. 27, 1897: Edwin

produce 150,000 Cornforth, Thorndike,

can

blueberries, which,

"i

Estate.

We Two

or.1228 23

He estimates that Wash-

]«i*] atioii.-.

in

Transfers in Real

Washington county and extend

to

remove

While shoe factories all over

New

of our

speedy rescue
guardians.”

and is otherwise continued in new di-

rections.

Henna oats of your State as well as in
otlie; states may bear abundant fruit, and
give

a

ure

or

general-

city and section suffered hut lit-

comparison

Colonial Era. G. P. Fisher. 444 17
Tom Brown’s School Days at Rugby. Tbomas Hughes. 325.21
Spring Term.
1.
Pilgrim’s Progress. John Banyan. 1022.15
2.
Narrative and Legendary Poems.
John G. Whittier.!.1213 31
>.
Donovan. Edna Lyall. 158 12

2.
3.

fact

the country as
the result *4' Democratic tarift legislation

to

seems

town, work for it, and sound

bickering invite failure.

i- f«»and this poem in German.
Theu'l ‘i kornei, who was born

n

Ka!

our

its praises in and out of season.
Success
awaits such endeavors; fault-iiuding and

to

Chase:" while in the German

i-.'ok.

da

pressing influence is not counteracted by
a loyal and active public spirit happiuess
and prosperity will stand aloof. We should

EQUALED Com ruenc ing TObargain seekers such as never can be obtained
rapidly advancing. it will pay you to make your purchases u.

shall offer

MEN’S HEAVY KLONDIKE

Lowest Prices!

.nesj.undent

we

$5.75

Reliable Goods!

■

Bring

counties.

shall show the NOBBIEST LINE OE CL.OTHINti in the

on we

now

MENS' CLOTHING.

the

J

A

From

a

of treatment with
the Emulsion for a couple
of months in the fall will
put them through the
winter in first-class condition. Ask your doctor
about this.

Correct

adjoining

Bargain Clothier, 83 Main St., Belfast.

again.

course

.-4

The

I)A T

strong,

very

grown in Waldo or

market at PRICES WHICH CANNOT BE

of Cod-Liver Oil with Hypophosphites of Lime and Soda supplies
exactly what they want. They
will thrive, grow strong and be
well all winter on this splendid food
tonic. Nearly all of them become
very fond of it. For adults who
are

largest PUMPKIN

*

HARRY W. CLARK,

|

food—something

noon dispise by auction of all tbe
farming
tools, wagons, harnesses, and everything
There is also a Prohibition ticket in each
else usually kept on a farm. This is a rare
The Commercial thinks that no man
High School Reading Course.
In Maryland aud Virginia the
State.
chance to secure good articles, and all should
has any light to a title at all unless he bereadnew legislatures are to elect United States
Following is the prescribed course of
be present who need anything on their place.
longs in Eastern Maine. [Bath Times.
t Be sure you get SCOTT’S Emulsion. See that
j
ing in the Belfast High school for 1897-8,
man and fish are on the wrapper.
lie that as it may, a good many mas- j Senators.
Several of the Spiritualists attended the
!
with the Public Library numbers of the
All druggists; 50c. and $1.00.
}
lectures
delivered
Rev.
Moses
Hull
at
the
<lueiudc under titles to which they have
by
Atchison people are returning from Kan- books:
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists. Ne\fc York.
House
in
Belfast
last
Opera
after1:<■ liul.t, and thus lessen the dignity of
sas City, and saying that the flower parade
Sunday
FOR THE FRESHMAN CLASS.
noon and evening.
They were very much
ir *-s piopeiiy bestowed.
The title busi- there was not as good as the flower parade
Fall Term.
in Atchison. This sort of feeling is worth a
with
what
delighted
they heard, and only
c>s Is very much overdone.
1.
Age of Fable. Tbomas Bulfinch..1028.17
great deal to Atchison. If Atchison peo- 2. Selections
regret that they cannot be present at every
from H. W. Longfellow.1213 5
how
nice
the
Kansas
were
ple
telling
City
meeting during the week.
Evangeline, Hiawatha, Miles Standl.ink h\ link the coils of circumstantial liower
parade was, and how unfortunate
ish.
The arrival last Wednesday of Elder G.
it was that Atchison could not have some- 3. Birds through an Opera-glass. F.
\:
.-i.ee coiled about the Chicago sauA. Andrews from Massachusetts was hailed
like
it.
that
would
do
the
town
333.3
A.
Merriam.
thing
the
muriki• Eeutgcrt, accused of
or’ Bird.1 Ways. Olive Thoru Milwith delight by his numerous friends.
harm.
Everything that makes the peoDur> wiie: but tloee of the twelve
•:
ler.
ple sarislied with the town in which they
ing his visit weekly meetings will be held at
to
i. di'i not consider it sufficient
:;
Winter Term.
live, does good. [Atchison, Kansas, Globe.
the houses of his friends.
All are welcome,
a
id he will have to lace a new
These sentiments are of general applica- 1. Tales from Shakespeare. Charles
and it is hoped that saints as well as sinners
I
352.27
and Mary Lamb, or.
tion.
and backsliders will embrace the
Every community has its croakers
Shakespeare’s Stories Simply told.
opportuniThese are the mottoes tit the
and prophets of evil, and where their deMary Seymour. 312 0
ty to be present.

best

a

$5.00 IN GOLD

*

warming, building and fat-forming

man,

Hood’s

November

Washington will each
elect a Senate and Assembly. In very
few States will there be “straight” contests between the Republican and Democratic parties. Massachusetts, for example,

light.

safe and

ton

and half of

As-

Oth Nevada and

prise.
Bar Harbor is

Pennsylvania; Virginia,

Well
Children

Tuesday

part of Senate; Maryland, Senate and As- nerve tonic, blood purifier and vitalizer
like Hood’s Sarsaparilla. For the troubles
A speculator is shipping eggs to Daw- sembly; Massachusetts, Senate and AsPeculiar to Women at change of season,
j! climate
son city and expects to sell them there at
or life, or resulting from hard
sembly; New Jersey, Senate and Assemwork, nervousness, and impure blood,
>:go) dozen. That is a good deal easier bly: New York, Assembly; Ohio, Senate
thousands have found relief and cure in
and quite as profitable as mining for gold. and
Assembly; Pennsylvania, Assembly

Bar Harbor is determined to have adequate sewers if it takes a special town
[Ellsworth Entermeeting to get 'em.

NEWS.

WHITE,

24 Front Street,
October 7, 1897.—5\v40

BELFAST,

State of Maine,
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■
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<5 an1 $N per vnr
the Bank tl I-
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Collector’s Adverilscment of Sale of Lands of
Non-Kesldint Owners.

Unpaid taxes on lands situated In the town of
Freedom, In the Count) of Waldo, for the year
following list of taxes

on real estate of nonresident owners, in the town of Freedom, for
the year 1890, committed to me for collection for
said* town on the twenty-seventh day of June,

THE

1890. remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given
that if said taxes, interest and charges are not
previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed
as is sufficient and necessary to pay the amount
due therefor, including interest and' charges, will
be sold at public auction at the Town House in
said town,on the first Monday in December, 1897,
at nine o’clock a. m. :
The Clifford
Geo. O. Danforth or unknown.
farm, so-called, containing 50 acres, more or less,
value §700; bounded on the east by land of Reuben
Sibley, on the west by land of Reuben Sibley and
Frank L. Brown, on the north by land ot Sarah
Hebot, < n the south by land of Riieben Sibley and
Geo. Barns. Anson Danforth farm, so-called, containing 40 acres, more or less; Hix lot, so called,
containing 25 acres, more or less; Gould lot, so
called, containing 25 acres, more or less; Hummer lot, so-called, containing 25 acres, more or
less, all 115 acres; value §400; bounded on the
east by land of William Sibley and F. P. Bennett,
on the west by land of Mrs. Will Hussey and
Joseph Elli -tt ; on the north by land of Joseph
Elliott, on the south hv land of Robert M. Oliver:
tax due. §22 55.
Mrs. Fannie Robinson’s estate.
Containing 50
acres, more or less, value §350; bounded on the
east by land of David Dow, on the west by land of
(’harles TwitehtlPs estate, on the north by the road
leading to Palermo, on the south l»y land of Amos
Brawn ; fax due, 87.I S.
Freedom, Oct 10, 1897.
OTIS M. flAKVfiT,
3vv43
Collector of Taxes of the town of Freedom.

Ill III 11

Buns 5 Ammunition
PRICES LOWER THAN EVER BEFORE.
AGENT FOR WALDO COUNTY FOR

Washburn & Moen
I'HE

THAI

KIND

EVERYTHING

J. W. JONES,

j in

Wires!

Hay

NEVER

BREAKS.”

60 Main Street

HARDWARE

SUCCESSOR TO J. H. & J. \V. JONl-S

SPECIAL OFFER
To the Readers of The
To any person sending

us

Republican Journal

this advertisement

m

i

one

dollar and sivt\

SURPLUS,

>

(hit out this advertisement an i
pen sent to a person,
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one

aid

DEPOSITS SOLICITED

burglary in the country.
Those renting boxes can have the exclusive
privilege of taking their boxes to and from the
and

i

SI <»<>

NEW YORK FOUNTAIN PEN CO.,
A STEAM KOI I I

Offices for Rent,

deposit boxes for rent at $3, $5, $6.50 and
$8 a year.
Our new vault is unequaled in Eastern Maine
and UNEXCELLED in security against Are

w•;

239 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

$150,000
$33,000

Safe

.•.■;i

($1.(»()) we \vi!i send one of our lIMill ORAOF. MAY \ OKIv NO in Foi N I \
I'ENS, the regular price f which is $.4.00. Tie pen is SOl.lll I4KOOI O
is of best hard rubber, beautifully eh used and mounted .v tltwo liea\\ gold bands
best plate. As this is a special offer it must be a\ abed
b.-p.r. \

Established in 1836.
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The
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alxiut
*

Mayo & White, High street,

re

occupied by Miss Beverage, dressmaker,
for rent with immediate possession. Enquire

centlv
are

r

25 II. I*., wiU

all connections

com

|>lete, has been hut little used h\ |{
fast Coliseum Co, Call on
ASA r
KICKS or
N. K. HUS ION,
1807. -IStf
Belfast, May

of

POOR & SON.
Belfast, July 29,1897.—3<>tf

Attention Pensioners

vault.

Having purchased the original records

E. H. DURGIN, M. D.
of Glasses and Diseases of
the Eye and Ear a Specialty.

Fitting

Office'hours until ft
^

Telephone Connection.

m.

MAINE.
13tf

of ,1.

('.

(’ates.

tor

or
ot

r

the convenience

it.
who may wish to present claims for addii ions'
increase of pensions. 1 will beat C K.Cobbett'
shoe shop, 127 Main street, opposite the P"-*
ollice, \ov. 8 and d, 18H7. but onlv the luornn
of the 8th.
4w41
L.C. MORSE,

pensioners having claims pending, and

of

■■

miles from

('amp

land, nice buildings,

!ar_o

Fine farm in North port,

Ground, 135

acres

two

orchards, 350 bbls. apples last year.
never

a. m.

From 12.30 to 3 and 7 to 8 p.

SEARSPORT,

•'.state

failing

easy terms.

water.

Good

soil,

Will be sold very low and

on

40tf

M. C. IIILL,
39 Miller St., Belfast,
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HE NEWS

OF

BELFAST.

The East Belfast Y. P. S. C. E. will meet
Everett A. Nickerson this, Thursday,
afternoon and evening. All are invited.

Mr. L. O. Buvklin and
family left yesterto spend the winter in Everett Mass.
A. E. Clark Camp, Sons of
Veterans, is
decorating the graves of veterans in Grove

with

\

York Dramatic News desires
ii- iit in this city.
v

a

List of unclaimed letters remaining in the
Belfast post office for the week ending Oct.
22 1: Ladies—Mrs. Carrie Meader, (2) Mrs. F.
G. Wood. Gentlemen—Mr. Martin F. Bartlett, J. Hooker Wright.

ilar meeting of the City Council
:■} next Monday evening,
u

hers
i:ci

and
are

to
buy
ilding.

pupils of the Upper
raisiug money by suba
new
bell for their

Attention,

meeting of

the

The Churches.

day

Cemetery

with

new

At

a

GEORGE W. BDRKETT

adopted pledging hearty cooperation with the Christian Civic League.
No Better Can be Had. A Belfast Man
The monthly consecration meeting of the
Makes A Statement.
Baptist C. E. Society will be held next SunTwo miles out from the business centre on
day at G o’clock p. m., Mrs. Ida Mahoney, Searsport avenue, overlooking Belfast bay. is the

flags.

Mrs. O. G. Critchett attended the President's reception given at the White House
Monday afternoon, Oct. 25th.

Comrades! Remember the
Waldo County Veteran As-

the Epworth convention in Portland

resolution

was

leader.

Attention is called to the offer of the
New York Fountain Pen Co. We have received one of the pens and they are all that
is claimed.
It is au opportunity to
get a
good pen at half price.

There will be a parish gathering aud supper
in the Universalist vestry next week, Thursday evening,at which time important matters
will come up for consideration.

residence of

our respected citizen, H. C. Putnam.
representative had a pleasant talk with Mr.
Putnam, who explained enthusiastically about
his poultry fanning, and told how lie moved to

WILL OPEN THIS DAY

Our

soeiation Nov. 4th in Morrill. The address
of welcome will be delivered by Comrade J.
An
Indiana years ago, but returned to Belfast and
II
n
*
:s fah
The work will be done by ; R Mears; response by President J. G. Hardtook up his present occupation.
Mr. Putnam
Stevens.
ing. Remainder of program by the people
Rev. H. H. Churchill of Bath will hold re- with
A portrait of Mr. Elbert
Hubbard, preequal enthusiasm talked of a subject that
of Morrill.
[H. R. D Sec.
nt. supper
will be given at the
sented to his friend, Rev. C. H. Wells, is on vival services in the People’s Mission everv will interest many Belfast readers, published here
The Belfast Creamery. The new Bel- exhibition
i.urch vestry next Tuesday, Nov. j
in
his
own words.
this
week
He said: *•! have had itching
at Clement’s.
Mr. Hubbard is to evening
except Monday evening,
Baptist Ladies' Circle, to which i fast creamery is now open for business, and lecture at the Universalist church Nov.
at 7 o’clock; also on Sunday at 2 GO and 7 piles for 12 years, and have doctored more or less
6th,
i prepared to negotiate with farmers for milk
In Dress Patterns
with every doctor in town, and used no end of
are invited.
two
P. m. All are welcome.
on “The Footsteps of
Shakespeare.”
! or cream. The first lot was brought in Oct.
salves and onitments, but they did me little or no
will be a game of football outlie
Services
at
the Uuiversalist church next
Pensions have been granted as follows:
I
saw Doan’s Ointment advertised and I
good.
field Saturday afternoon between ; -’1st by Levenseller Bros, of Waldo, aud the
Albert Conant, Ellingwood’s Cor- Sunday will be as follows: Morning worship got a box at
i apparatus tested.
Kilgore & Wilson’s drug store. I got
Oct. 25th several lots Original,
amis and Belfast High school elev
with
sermon at 10 45, followed by Sunday
ner;
more
relief
from it than anything I have ever
original, widows, etc., Eliza A. Mur1 were brought in, and the amount, is increasvdmission 25 cts; school children, 15
school.
consecraIt
tried.
is
without
Young
people’s
monthly
phy, Vinalhaven; Almeda J. Wentworth,
exception the best ointment
ing daily... .Pasteurizing apparatus has been
idles free.
Belfast; additional, Eliphalet Clark, North tion meeting at six o’clock led by Miss Ada for what it is advertised that I ever used. I will
put iu aud will be operated in connection Isles boro.
Marriner. Topic,“The Light of the World.” recommend it to my friends whenever the opport-rs of tlie Belfast Festival Chorus
with the creamery business. Farmers who
tunity presents itself. You can refer to me for
jested to meet at the Baptist vestry
The Maine Farmers’ Almanac for 18<J8 has At the morning service the following anWILL BE PLACED ON EXHIBITION.
have milk or cream to sell would do well to
the benefit of others who are troubled as I have
thems
Buck
will
be
by
rendered:
Dudley
“O
-day evening, Nov. drd. Please bring
been received from the publisher, Charles
been.”
call aud investigate the business.
M’ks.
Business of importance will
E. Nash, Augusta. It is simply indispensa- Clap Your Hands,” “Lead, Kindly Light.”
Doan’s Ointment is for sale by all dealers, price
Horse Talk. C. N. Black has sold his
re the meeting.
ble iu every office and home in Maine, and
The mid-week meeting at the North 50 cents, mailed by Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo,
well-known sorrel carriage horse Feamaught
is sold at a price that places it within the
church Oct. 21st was devoted to discussion N. Y., sole agents for the United States.
Belfast people will be interested in
to Frank Donahue of Rockland. Feamaught
Remember the name, DOAN’S, and take no subof Sunday school matters, and many interat of the Wallace-Dudley wedding
reach of alt.
is a handsome aud stylish horse, and as he
stitute.
d 'Mi the 2d page.
The bride, Miss
points were brought out. The meetesting
The
of
the
Girl’s
Home
mauagers
wish
to
has been owned iu this vicinity all his life,
has many friends here who extend
acknowledge the gift of a Brussels carpet ing was followed by a teachers’ meeting for
j he will be missed on our streets. He is 12 for the children’s
-lies and congratulations,
preparation for the lesson of the following
room, from Jordan, Marsh
Our new stock has
years old and has a record of 2.3b_J. F.
arrived
The teachers' meetings will be
& Co., Boston, at the baud of Mr. Y. W. Sunday.
derk L H. March reports that just
Wilson has sold his large
of
work
pair
for
continued
weekly Thursday evening, to
intentions of marriages were re- horses to Mr. Ames of
Coverley. This is a timely gift, as the bare
Prospect.
door was not inviting or comfortable for a open at the close of the mid-week meeting.
l^PT up to Oct. 20th, as were reRepairs and Improvements. J. F. Wilwinter in this climate.
the whole of the year lJSihi.
At the Baptist church the pastor will
The
i sou lias been grading in front of the house
publishments each year was 4S.
preach next Sunday morning and evening.
H.
has
C.
Mardeu
the
lot
of
land
brought
! he recently bought on Nortliport avenue, |
a i. meeting of
the stockholders
iu the rear of the South Primary school-houst- The morning sermon will be upon “Some
Just received one
I and has hauled on many cartloads of earth,
Belfast Imiustrial Beal Estate Co.
Missionary Problems,” Rom. 1: 14.
The
making a noticeable improvement. He has and has begun on a house there. It will be
■id at the. banking rooms of the
lot of
broad=
nearly a reproduction of Miss Emily Alden’s, evening subject will be “Paul and Agrippa”
cnlian aid the looks of the property very
'•
Acts 2b: 27. The music for the day will be
a a!
t’
Bank, at 4 o'clock P. M. much since it came into his
corner of Court and Park streets.
II.
J.
Fleeced
possession.... A.
C
cloth
worth
as follows: Morning—Anthem, While Thee
1 *7. for election of cithers ami the
C. Sibley lias had the old stable adjoining Morrison lias contracted to build the bouse’
Lined
4/
I seek, Morrison; Duet, Sing for the World
me. "( any other business that may
j
the
foundations.
his resilience torn down and a shed built in including
and sold for
our
lio- before them.
I Rejoiceth, Geibel.
Evening—Selection,
the rear -if what was the Fogler house_
Helping Hand Circle of King's Daughters
Eternal
Solo,
chorus;
Rest, Piccolomini,
7 B iilf' rd of List Kn ix was the
Miss A. A. Hicks lias had some repairs
has been presented with a very handsome
Mr. John Parker.
.".i her house, Ibl Main street, includa
res]*;aid; m Harry \V. Clark's u .i
quilt by Maria Blake of West Brookxville,
The services at the North church next
d>r the .argest pumpkin; but ing re-sliiugiing of The shed and barn_
which will lie prized highly.
Many ;hanks
will be as follows: Sermon at Id 43
n
is prom
nc» d
a squash,
St-.ii. B. Holt is repairing his buildings on
are extended to Mrs. Blake from the Circle. | Sunday
pkins have since been ll'Mt street, including two dwelling houses, The Circle will meet with Mrs. (> R. Webs- a. m. by the pastor, Rev. George. S. Mills:
Simons school at 12 m.; Consecration ser.
m
a,
l;
M. Brown <»f Swan- boat shop, etc.. .The Catholic church is reter on Monday next.
vice of the Y. P S. C. E. at 6.13 p. 111.; Topic,
'dm from G. A Bowers
f
•dving a coat of paint, the body a silver
The Mayor and the Finance Committee “Trust
Christ for what ?” 2 Tim. 1 : 1-12. The
i grey. trimmings white. The cross is to be
have had several coni'erea \s with repre- j
meeting at 7.13 p. m. will be devoted to the
V Hall recently received from a gilded.
sentatives of Boston banking concerns with
American Board of Foreign Missions. Inl
.-\ t
Mont., a handsome ar.teThe First Big Game. Orrin Bradeen of ! regard to refunding.
Representatives of teresting papers will be presented giving an
;.d: lie lias had if mntetl by C.
m \v
^
Bost-u and Edward E. Wescott of Belfast | two firms were here Tuesday. There will account of the recent meeting at New Haven.
ads
He a iso received a pair..f buf- I
One lot of
■■
n-iurned to tins -ity Oct. 2b 1, from a week’s be no difficulty in placing the bonds, and The b»)*:.• of the mid-week
meeting
this,
-t vera!
a-.
fossils, etc. Saturday 1: nt
it
nig, bringing in the first big game of the only question is as to the premium,
Thursday, evening, is “Making the Church a
^
igliT a pair "1 knee buckles sacli 1 tin* seas n.
They N-ft here Saturday, Oct. is expected that the sale of the entire issue Home.”
cheviot
»ni by gentlemen in the Colonial
and siart-ed out gunning at East Sebois of the refunding bonds wiil be successfully
Services at the Methodist Episcopal
Bake Monday morning.
Tuesday, while negotiated at. an early day.
church next Sunday, Oct. '•1st, will be as
i
Scl Maria Webst
j■ 11biiii g down the lake they saw a large
The Sun complains of the quality of the follows: Sermon by Rev. T. F. Jones of
Belfast Oct. '-'1st from a fishing i m >ose on a
point of land within easy ride Lewiston water supply. It says that the Orono, in exchange with the
pastor, at 10 43
n wih a parry of ten on board. The
si A, and Mr. Wescott brought the animal
water which comes from the pipes is as thick
1. 111.: Sunday school at 12 m ; meeting of
as syrup, that blood suckers very often run
from Monroe except one Belfast
down.
1 rie next day Mr. Bradeen shot a
Junior League at 3.30 p. m.; meeting of Epfrom the faucets and not long ago a snake
<*y tI shell three days from Isle au
-r m the w mds.
The moose was 4 years came from one of them. There is no reason
worth League at b, leader, Mrs. Ada M.
store is
in
Mr. Desert, but found -fish very
up with attractive
d and weighed 800 pounds.
The hind why the Sun should not grum Me a little. With Blodgett; topic, “The Third Clause of the
the. Bangor water nice fat eels are furnished.
During the northwest gale of Oct. quarters, head and skin, were
brought, home. Lew.ston
|
all ot its
tne
on
ought to do better than blood Epworth League Pledge^,” Eph. 3.2.">27;
d let I they were at anchor at Isle au B. O. Norton sold out
the meat at his market suckers and snakes.
i
[Portlan 1 Advertiser. song service will begin at 7, followed by an
at 20 to bo cents per pound.
C. 11. Coombs is
Belfast has been supplied
with fish address to the young people and Epworth
which must sureh
bv
m Casks
Melvin Grant of Frauk- mounting the head, which has a
good pair of chowder.
League by Rev. T. F. Jones. The following
is
before the Belfast Police Court antlers
Mr. Bradeen carried liis deer home
|
A Gift and a Compliment.
The follow- music will be given at t-lie Sunday morning
er
i! in four liquor cases.
On search to Boston. This was a doe
33 Main Street,
Belfast.
weighing about ing letter explains itself:
service
Hear, O Father, hear our prayer,
/.ure he was convicted and sentenced
j 200 pounds.
Miss PettiuRyder,
F. J. Rigby, Esq.,
quartette;
solo,selected,
j
no
f f loo and imprisonment <•<) days,
Leader of Belfast Band.
gill.
The Light and Power Co. The work of
which he appealed. Ou common seller,
My Dear Sir: Enclosed please find my
the property of the Belfast 1 check for
I
nuisance and keeping a drinking improvement of
which
desire
to
ave
dollars,
twenty
East Skarsmont.
Rev. V. E. Hills and
tud tippling shop, lie waived ^xamina- Light N Power Co. goes on favorably. At | present to your Band as a very slight token son of
called
on
his
P.
Union,
uncle,
Edgar
the electric works at the mouth of Goose [ of my appreciation of their musical talents
and was bound over to the Januiry
and their well merited reputation as gentle- Mahoney, Oct. 23rd...Mr. and Mrs. Will Heald
River the shafting lias been changed and s<« men, citizens and musicians of whom all our
■f the S. J. Court.
of Thomaston are at Charles
j
Heald's.j
arranged that either or both of the water good people feel proud.
o
Facts.
Mr and Mrs. A. J. Donnell were in Camden
Sloop Bessie May, Capt.
Alden
D.
Chase,
wheels or the steam engine may be used on
rt A. Daley, of Vinalhaven was in
October 20-Henry Mahoney has painted
Belfast, Oct. 20, 1807.
either of the circuits. The power generator
ist week with d.UOO pounds of dry fish
his house... .Miss Georgia Thomas and her
A Moose in Belfast. Martin S. Gray,
is working satisfactorily. Repairs are in
brother Dana visited Mabel and Albert
luiy apples. Capt. Daley, or “Del”
who
lives
on the Belmont road in this city,
on
the dam—strengthening the
j progress
as he was once called, is a veteran of
Marriuer Sunday-School closed in dis! structure, by building up from down stream, j saw a moose last week while out partridge trict Xo.
1th Maine Regiment, and when he
3, October 22nd, after a successful
The
animal
stood
broadside
to
not
If not YOU SHOULD, they are going fast.
and stopping leaks in the face of the hunting.
:" town is lieartily welcomed by the
term of eight weeks,
taught by Isabelle
and
more
than
would
have
thirty paces away,
dam. The company owns the ice priviE. P. FROST, 74 Main St.
Towle of Belfast.. .Charlie Wcdcli of Belfast
Sloop Startle, Capt. Gray, arrived
lege at the same place, and they are put- been an easy shot. A man living in East was at E. P.
with a good fare of very line corned
Mahoney’s Sunday_Mr. and
a moose Sunday,
Belmont
reports
seeing
the
houses
in
condition
ting
for storgood
Mrs. McKenzie of Massachusetts are the
The ii
-kerel fishery all over the
probably the same animal. Deer were a
ing all the ice that can be cut on the.
oguests of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Morse.... Capt.
i""t year and Maine fisherin
this
a
few
but
county
years ago,
pond. But the most noticeable improve- rarity
and wife are at Henry
sh ii "d in the disappointment.
since the law has been on they have become Rodney Witherspoon
ment is at the gas works on Washington
Mahoney’s for a few days....Miss Everett
S : ><. k Bi'YKiis.
A moose, however, is a
Frank Turner of street. The building used as a store-house very numerous.
Simmons visited Gertie Donnell last week.
w 1:o drove the
Of Waldo
large herd of and office has been painted and a shed has novelty.
Mrs. Colestia Boughton, who has been!
mgh here <>et. loth, sold 50 liead at been built at the rear of the gas house to
Uxt le Tom's Cabin. The next attraction visiting at A. .7. Donnell’s for a few days,
The time ;s fast approaching when the hay crop
;o \:
lay
They brought fail receive the Spent lime from the purifiers. at the Belfast
Opera House will be Stetson’s returned to her home in Washington, D. U. 1 oi 1807 wih i»t* put upon the market for sale. Re1 o o:i\ Brs -i 145(1 head of
voting The Washington street front of the building Uncle Tom Co.. Wednesday evening, Nov.
October 20th-Mr. and Mrs. Jackson of! ports from a section oi the country show tlie
ui
A: os;
>n the
road from is to be cleaned and t he bank in front
graded 51. An exchange says of this company:
crop ot hay raised in many years, espe. hilMorrill visited Mrs. Abhie Marriuer
1
t<
AU
; ;st w eek.
ui
Octo-j argest
Finest and grassed over, making a great imdrew her 21th.... I. A. Marriuer and Sands Hunt ly through the middle ami western States; in view
Stetson’s Big Uncle Toni’s Cabin C
I. r.
W IS )11 tow n
.uid bought a
Grand
of these facts ir is essentially necessary in order
Opera House are
provement in the appearance of the premises. a packed house at the
c’apboarding and painting the school !
The special scenery, o!' which
last evening.
f to;bd oows and
to secure the highest prices tor our product in the
lives for f»hip- Inside the gas works a number of
improvea lull car-load, was very line.
A house.
carry
they
various markets of the unit r\ t hat the prepara
J* C. G.ot-niaw bought 5o geese ill
ments have been made.
The station meter
good performance of this ever popular play
lion of the- crop shall«•« .'ia! «hat of any other porB
11 last week.
This is the has been put in thorough repair, the puriwas given.
Special mention is deserved
Camden. Gilbert Patten is having steam- i
of the country
tion
This result can only he
•!, -fc ,,f geese seen here for some tiers are
pleasant specialties. The two heating
being overhauled, a new bank of j to the many
apparatus put into his house on Bay obtained by using Del.Tick's upright or an Ox
are the best ever seen here and are.
Topsies
were
driven
on
the road from day retorts has been put in, and when these !
They
accomplished dancers. The Lone Star Quar- View street by the Worcester Steam Heating press. Ir seems at present as though the larger
Brooksvil-le, 15 miles,and shipped are all completed the premises will be clean- tette rendered some pleasant negro melodies Co-J. B. Williamson,
jewreler and opts- i part of our surplus hay must find a market on the
fast on steamer Silver Star.
ed up and present as neat an appearance as in a fine manner. The African mandolin
Mr
cian, has just returned from a three months’ cattle steamers, where space is an absolute neceson
for
four
were
called
encores.
students
:iuw received 10 head of cattle
by the any in the city.
tour through the eastern part of the State. sity. and hay put up in the old style lever presses
boat.
_Mrs. Win. Smith has a lobster cactus will not be used for this purpose when a better
An amusing combination of circumstances
Steamer Notes. The storm which preJ'TRNAL AND TRIBUNE. It Seems vailed
Last
has 400 blossoms on it... .Miss Kath- pressed article can he obtained, and even then
afterwhich
here
occurred
recently.
Sunday
along the coast farther south Oct.
It is of v ital import
must he sold at a discount.
W. Harding, the librarian of the
try to explain frequently our clubbing 21st (lid not
arine
from
a
man
returning
bicycle
reach this section. At Boston noon a young
ance, especially in this year of low prices, that the
Mgements with the New York Weekly it was so severe
is
her
vacation
in
a skunk, with the usual
spending
public library,
farmers co-operate with the dealers and pressers
Thursday afternoon and ride collided with
ue.
Under the terms of our contract
Boston and Miss Annie W.Simonton fills in this matter and raise the Standard of our
night that the steamer City of Bangor did result. On reaching bis place of business he
hay.
that paper it can only he sent free to
not leave there until Friday morning. Be- buried in the earth such portions of the the position during her absence... .Miss Don’t use the old lever presses hut have the best
who pay their subscription to The
has been the guest of and obtain the
Ijilliau
who
Norton,
and
as
were
affected
the
as
wheel
which
can
fore reaching Thatcher’s Island they met
odor,
highest prices,
by
only be
one year in advance.
It is not sent
such rough water that Capt. Ingraham de- a precaution against theft chained the wheel her cousin, Miss Teresa Arau, for the sum- done by producing a perfectly pressed bale of hay
as requested
The Dederick presses in this section are operatby the subscriber. The cided to
window bars and carefully mer, has returned to her home in Clifton,
put into Gloucester, where the to the cellar
will not correspond with the date on
ed by Freeman Ellis & Son, So. Brooks; Charles
N. Y.
boat remained until 5 o’clock in the evening. covered up the whole. A policeman thinkBarnes. Waldo; Edward Greer, Belmont, and E.
Journal slip, but each subscriber entitThe sea continued rough and they arrived ing he had found a stolen wheel, cut the
Centre Montville. Mrs. Alton Clements B. Greeley, Swanville. Communications to any
to the
Weekly Tribune will receive it in Rockland at 4.30 o’clock
outfit
the
whole
to
the
and
carried
ami children have gone to Islesboro to spend of the above parties, or F. G. White, Belfast, will
Saturday morn- chain
full year from the time the first numing, and at Belfast at 7. The Penobscot, lockup, where the owner recovered it after the winter... .The public schools in town receive prompt attention.
2m3<>
ts
received. The Tribune is printed,
bound west, laid in Rockland until mid- considerable trouble.
F. «. WHITE.
closed Oct. 29th-Mr. Thomas Erskine has
iished and mailed in New York, and not
THE HEAD is handsome in design and pleasing in appearance, and all tin- 1 ri111 p;.i ts
night Thursday, and arrived in Boston at
Carle & Jones started out with his threshing machine_
New \dvertisements.
ed and nickel plated. The hed plate is let into the woodtn table so that the surta- e.- of i> ti: am 1
this office. Last Saturday we sent to
1.30 p. m. Friday.
She came out at mid- give a description of the Expert sewing G. E. Nash was here, last week, from Camthus facilitating the handling of all kinds of work.
■w York the names of all subscribers eunight and arrived here about 3130 p. m. Sat- machines, which will be read with interest. den, repairing his buildings and looking
THE ARM is strong, well proportioned, and of ample size mr lining the hea\ ie>t work
HAVE THE
ed D- that date who are entitled to the
WE
urday. The Bangor came down river again The regular price is $57.50, but they are after his other interests in town...E. E.
set it wrong nr he
THE NEEDLE is straight with a large shank and it is impossible
-ekly Tribune, and they should receive
Saturday afternoon, leaving here about 5 offering these machines, for cash only, at Tasker is building a shed for Win Lunt....
fast in the bar so that it cannot l»e readily removed, a? it is held w ith the latent style /.item m- i1
s week’s issue.
o’clock, thus bringing both boats back to $19_H. J. Locke & Son, National Bank El wood Jackson of Pittsfield, formerly of
clamp.
'> of good newsy letters from the surv
their regular places for the next, trip_The
THE NEEDLE BAR is round, made < f hardened steel and finely lit islied.
building. P. O. Square, suggest that you this town, was married last week, aud is at
«• 11tig towns arrived at the office too late
imU ot w. rk.
THE TAKE-UP is absolutely automatic in its action at .,11 times amt <>n .,
I Boston & Baugor S. S. Co. sells round trip
can save money by buying watches, clocks,
E.
S.
with
his
Jackson’s
bride_Isaiah
this
week.
publii-at.ion
Correspondence
/
>n
THE BOBBIN WINDER is very simple and convi-i a nt. heim: pla.
-\ •■! the ,in:
tickets
for one fare to members of the Union silver and
"t bn in the office not later than
ware
of
them.The
Ricker
aud
have
plated
moved
to
E
DixSaturday j
ist
family
'hmwi.rl -i
t he m.iehim in an; way
will no; interfere with the operator or w.uking par
to insure
insertion.
[Bar Harbor Veterans’ Union and others who wish to at- mother and sisters of the late G. B. Ordway mout-Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Jackson and
ord
it is only necessary to slip the licit over rout the hand w heel lot he w m er pm y
tend the annual encampment at Old Town. of Swanville publish a card of thanks....
children are visiting at Mrs. Mary EdIN T HE CITY.
:mm
the
-..tor m
THE TENSION LIBERATOR is .d a new d« sign atm .males m
lteco-rd is published Wednesday. The |
A new steamer is to he built m Huinie- Genuine broadcloth gaiters, worth 75 cents,
munds’.
Hadn’t you better see it before you buy.
machine without danger <d bending or breaking, the mm d!•*.
ict. goes to press Wednesday
afternoon, well s yard, Brewer, the coming winter for at li. 0. Dinsmore’s for 59 cents, and one lot
It. costs nothing to examine p>oris at.
iTHE PRINCIPAL BEARINGS are ad hardened, earelully gi un
:•<•■!.
t we have endeavored to
impress upon Capt. Benjamin R. Arey and Mr.
Liberty.
Among those who attended the
George of genuine cheviot gaiters at 15 cents....
and properly oiled will last a life time
and
those
respondents
E. P.
having business Arey, to take the. place of the Little Butter- Watches have advanced in price but Chase musical festival at Bangor were Mr. and j
I HE FEED 1 s dmihie, extending on both sides of the m edie, is p..M tve it t1
m
,ii bs
the office; but nearly every week
.d m •. t.-nim
the heaviest work easily. The term posit ive feed" is ot m ns/ ..
m
[ cup, which Capt. Arey has run on the A’ l)oak have a large stock, bought before Mrs. L. C. Morse, Mrs. G. H. Cargill and her j
inesday night's mail, and often Tlmrs. Sparks' Point route for several
i:
t
t:i
fli.j
nearly all of them it will he found that a spring is ieqnireu to 1; .Id 11..
seasons, a the rise, which they will continue to sell at son, Walter N., who is at the University of
morning’s mail, brings matter intended larger and more commodious craft
Expert feed motion is free from this defect.
WILL SOON Bi: HERE.
being the old prices-E. P. Frost, 74 Main street, Maine, Orono. They were very much pleast the h'cal or advertising columns.
Often needed. She will he
THE STITCH REGULATOR is on the upright pottion ot the atm. «.t:.
>r
55 feet loug, over all, is offering fleece lined shirts and drawers at ed and feel well repaid for the trip.... Eddie
is matter which might have been sent
Belfast
House.
The length of the si i eh can he quickly regulated by a tlmo b stcw.
He has reliable S. Mitchell has secured a position in the
with a beam of 12 1-2 feet and will draw live
58 cents, and ulsters at $10.
1
week, or more, earlier. If matter in- I feet of water-Capt. Bennett of the steam- goods, in correct styles, an l sells at the low- Worcester
THE SHUTTLE is positively self-threading, cylindrical in shaj e am. made <•! :lte :. mshospital in Massachusetts, and
uded for publication, whether news or adcarefully hardened and beautifully polished.
est prices.
er M. & M. of the Bucksport and Camden
went, there last week to begin his labors_
}
THE W'OODW'ORk is of the latest design, with bent co\er and sk.Pet- n drawer oases. 1; m ,,f tine
'•rtising, should be sent in promptly it route, after diligent search and
Hatinee at 3.30
Chat. The committee who managed the Quite a number from this section have gone
investigation
h et
mid be better all around. Don’t wait un- | of
quality and made of oak or walnut, as desired. The long sliding center drawer is lined with
numerous boats in the market with a
lecture course the past two winters, to Albion to work on the W. & Q. R.R.... W.
Peoples’
I
and in it are packed the attachments.
the paper is printed.
! view to purchasing a larger and faster have decided not to have a course this win- H. Moody, Esq., attended the grange meetCieorge P. Stetson’s Big Spectacular
THE STAND is light and graceful, yet so proportioned as to give strength. It is easi.y kept clean
Shipping Items. Sch. Mary Brewer ar- steamer than the M. & M., has dually decid- ter_Judge Rogers sent two tramps to jail ing in Freedom_John Sanford aud F. W.
and free from dust, and is furnished with oil cups to prevent soiling the floor on which it rests. The
ed
to
week-Chase
&
make
no
last
Doak Baker saw two fawns and a nice large deer
ced Oct. 24th, from Portland with corn for
change for the present.. .The for 00 days each
treadle and drive wheel are hung on adjustable steel centers.
Castine made an excursion from Brooks- reduced the price of a $60 ice set 81 per day last week, near the trotting park. They seem•Swan & Sibley Co-Sch. Jennie Howard
THE ATTACHMENTS, supplied without extra charge, are of the latest design and constructed
trrived Oct. 23d, from Bangor with lumber ville, Castine and Isles boro to Rockland for several weeks. Oct. 22d the price reach- ed to be very tame, coming within 20 feet
throughout of the best steel, polished and nickel plated, and include the following: Kutller, tucker,
The Barutun of them all!
hinder, braider, four hemmers of assorted widths, quitter, thread cutter, foot hemmeraml fellet.
<r Cooper &
Co-Sch. Coclieco, at this Oct. 20th. She had on board 200 bushels of | ed $15, and the set was bought by Thomas of them and stood nearly five minutes.
THE ACCESSORIES include twelve needles, six bobbins, oil can filled with oil, large and small
potatoes from Belfast which she took to Haugli... .Mrs. A. I. McIntosh lias sent to
Under the management of M. F. LUCE.
ort last week, was built at Dover, N. H., in
Halldale. C. A. Gilchrest and wife,
screw drivers, sewing guide, guide screw, certificate of warranty good for live years, and an elabor1339. There are older vessels afloat but she Vinalhaven while the passengers were The Journal office samples of full blown
50
Women
and Children 50
Men,
who have been stopping in Lynn, Mass., the
ately illustrated instruction hook.
s no spring chicken.
The Cocbeco is now ashore in Rockland... .The old steamer red clover, mustard and golden-rod picked
DOUBLE BAND AND ORCHESTRA.
For any further particulars address
past year, returned to their home here last
vvned in Deer Isle....Sch. Jacob Reed was Lewiston, formerly of the Boston & Bangor in her garden Oct. 25tli-A large shipment
week.
They drove through with their A Great Company! A Great Cast! Two Topsies!
from
the
leather
of
has
been
was
run
out
of
Boston
as
an
exLiberty
tannery
route,
Dtken on the marine railway Tuesday to
21 MAIN
horse and buggy-Mr. and Mrs. J. \V. Two Marks! Oriental Quartette. African Mando
inish repairs preparatory to re-classing_ cursion steamer the past summer, aud it is made by steamer Penobscot Oct. 25th_
Plummer, who have been visiting at C. W. lin Players. Saxaplione and Glockenspiel Players.
Double Quartette Jubilee Singing. Buck and Wing
to
Morrison
has
returned
J.
taken
Herbert
the
said
she stocked $12,000, a pretty good seaSomerville, Mass.,
agency Plummer’s,
Sch. Fannie & Edith went to Winterport
last week....Geo. W bite, who was so sick Dancers, Sliouters. Etc., Etc. A Pack of Genuine
for the New England Felt Roofing Co., for01*Kft KVKRY KVEMKG.
Bloodhounds. New Songs, New Dances, New
Oct. 25, to finish her cargo of hay from F. G. son’s work....The Castine made a trip to
last week, is much be tter at present_Geo. Music.
Everything New. A Carload of BeautiWhite’s for Bostou.The schooners Baa Castine Monday tocarry Mr. C. F. Emerson, merly held by Capt. Clough, and is prepar- W. Choate has sold the farm John Colby ful Scenery.
Cotton Picking. Home in the South.
Bel ami Fannie May were towed to Belfast who arrived from the west that day to visit ed to put on roofs or lay concrete walks_j was living on to Frank Sanford_Mrs. Eva’s Ascension. The Grandest Street Parade
Cora Sawyer, who recently moved to Bel- ever given—two bands. Massive Dogs, etc. A
PL
W.
of
Nichols
left
here
I
eastern
Searsport
relatives...
.The
M.
&
M.
has
made
by
Oct. 20 by the steamer Grace Morgan. The
back here.
sight of a lifetime.
1 fast, has moved
vessels belong to F. W. Collins’ lobster fleet a slight change in her running time, and will train Tuesday with teams for Portland,
Popular
Prices,
25, 35 and 50 cents.
he
is
to
do
where
some
work_Charles B. j
Mrs. O. G. Critcliett has gone with her
of Rockland and are to be hauled
The store oil High street, now occuup here leave Belfast on her down-river trip at 10.05
Matinee prices, children 10 cts,; adults 25
Furnished rooms in a uesirable neighfor the winter. The steamers Grace Mor- a. m., aud bound up river at 2.30 p. m-The Eaton has bought a “gramophone,” one of I friends, Mr. and Mrs. Galley of Newton, on a
cents to any part of the house.
pied by tlie American Express Com- borhood. Inquire at
instruments for reproducing ! trip, taking ir. Washington, Baltimore, New
gan and Ina E. Collins will do the winter Castine brought a large excursion from Cas- the various
Seats now on sale at City Drug Store.
pany. Apply to
23 Cedar Street, Belfast.
business.
tine and Islesboro to Belfast yestf rday.
York and Philadelphia.
; sound.
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON.
SEE OUR GRAND STREET PARADE.
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News

Credited to Prohibition.

Summary.

TRYING ORDEALS FOR WOMEN.

Outside the State of Maine we are far
likely to hear of the defects in its
famous prohibitory law and of the mockery of its enforcement in certain sections
than of anything creditable to its working
except from some partisan, as ignorant of
the facts of its operation as are its detract-

Maine Matters. State Supt. of Schools
AY. \V. Stetson has accepted invitations to
lecture before the State Teachers’ association of Vermont in October; before the
students of the Massachusetts Normal
school of Fitchburg in November; before
the National superintendents’ meeting at
Chattanooga, Tenn., in Feb. 1898. lie has
also arranged to make a study of the normal schools of Connecticut, New York and
Massachusetts early iu 1898.The winter
term of the State Normal school at Farmington opened Oct. 15th, with the largest
The mementry class ever known, 100.
bership of advanced classes is 54; total
100.
The interior of the new normal
building, for which the legislature appropriated a large amount of money, is completed and the building is one of the finest
in New England.The movement for an
school
for
the
Maine
industrial
school for the Deaf, has received an
impetus in the shape of $100 donation
toward the $500 called for.
Mrs. L. D.
M. Sweat has subscribed $50, and Mrs. J.
Hopkins Smith $50, says the Portland
Argus.It is expected the lead mines at
West Lubec will be operated by a new
company early in the spring, as a recent investigation disclosed much valuable ore in
and about the old shaft, which can be
gathered at a large profit when the mine is
placed in condition again.Mis. Louise
M. Hadley, wife of W. E. Hadley of San
Diego, who was the defendant in a recent
breach of promise suit at Auburn, has arrived at San Francisco and joined her husband.
She married Hadley while she was
engaged to Arthur Melcher of Auburn,
who sued her for $25,000 damage and
secured a verdict of $1,789.
Mr. lladley
says that they will appeal to a higher court.
Mi ss Eva L. Shorey of Bridgtou lias ac-

Mrs. Pinkham Tells How Wo-

more

men

May

a

modest, sensitive, high-

strung

ors.

young woman,
unmarried woman,

especially

there is
ordeal
than the “examinations.” which
are now so common in hospitals
and private practice.
An examination by speculum, or
otherwise, is sometimes a positive
necessity in certain stages of
many diseases peculiar to women,
so at least it is declared
hy the protession.
this would not be the c?«se if
patients heeded their symptoms in time.
If a young girl's blood is watery, her skin
pale and waxy looking, her lips colorless, bowels
torpid, digestion poor, her ears and temples throb and
she is subject to headache, begin at once to build up her
system with Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Do not allow her to undergo a physical examination.
Here is a letter from a young lady who requests that
her name should not be used, but gives her initials and
street number so that any inquiry addressed to her
will be received. She says:
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—It affords me great pleasure to be able to say a few
words in regard to the merits of your Vegetable Compound. I was tempted
to try it after seeing the effects of it upon my mother, and now I feel like a
I am a stenographer and was troubled with falling of the womb
new person.
and female weakness in general. 1 continued to work until I was so weak I
could no longer walk, and the last day I was forced to stop and rest.
1 was then so ill that I was compelled to stay in bed and so nervous
that I could not hold anything in my hands.
The least noise or surprise
would cause my heart to beat so loudly, and I would become so weak that I
could hardly stand. I suffered for almost a year. It is different now. I
can go about my work with pleasure, while before, work %vas a drudge.
Trusting that my words of praise may help some other afflicted person,
and be of benefit to womankind in general, I remain, Yours in gratitude,
L. H., 444 S. East St., Indianapolis, Ind.’1
an

majority of the people of Maine are
evidently satisfied with the law, though
A

no more

trying

or

painful

it may be claimed that a part of this complacency is due to the fact that such citias want liquor can get it for all the
However this may be, the statute of
law.
made into a constitutional
1851
was
amendment thirty-three years afterward
in 1883, by an overwhelming vote, and
only four years ago an attempt to enter a
wedge to kill constitutional prohibition
met with a ridiculous failure.
So much for the matter of public content with the law in the communities afAs to its success in restrainfected by it.
ing the liquor traffic, there is equally no
question if the facts are faced. There
were 35 distilleries in Maine in 1851 and
there is none to-day, while the liquor
smuggled in is reckoned to be not one
one-hundredth of the amount that was
available within the borders forty-six
years ago, for all the largely increased
population. The State of Maine, too, it
pointed out, was the poorest commonwealth in the Union in 1851, while to-day
the savings banks of Maine are more numerous in proportion to population than
probably any other State in the country,
and the deposits represent a per capita
saving undoubtedly -greater than any
other State can show.
u l.etner it is a good tiling tor a Mate to
j
be without any brewing industries, and
whether the savings banks iigures can be
credited to prohibition are questions open
cepted the position oi stenographer to
But these are the facts and
Governor Powers,in place of Miss Dinslow, to argument.
who has resigned.
Miss Shorey is the the folk down in Maine seem to have a
to thrust the burden of proving that
daughter of Major II. A. Shorey, the editor right
and proprietor of the Bridgton News, and prohibition in Maine is not a good thing
on somebody else,
was the stenographer of the Speaker and
To the unprejudiced observer, indeed,
clerk of the House at the last session.
Literary News and Notes.
it appears as clear that Maine likes its law
Register of Deep Water Vessels.
She has entered upon her duties.The
and has reason to like it, however the peosea and shore fisheries commission has isIt is understood that for the poem,
SHIPS.
sued a pamphlet containing the revision ple of other States may be disposed to re- which is to be written for the first numof sea and shore fisheries laws.The ject a similar law as Rhode Island did ber of Literature, which is to be issued
Abner Coburn, M L Park, at Hong Kong
after
a
and
hasty
sorry
experiment.
Maine Central and Boston A Maine railunder the auspices of the London Times, Sept 8 for New York.
roads have adopted a new style of head- [Providence News.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, sailed from
Rudyard Kipling will be paid £1 a word.
It is entitled “White Horses,” is in ten San Francisco Oct 15 for Liverpool.
lights, small round ones, after the style
Coming as this does from an outside stanzas of
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, at New Y'ork.
used on locomotives 40 years ago.
The
eight lines, and is appropriate
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, arrived at Boscandle power lias been improved, however, source and one that is plainly not over for Trafalgar Day, but without a word of
ton
Oct 2 from Singapore.
friendly to the plan of prohibition, this politics in it.
so that these small lamps are about twice
E
B Sutton, E L Carver, sailed from New
article
from
the
Providence
News
is deas bright as the old kind.
are
They
being
Y’ork Sept 1 for Yokohama.
cidedly refreshing. It has come to be the
The November number of Harper’s
supplied as rapidly as possible.The fashion
El Captain, A L Carver, from Baltimore
with many editors to misrepreschool report for the year of 1897, by
Magazine will contain a vivid description I April 1 for San Francisco, sailed from Monsent the results of prohibition and some of the second battle of
Superintendent of Schools, \W W. Stetson, of
Valestinos, one of tevideo Sept 20.
them
on
record
in
such
a
that
the most stirring contests
go
way
F Whitney, A S Pendleton, arrived
is iu tlu* hands of the printer and will be
during the' Emily
it
is
evident
to the most casual observer Greco-Turkish
New York Oct 1G from Iliolo via Delaware
out by November.Dr. A. 1. Harvey of
War, by Richard Harding! at
that
Breakwater.
do
not
know
what
are
they
they
illustrated
from photographs taken
Davis,
New] >ort lias been granted a patent upon
Reed, D C Nichols, from Hiogo July
talking about. Legislative prohibition by Mr. Davis; a critical biographical article 22 Emily
a locomotive cab seat.At the last sesfor New York, returned to Hiogo 23d with
The on “Daniel
sion of the Governor and Council the bills has done a great work for Maine.
Carl Schurz; loss of
Webster,”
by
topgallant
yard.
facts as stated by the News prove this, and a
for muster were approved.
It may be inGov Rome, Nichols, at Hong Kong Sept 8
paper on “The New Japan,” by
There are no distilleries, and such liquor Torn
for
to
know
the
New
Y'ork.
Minister
schedule
of
to
the!
Hoshi,
Japanese
teresting
prices as is sold is
smuggled into the State and United States. The fiction will include
Henry B Hyde, Scribner, sailed from New
paid to the different officers and men.
The colonel receives 85 per day; lieutenant sold for the most part with the greatest instalments of the serials by Frank R. Y'ork Aug 5 for San Francisco; spoken Aug
: stealth.
lat 35 N, Ion 43 W.
the
business
hours
of
24,
During
Stockton and William McLennan, and a
colonel, 84.50; major, 84; Captain, 83; 1st the
Josephus, P R Gilkey, at Shanghai July
day teams engaged in the transporta- short story by W. D. Howells.
lieutenant, 82.50; 2d lieutenant, 82, pri1G from New York.
tion of the contraband stuff are never
vates. 81.25; chaplain, 83, and band men
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
seen upon the streets of the most lax
McClure’s Magazine for November will from
8 .The President lias appointed LeoHonolulu July 28 for New Y'ork.
cities
within
the
State.
In
contain
three
Portland,
from
Mark
nard 1>. Smith of Machias consul at
Twain’s
chapters
May Flint, E D. P Nichols, cleared from
about
which
so much talk
is
made
in
book
on
his
recent
forthcoming
Curacoa, West Indies.A special agent
journey Philadelphia Aug 20 for Hiogo; arrived at
many Massachusetts papers, the citizen round the world.
of the Treasury Department, Wm. F.
They are the only por- New Y'ork Oct 8 with loss of spars.
who desires to see evidences of the liquor tions that will be
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
given to the public in adBunn, made a seizure, Oct. 15, of tin-plate
2 for Hull.
He must vauce of the book
which is thought to have been smuggled traffic must search for them.
itself, and are said to Francisco ONov
C Young, sailed from Honolulu
Reaper,
rise
betimes
if
he would see the teams have all of the old Mark Twain
across the Canadian border, at the factory
tlavor, June 17 for New Y'ork.
of the West Branch Sardine Co., at West bearing the liquor to.the retail shops, and with something added.
They have been
R R Thomas, C
G Nichols, sailed from
Pembroke—The Bangs Bros, of Augusta, he must? know where to go if he would very fully illustrated for McClure’s by A. New Y'ork Aug 28 for Hong Kong; spoken
to
law.
Outside
of
the
li.
Frost
and Peter Newell, who for kind- Sept 10, lat 32, Ion 52.
the widely known manufacturers of win- buy contrary
dow frames, have been obliged because of cities of the State the sale of liquor is al- ly, genuine, and yet fanciful humor hold
Sachem, Sewall Nichols, sailed from New
financial embarrassment to assign.
The | most unknown. The youth of the present much the same place among artists that Y'ork June 20 for Hong Kong.
D Carleton, Amsbury, arrived at
S
of
Maine
are coming up trainMark
generation
Twain
himself
Sliangholds
Messrs. Bangs have the sympathy of busiamong writers.
hae (uodate) from New Y'ork.
ness
men and
it is to be hoped that the ed to look upon the use of liquor as a
St
C
F
arrived
at San
Nicholas,
Carver,
The November McClure’s will contain
ti'i uhle is merely temporary_Brunswick beverage as ignoble and unmanly and the
Francisco Oct. 5, from Karluk.
has been made a billing point on the traffic in it as disgraceful in the extreme. the first instalment of Charles A. Dana’s
State of Maine, H G Curtis, arrived at
“Reminiscences of Men and Events of the New Y'ork Oct
Maine ( tntra 1 railroad, and merchants That this traffic is rot blotted out alto0 from Manila.
This promises to be a most
Til lie E Starbuek, Eben Curtis, sailed
there will henceforth get the advantage of gether does not militate against the wis- Civil t\ ar.”
dom
of
the
law
as a State policy any more
interesting series. Sent into the field as from Newcastle Sept 8 for Honolulu.
quicker and cheaper hauls, their goods beWin H Macy, Amsbury, at New Y'ork for
iuu shipped direct instead of through re- | than the fact that the laws against mur- the personal representative of Lincoln and
incendiarism
and
kindred
burglary,
Stanton, rarely equipped by nature and Japan.
unite billing points.The
grand jury of der,
Win H Conner, Frank I Pendleton, arrived
Oxford county supreme court at South crimes do not prohibit their commission training for full and accurate observation, at
Shanghai July 28 from New Y'ork.
is an argument that such laws should be and under instructions to let
Phi
nothing sign-ported twenty-eight indictments, i
W J Rotch, Sewall C Lancaster, sailed
nificant escape him, either in men or from New
tin biggest list in the history <>f the court. taken from the statute books.
Y'ork June 10 for San Francisco;
The people of the State do believe in movements—Dana saw what no other man
spoken July 2, lat 3G N, Ion 38 \\'.
the law.
made it a part of the con- or men could possibly have seen.
They
The
I n I>i:ii
In the annual report for the
BARKS.
stitution, and woe would be the
papers are to be illustrated from the relast lisea 1 year
Myron II. McCord, I of the party which should attemptportion
to reAlice Reed, Alanson Ford, arrived at Rio
Government
cently
Collection
completed
of
makes
an
elaborate |
governor
Arizona,
it by any of the less severe systems of Civil War Photographs.
Janeiro Aug 1 from New York ; in port Aug
The annual wool place
pa 11 for immigrants.
18.
of restriction for which the advocates of
of
tin*
will
about
dip
territory
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from New
aggregate
The first Thanksgiving dinner was celefree rum are always arguing.
In Maine
10,00(1,000 pounds. Gov. McCord estiYor
3 for Port Elizabeth; spoken Sept
they plead for the Massachusetts system; brated in this country two hundred and 18, lat Aug
mates the territory’s permanent popula8
Ion 35 VV.
in Massachusetts they claim that the seventy-six years ago, at Plymouth, Mastion at >7,500.Over 20,000 barrels of
Edward May, sailed from New York Aug
The whole American army 28
local option system is a failure and want sachusetts.
for
Honolulu.
American apples were shipped to Great I
j was present—it numbered
even such restrictions as are there
twenty men.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, arrived at New
impos- I
Biitain last week and the juice per barrel
ed removed.
The time will never come \ Miles Standisli, the backward lover of York Oct 15 from Cape Town via Barbadoes.
in Liverpool
averaged >0.75. The choicest when
sat
at
the
Harvard, Colcord, at Iquique May 16 for
feast, while Priscilla
tthe people of Maine will recede : Priscilla,
Newton pippins brought from >0.30 to
Tbe story will ap- Hampton Roads, ldg.
from their high position on this great served at the tables.
>7.25
barrel..,..Andrew Carnegie has
Herbert Black, VV H Blanchard, sailed
in
the
November
issue
pear
of
The
Lalook to see their views
from Boston Aug 22 for Buenos Ayres.
prelected the largest iron producing com- j question. They
Here Indians and
other States, and they will yet dies’ Home Journal.
bination in the world by securing the adopted by
lolani,
McClure, arrived at Hong Kong
demand of their servants that the law in whites sat down together by the tables
base of the Tilden mine in Wisconsin,
Sept 29 from Honolulu.
set in the woods, and
the roast
Maine
be
executed
much
better
than
is
enjoyed
He will operate this big producer in con- i
Lucy A Nickels, Amos Dow, at Hong
being done at the present time. [Port- turkey, beechnuts, clam chowder, fish, Kong Sept 8 for New York.
nect ion with the Xorrie and the
group! land
and other delicacies
Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, arrived at
salad,
cakes,
fruit,
Evening
Express.
of mines which he owns in the Mesaba
provided. It was at this historic dinner Rio Janeiro Oct. 8 from Bridgewater, N. S.
range.Lx-Congressman McCreary of
that
the
first oysters were served. The
Matanzas, arrived at New York Oct 14
The New School Laws.
Kentucky, w ho served on the internationillustrations of the article show portraits from Havana.
al monetary conference by appointment of
Penobscot, E G Parker, sailed from New
W. W. Stetson, State Superintendent of of the Pilgrim fathers.
York Aug 6 for Lyttleton and Dunedin;
President Cleveland, but who has since
public schools, speaks in the highest terms
spoken
into
bept 29, lat 4 N, Ion 26 VV.
a
free
silver
developed
leader, will, it of the operation of the new school laws.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, sailed from
.s said, be a candidate to succeed Senator
The Tryst.
In a recent interview Mr. Stetson had
New York Oct 4 for Martinique; spoken Oct
Lindsay. Kx-Senator Blackburn is also a something to say about these laws. One
11, lat 34 20, Ion 63 56.
Here is the wonder of moonlight slanted
candidal*-.The Iowa Supreme Court of the most
Rose iunis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
important was the one passAdowu the enchanted wood ways, here
lias decided that certificates in fraternal
Santos
Oct 1 for Barbadoes.
ed by the last legislature which requires The strange and sibilant song of sedges
insurance orders like the Ancient Order
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from
On wind-swept edges of stream and mere;
the discontinuing of all schools after the
of United Workmen cannot be assigned.
6 for Rajang.
first of March next, having an attendance And the roses swing in the burgeoned hedges, Hong Kong Aug
St Lucie, J T Erskine, at Port Spain Sept
.I he trial of Martin Thorn, jointly inLeaning their lips anear for pledges
of less than 8 scholars.
20
for
New
York.
dicted with Mrs. Augusta Naek for the
Of a tryst new found and a life made dear.
“I’ve never heard a word other than
Thomas A
W S Gridin, arrived
alleged murder of P. Guldensuppe, commendatory of this law,” said Mr. Of a tryst new found! In our days asunder, at Boston Oct Goddard,
16 from Rosario.
which was to have begun in New York
The gray skies under, ah, sweet, my own,
“The law' of 1803 provided that
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived at
Stetson.
Oct. IS, was postponed until Novembers,
New York Sept 17 from Port Spain.
weak schools might be consolidated, and If I had but known in my far sojourning
This was done to investigate a report
Of this returning, the hope alone
as a result there are 1,100 less schools in
SCHOONERS.
Had won my heart from its hapless yearning;
that Guldensuppe has been seen alive in
the State than then.
So you see the Alike
my fears and my doubtings spurning,
Germany.Gold has been found in Rock towns are making good progress.”
Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, arrived at
I had been content—if I had but known!
Boston Oct 11 from Philadelphia.
county, within eight miles of Janesville,
“How do the people take these new
W is.
Two farmers were in Janesville,
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, sailed from
For, wheresoever my feet went roaming,
departures?”
Boston
Oct 17 for Savannah.
At every
my heart would fly,
Friday, with samples of gravel taken
“Sow there’s a thing worth mention- Hitherwardgloaming
John O Smith, Kneelaud, sailed from
drawn
and
hither
from the farm which showed gold in fair
winging,
There’s
ing.
very much less friction now
Persistent clinging to trysts gone by,
Brunswick, Ga, Oct (j for New York.
quantities.So far 17,520 barrels of ap- than
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, sailed from
formerly. People are coming to see Seeking the hours of the night-bird’s singing,
ples have been shipped from Boston to the benefits of consolidation.
The suc- Hours of the stars in the far skies swinging, Perth Amboy Oct 20 for Bangor.
Europe, against 200,845 barrels last year. cess of this law in Massachusetts, where
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at Perth
Of dusk and the roses and you and I!
Amboy Oct 20 from New York.
it is curried to extremes, is having its
if in days of dread disaster,
Yet,
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at New
Political Points.
Senator Gallinger effect here.
There are many Maiue men
When Love was master, his gifts were slow, York
Sept 24 from Swan’s Island.
has issued another letter to Hon. Carl and women
teaching in the Massachusetts Shall I now complain that he meant to cheat
R F Pettigrew, Morse, at Portland ldg for
Schurz, written in much the strain schools, and their iniluence is being felt
me,
South America.
as
the
When roses greet me with scenes I know,
earlier
He
in eastern educational circles.
correspondence.
R \V Hopkins, Hichborn, arrived at St
The only
When liquid notes of the thrush entreat me, Lucia Oct 14 from
continues to assert his position in declarPhiladelphia.
thing about which there is any question And when
through the dusk yov come to
Sal lie I’On, W II West, sailed from New
ing Mr. Schurz a traitor to the party. He or trouble is relative to the distance
meet me,
York
28
for
Pernambuco.
also takes a decided stand against Mr. I which
Aug
pupils shall be transported to
Even as then, in the long ago?
Tofa, A S Wilson,arrived at Fortde France
Schurz in his civil service reform argu- school.
The statute does not and cannot
j
Sept 14 from New York.
ments, proceeding to assail his opponent !: iix distances.
The legislature couldn’t At our tryst again, under mystic, far light
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, sailed from
Of
steadfast
and
starlight
in unhampered language, and refers to I make a law to cover small
rising moon,
children, old I have come to the end of doubt, and griev- Portland Oct 8 for Port Spain.
him as ‘la bright and shining light in the I
ones, the sick, etc.”
ing,
Mugwump coterie,” and closes his letter | “The law prohibiting members of
And dreams deceiving—for soon, for soon,
The Noted Field Family.
with an expression of willingness to let school committees
in towns Wooed unto peace past all believing,
teaching
the future settle the dispute,
adding, I where they are legal residents meets with And all my sorrowful quest retrieving,
Justice Stephen J. Field of California
“and if the final verdict of the American II
I shall touch the lips of my rose of June!
general approval of patrons of the
has resigned his place on the supreme
people shall he that you are not a traitor schools.”
[Harper’s Bazar.
bench
of the United States, and his
to the Republican party, then
“The law defining the terms of admissurely the
has been accepted by President
resignation
world’s history of traitors will have to be iI sion to the free
of
Words
for
Weak
Men.
Hope
high schools is raising
McKinley. The retirement of Justice
written.”...Senator Arthur P. Gorman has their standard.
It will close up some of
Field will mark the disappearance of one
Men with weakened powers and exhaustissued an open letter to Edwin F. Abell,
I the kindergarten schools and those doing ed vigor have
been taught to believe that of the most remarkable families which the
publisher of the Baltimore Sun, in which simply a common school work.”
such cases are hopeless. They lose all am- United States has known.
The four sons
he offers to relinquish the leadership of
j “The superintendents of the State are bition ami give themselves up to
of David Dudley Field, a poor clergyman
Democracy in Maryland, provided Mr. ! generally cheerfully complying with the Their condition may be the result ofdespair.
habits, of Massachusetts—David Dudley, Stephen
Abell will accept it and support the statute which
requires teachers to be ex- or indiscretions, or it may be to a certain ex- J., Cryus W. and Henry M.—were all reDemocratic ticket in the coming State and j amined and certificated before
but there is compensation in
they are em- tent inherited,
men.
Each held a high place
legislative campaign.The Tammany j ployed. This is a law which has been in Nature and these ills are curable. Seek Dr. markable
in his
34
particular
sphere. Cyrus, the
or
hall committee claims to have discovered | force a number of
Greene,
Boston,
Temple
Place,
Mass.,
years but not observed.
J
write him fully. He has found the glorious greatest of them all, had a name which
irregularities in the Henry George nom- : The last report of this department show- remedies
that redeem manhood and multi- was known in every country in the work!.
ination papers.The Kansas City single !!
iug that 38 per cent, of the teachers were tudes of men testify to the wonderful recu- To a smaller extent the other three have
tax league, at its regular
meeting, lias not examined or certificated.”
perative powers of the treatment of this had an international reputation.
David
adopted resolutions endorsing the candi- !
great specialist. One of his wonderful dis- and
Cyrus are dead, Stephen’s life work
Fop Over Filly I ears.
coveries is the world-famed Nervura. The
dacy of Henry George, candidate for mayis
finished,and Henry, the youngor of Greater New
York, tendering their I An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs. advice of your local doctor you have found estvirtually
of them, who is now 75 years of age,
support and forwarding a subscription to Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for valueless, but the world’s foremost physiyou he can cure you and restore though still connected with the New Y'ork
help defray the expenses of his campaign. over fifty years by millions of mothers for cian totells
usefulness. He will give you advice “Evangelist,” is seldom heard of by the
An interview in which ex-President their children while teething, with perfect you
absolutely
free, and your case will be treat- world. With their departure the glory of
Harrison declares himself as favoring Gen. success. It soothes the child, softens the ed with inviolable
confidence. Many men the
dies. Not one of them has a son
allays all pain, cures w ind colic, and have been victims of
Tracy in the New York mayoralty contest gums,
costly experiments whofamily
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
can transmit the luster of their name
Is pleashas been given out by Murat Halstead.
and are skeptical, but the broad statements
ant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
of this eminent physician can be trusted. to another generation. In the Field case,
part of the world. Twenty-live cents a bot- Think what restored
vitality would mean to as in many other instances which can be
$100.
tle. Its value is incalculable.
Be sure and
mentioned, the truth of the old saying is
you and hesitate no longer. Write to Dr.
Dr. E. Deletions Anti Diuretic
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
Greene and be cured.
exemplified that “great men leave no
May be worth to you more than $100 if take no other kind.
continuance.”
you have a child who soils bedding from in“I wras troubled with that dreadful diseontenenee of water during sleep. Cures
and fevers may ease called dropsy; swollen from head to
Hundreds of precious little ones owe their
old and young alike. It. arrests the trouble beCoughs, colds, pneumonia
the blood pure and foot. Burdock Blood Bitters has complete- lives to Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil, the sovprevented
by
keeping
at once, $1. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
the system toned up with Hood’s Sarsapaly cured me. It is a most wonderful medi- ereign cure for croup and all other throat or
Druggists, Belfast, Me.
1
Iy28
rilla.
cine.” Joseph Herick, Linwood, Ont.
lung diseases.
zens
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Flagrant Lawlessness.

and

Bangor Pastor Charges that Civic Affairs are Devoid of Moral Influence.

that is demanded at this juncture by a large and influential element in
the Bangor religious and social world.
He spoke from a text in Lamentations,
“The law is no more.”
I astor Penman, in opening, said no one
could deny that there was developing in
the city a constantly increasing element
of lawlessness with phases that were
training up a generation in the way of
anarchy and social disorder.
“The non-observance of the prohibitory law in Bangor,” he declared, “is so
flagrant and acknowledged that the law
may be said to be wholly disregarded.
Furthermore, Bangor has the doubtful
credit of having introduced a plan of compromising with rumsellers that is known
and is being
as the Penobscot system,
copied by other counties in Maiuc. This
evasion of the statute is pure and simple
lawlessness, and is a reproach to our people. The plan is tolerated by the municipal authorities. There is a tacit understanding between officers and saloon
“It is a most extraordinary condition
of affairs,” he declared, “when our police and sheriffs, the executive, take unto
themselves the prerogative of interpreting the law and compound with lawbreakSuch a practice can work nothing
ers.
but immorality and social anarchy.”
The speaker pointed out that in 1880
the arrests for drunkenness in Bangor
numbered 200; that in 1890 they reached a
total of 1,382, and up to October in the
present year had been 804. All this, he
said, indicated all too plainly a loosening
of the moral tone of the community and
recorded a growth of moral indifference.
“The principal burden rests upon the
“Their moral
people,” he declared.
apathy is back of all the lawlessness. We
have allowed our moral influence to drop
out of civic affairs, and hence the situaIt is
tion in which we find ourselves.
time for our Governors and senators and
lawmakers to stop talking about the enforcement of the prohibitory law and the
civil laws, and attend to the enforcement.
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spot hard

to

reach

except with

VITA 1-1)0 SS. In Court •! Probate, in-.*.
u
1
VV last, on the second Tuesduv
1897. GEORGE A. AVERY. Exoriit.-r ot
will of MARY .1 PIERCE, late ol Pro
said County, deceased, having pir.-ented
account ol administration ol said estailow ance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be give;
weeks successively, in the Republican •'
printed in Belfast, in said count> that all
interested may attend at a Probate C." :•
held at Belfast on the second Tuesday of N
her next, and show cause, if any they ha
the said account should not be allowed
GE< >. E. .JOHNSON J
A true copy. Attest.
Chas. P. Hazei-tixe, Reg.

B-L
TOBACCOS

GEO. W. BURGESS,

TYTALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held
Vi fast, on the second Tuesday of < >.
1897. .JAMES K MARI JEN, GuardianRISE. NICKERSON. minor, ot Swanvillr
County, having presented Iiis first acc
guardianship tor allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given
weeks successively, in the Republican .1
printed in Belfast, in said county, that a!i
interested may attend at a Probate ("ai
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday <d
her next, and show cause, if any they !;.
the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E? JOHNSON. .H
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. 1’. Hazeltixk, lie.

JOB PRINTER,

A hereby gives

I

A DMIMSTRATR1X 8 NOTICE.

The

-’.

1

V HERMAN W ELI MAN. late ol Seat-',
County of Waldo, deceased, and
a- the law directs.
All persons ha\
mamls against the estate of said decease*:
sited to present the same for settlement,
indebted thereto are requested to niakt
CATHERINE t. W El.l :*
imiumiiately.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast.witliin and for I
8earsmout, Oet. 12, 18', >7
the County of Waldo, on the second Tucsdav of
October, A. I). 181)7.
A DMIMSTRATOR’8 NOTICE. Tim
H. CCKTIS, widow of JOSEPH A hereby give notice that he iia\J CCKTIS, late of Winterport. in said County pointed Aominislratot of the estate
of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition ;
MARY MITCHELL, late oil;,
praying that Ellery Bowden l>e appointed administrator oi the estate of said deceased, with the in the County of Waldo, deceased, o
A!
pet sons hnv
will annexed.
I as the law directs
against the e-date of said deoea-ed a.*Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to pre-eld the-ame lor settlement, auo .n1
all persons interested by causing a enpy
this tin leto are requested
make pavim-u: in
order to be published three weeks successively in
FRANK a.*LaKTLE'i
ately.
the Republican Journal printed at Bellast, that
nity, Oct. 12, 1 8P7.
they may appear at a Prohate Court, to he held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on tin- see.- j
l lie
X E( l T< »li > Mfl .« E
ond Tuesday of November next, at ien d t he clock
Xli gives not let that he iias been
before noon, and show cause, it any they have, eu Executor ot the i.i-i wbi amlte-ai
why the prayer of said petitioner should m»t he
v,
CLEMENT W LAM..

Mechanic. Farmer, Planter,
Sailor, and in fact all classes.
Used Internally or externally.

in the
bonds

pHAKLOTTE

Beware of imitations. Take
none but the genuine
PERRY
Sold

be*.:

j A hereby gives nut ice that, she lms U
appointed'Administratrix ot the estate

PROBATE NOTICES.

Davis.”

The
that hr has

note

appointed Administrator of the estate of
CHARLES I-. WARD WELL, late of W ii
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and give;
All persons having -i*
as the law directsagainst the estate of said deceased are de~
present the same for settlement, and all n;
thereto are requested to make pavnier.:
JA MES WARHW
ately.
Winterport. Oct. 12, 1897.

And all kinds of Legal Printing
neatly and promptly done. Ttf

everywhere.

>

25c. and 50c. bottles.
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the

danger

is

granted.

A true copy.
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neglect-— j HALE'S
that's why 1 HONEY
so

\

many

HOBEHQUND

colds
lead

of

AND

to a

fatal disease.

\
I TAR

(TTTTTTTTTT^
Hale’s Honey of Horehoundand Tar is
made for throat and lung troubles. It «
acts like magic.
Sold by druggists.

^

Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in one minute.

^

C.EO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
Attest:
Ciias. P. Ha/kltink. Register.
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At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesdav of
October, A. D. 1897.

|

iI
1

4

DM1MSTUA I'lilX

S

N.. no

A herebv gives me )<•»•
appointed Auminist rati ix

-v

it

-a

,•

OEOROE AMOS NIC1I' i.8.
d*-«
in the County of WaldAli pe’-oobonds as the law directs
mamls against the estate •*: said h
:t'<
desiretl to present the -ame t
i.n,
indebted thereto are reqm-U'o
liEEl’illNE 1'. No
immediately.
Searsport. Oct. 12, 1SV»7.
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-•»
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k

Xj

•.

I
\KO Toll-' NnTk'K.
«-«•:.
ve l-o’• hat t bey hav
o| the last will and te-

io
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■

<

ed Executors

o...

HAM., iate of Molltvid.
the County ol W aldo, demised, ami r.
A82

in
as

mi

A;! peisons h«i\ bu. a
estate ol said deceased an
present me same for settlement, am: to mo
thereto are requested to make pavmei.t ;u
W A\ LAM- \ H,\
ately.
1A 1,1
MARTHA 1
Ob.
18'.'.
12,
Montvilie,
the law direets.

against the

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of ISAAC H. SHERMAN,
late of Belfast, in said Count ;, of Waldo, deeeased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively :u the Repub- ! 4 DMIN1STKXTOK S
k'h;
..tlican Journal, printed at Belfast that they may A liei’ebv uives hot ice 1...
appear at a Probate Court, to be neld at Belfast I pointed Auministrator >1 the estate
within and for said County, on the second TuesNANCY HALEY, late ol Winterp- it
day of November next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause if any they have, why the 1 in the b ounty ol Waldo, deceased ,and given
A!i per--ns bavins a n
as the law directs.
same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
a-ni .ire d.
estate of said d-.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
j against the
present the same lor settlement, ami ail imi<
A true copy. Attest:
t<
make
thereto
are
pavmenr m
requested
Ciias. r Hazeltixe, Registei
HENR\ E. il a t.!-. %
ately.
\\ mterport. Oet, 12, 18P7.
At a Probate Court heldat Belfast, within and for
the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesdav of
.1The
4 DMlNkSTRATKIX'S NOl’R'i:.
October, A. D. 1897.
A hereby skives not in- that she ha> be.-1,
4 certain instrument, purporting to be the last
!
x\. will and testament of BOHAN !‘. FIEi.D, appointed ’Administratrix ol il.-e estate
,K)11N CARlt, late of Seitrspon.
late of Belfast, in said Count} of Waldo, deeeas- I
*1
i•
ed, having been presented for probate.
n
_i
in the County of W aldo, dei m^-d..
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in- ! as the law directs. All persons ha\it»n: Ulna
terested by causing a copy of this order to be j against the estato ot said .leera-e 1 m loinm n
published three weeks successively in the Repub- 1 present the same for sett men;., aim
lican Journal, printed at Belfast* that they may thereto are requested to make payim m tin:;
n
appear at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast, ately to W. T. C. Runnel!' •<; St-a -j
MINNIE A. El 1.1. At.
within and for said County, on the second Tues- tliorized agent.
Stoneham. .Mass., 18b,.
day of November next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
The -id
4 DMIMSTRATOR S NOTI E
same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
.V hereby gives notire that be has be* m >
CEO. E. JOHNSON, .1 udge.
ol
Administrator
the
estate «d
pointed
A true copy. Attest:
(’has. p. Hazeltine, Register.
FLY IK A HEATH, ale of Troy,

A

■

j

DR. MOTT’S

ill tile Count\ ol W ab.o. deea-t"
bonds as the law directs. Ail pciI said dr.
,-«•
mantis against thee- ..a
sired to present the -aim* b-r -e; tn
indebted thereto are requested to n..»k
1
ELLKU\
immediately.
W interport < )el 12. s: 7
.,

At a Prohate Court held at Helfa>t. within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second 'Tuesj
day of October, A. 1). 18'J7.
4 certain instrument, purporting to be the lasIY will ami testament of JOHN STOKEI.I. late
d Winterport. in said County m Wahi.., decea-ed, having been presented for prohatc.
i
Ordered, That notice he given to all persons in- 1
terested by causing a copy of this order to In|
published three weeks sueeessively in the Kepuhican Journal, printed at Belfast, that tln-v mav
appear at a Probate Court, to lie held at Belfast,
,
within and for said County, on the se.-ond To
!
day of November next, at ten of the cloek hef r-noon, and show cause, if any they have, why ihe ]
same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
Ciias. P. Hazkltink, Register.
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•They overcome Weakness, Irregularity and omissions, increase vigor and banish "pains
of menstruation.”
They are

“Life Savers’’
at'womanhood,

to girls
aiding
development of
organs ami
body. No known remedy for women equals
them. Cannot do harm life becomes a pleasure.
$1 per box by mail.
Sold by drusrgists.

DR. MOTT'S CHEMICAL CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
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FOB SUE BY

K. H.

MOODY.

Iyr38

WHAT DO THE CHILDREN DRINK?
Don’t

give them

coffee. Have you tried the
new food drink called Grain O?
It is delicious
and nourishing and takes the place of coffee. The
tea or

Grain-O you give the children the more
health you distribute through the systems. GrainO is made of pure grains, and when properly pre-

more

like the choice grades of coffee, but
pared
costs about 1-4 as much. All grocers sell it. 15c.
tastes

and 25c

o

in the County of Waldo, deceased, am ,;.i\ m
the law directs. All peis.m> ha' tim !.*m
against the estate of said derea-ed .nc dcsiici
present the same for settlement. and all i•!.:*•
thereto are requested to make pawnent imm
V> I NEK
ll/.Ud l>
atelv.
Waldoboro, tier. I L*. lS'.iT.
1

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and fur !
the Countv of Waldo on the second Tuesdav of
j
October, A. 1>. 1897.
j
4 certain instrument, purporting to be the last I
will and testament and codicil thereto ni |
HANNAH CON A NT. late -d Winterport, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having been prevailed for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a eop> t this order t<» be published three weeks successively in the Republican
Journal, printed at Belfast, that they im\ appear
at a Probate Court, to he held at Be lla.-i,. within
and for said County, mi the second Tuesday of
November next, at ten of the cloek before noon,
and show cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be proved, approved and allowed.
<1 Eo. E. .JOHNSON, .1 udge.
A true copy. Attest:
(Has. P. Hazei.tine, Register.
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WALDO SS.

September

Supreme

(

.ltnlu i.il

nit

tSf)7.

Kerin,

1

James Paftee & Son,
Fire, Life
OFFICE

^

Accident Insurance,

HASONIC

:

MAIN STREET

53tf

TEMPLE,

ENTRANCE,

BELFAST, MAINE.
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all men—it touches
a

1

.■

\ DMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.

It is the trusted friend of the

|

j

TALDOSS.—In Court of Probate, held
fast, on the second Tuesdaj oi <>■
BENJ. F. RICE, Administrator on the <
FRANK \V
RICE, late of Stockton >]
said County, deceased, having present* d
and final account of administration t
u<
for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be ^ive
weeks successively, in the Repubin;ti
printed in liellast, in said County, that nl
interested may attend at a Probate < o.:;
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesd iv oi \
her next, and show cause, if auy they b
the said account should not be allowed.
CEO. E. JOHNSON. .'
A true copy. Attest:
CUAS. P. Ha/.KLTINE, Re;:;

everywhere—it pleases

A Sure, Safe, Quick Cure for
these troubles is

j

|

B-L makes friends

CARDS,
POSTERS,
BILL HEADS,
LETTER HEADS,
PROGRAMS,
PAMPHLETS,

■

j

"JfTALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held „•
TV
fast, on the second Tuesday of > >•
1897.
JOSEPH CARLETON, Executor
last will of ROBERT G. CAMPBELL.
Wiuterport, in said County, deceased, lia
sen ted his second account of adunnistru
said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be give:
weeks successively, in the Republican J
printed in Belfast, in said county, that al
interested may attend at a Probate ( out'.
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of n
her next, and show cause, if any they hu
the said account should not he allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON.
A true copy. Attest
(.HAS. P. llAZELTINK. R.

The Great Peace-Maker.

Diarrhoea,
Dysentery,
“d *"
Bowel Complaints.

1

,4''

GEO. E. JOHNSON .I
Attest:
CHAS. P. HAZELTINE, Reg:

A.true copy.

Opera House Block, Belfast, Me. |

Cramps, | Croup, 1
1 Coughs, \
1 Colic,
l Tooth- \
\ Colds, 1 ache, 1

u„
\\

..

keepers.

|

j

to

movement

|

|

be
instrument, purporting
will and testament of WINSLOW
A.certain

KER, late of Troy, in said County of W„io
ceased, having been presented for proban
Ordered, That notice be given to all p» r-,,
terested.by causing a copy of this order t.. i„
lished three weeks successively in the Rei
Journal, ]>rinted at Belfast, that they ina\
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast
in and for said County, on the second I
of November next, at*ten of the clock i.,
noon, and show cause, if any they have, w
same should not be proved, approved and

Congregational church, Bangor, Sunday
evening, Oct. 17th, to listen to an address
by the pastor, the Rev. John S. Penman,
on “The Morals of Bangor.”
The speaker sounded the keynote of
the reform

j

|

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within
for the County of Waldo, on the second Ti„ -,
^
of November, A. 1). 1897.

A congregation that packed the church
to the doors assembled at the Central

Avoid Painful

Examinations.
To

Open

GRAY’S B&°sr.Ve"SS COLLEGE
and School of Shorthand and Typewriting.
DRY THEORY DISCARDED.
TAUGHT TO DO BY DOING.
SEND

FOR

FREE CATALOGUE.

Address FRANK L. GRAY. PORTLAND, ME.

PILES!

PILES!

PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
absorbes the tumors, allays the itching at once,
acts as a poultice, gives Instant relief. Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment, is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent by mail, for 50c. and $1.00 per box
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio
for sale by R. H. Moody.
Iy38

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within ami for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
October, A. I). 1897.
A certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of SAMUEL ('. GKit FIN,
late of Stockton Springs, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.

J\

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Republican
Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday of
November next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and show cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chak. P. Hazeltine, Register.
EXECUTORS’ NOTICE. The subscribers hereby
4 give notice that they have been duly appointed
Executors of the last will and testament of

1

CLOUGH, late of Unity,
County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settle
ment, and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
GORHAM

in the

L. H. MOSHER,
RUSSELL A. SHAW.

Unity, Oct. 12, 1897.
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Male, ami Li

at the time ol
inhabitant ot this
m go.
attorney within the same, th.ii
or es
have been attached in t In-.o iw. 11
she has hail 110 notiee ot said suit aw atta>
-h n>
luent, it I- Ordered, that notice ol ike
ol this suit be given to the said b leiidaut.
publishing an aiiested copy .»r this ,.n:,-r, ?
u:1
gether with an abstraci n! the plane ii!
.loi
three weeks suecessivelv in the Ib-pai•:n
mil, a newspaper printed at Bellas! h the « om:
ol Waldo, the last publication to be no; n-ss 11 i.i
it,
thirty days belme the next tenu of this <
be hoi den at Belfast, within ami for ilic ic.ii.h
Waldo, on the first-Tuesday ot January I 8;*7 *.
said defendent may then and there apt ear, an
answer to said suit, it she shall see e.m-r
Attest:
T1LKSTON WAD1.IN Clerk
not

an

or
ate

agent,

1

.i.

ABSTRACT OF 11.

F.'s

Will 1.

Action ot debt for the recovery of a tax of nine
dollars and seventy tive cents asses.-cd U| on
fendant’s real estate, situated in Bellast in tin
County ol W aldo. and described as follow s, n. wo
The homestead ot W. side, ot W.Svvanville load,
first N. of schoi-1-house, Inst. No. 11. being lot 4*3.
1 >iv. 2, containing tilty-two acres, as bet propor
turn of the City, State and County taxe, toi the
year A. I). 18SR>.
Ad damnum, one hundred dollars.
Writ dated the 28th day of July. A. I> ls‘J7,n
turnahle to and entered at the September term ot
this court, 18‘37.
Date of real estate attachment July 28, 18*37,
at 3 h. and 15 m. i\ >i.
Plaintiffs Atty., Geo. E. Johnson, Belfast, Mi*.
A true copy of the Order of Court with Abstract
3vv42
of the Writ.
Attest: -TILESTON WADL1N. Clerk,

The Maine Musical Festival.
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Deferred from last week.]
Mr. and Mrs. JouaMontville.
ii-tlett started on a carriage drive to
<>rono and Old Town last week....
11y Carter has gone to Unity to visit
flier.... Miss
Edna
Thompson is
g a few weeks with her aunt, Mrs.
in
Thorndike.Mrs.
iowen,
ashman died Oct.. 14th,
aged 95
1 5 months.
She was the oldest
and

town

Frye

"it-

was

remarkably

week of her death.

a

11u

are

well

.Mr.

and

improving slowly.

Ferry. Mrs. Mary Smith, Miss
and Miss Martha Harriin
•fnded the musical festival
t

! irritnan

week....E

ast

went

to

It. Batchelder and

Bangor last Saturday

to

musical convention.... Mrs. W,
”.g’s new L is about completed and
improvement in the looks of her
■

Miss

Hattie

Harriman

visited

Stockton Springs last Thursday.
Martha E. Harriman is visiting
Orrmgton.... Mr. and Mrs. F. W.
f Belfast visited Mr. and Mrs.
i
several days last week.

A very

Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Gondlittle daughters were thrown
u ill which they were riding,

vm.
\

\\

wag«

'll

afternoon, Oct. l'ith.
a pile of rocks and

His head

cut,

was

Mr.

Good-

was

badly

side, back and

brassed, but no bones were broken,
iridge and the two girls escaped
bruises

and scratches.
Dr.
abed and dressed the wounds,
lent occurred near Henry Dorhy’s
mred parties were carried into
:!•!

as

where every attention

was

given

Goodridge had been

Mr

very

number of months with a bad
ad been to the hospital at Portfutnient,

but

was

somewhat better

undent occurred.

Sprague Adams of Bangor
last week calling on friends.
former resident of Unity.... L)r.
Mr.

•a

i;

so

s

much improved that lie takes

out when it

k

is

a

pleasant.... Mary

Belfast last week to visit Mrs.
iker... .(/has. Bartlett has been quite
nt to

Whitney returned Oct 7th
iterville, where she has had emit....They are rushing business in
factory to get through before very
.iiiier sets in.. .Mrs. Foote, who has
ting at Dr. Thomas’, returned to
Oct. 6th....May Kelly
gton, D. C
t-ssie

nrned

visiting relatives

in

quite poor health.
Mr. and

Mrs. Don C.

Camden were m town Sunday,
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hiram
Mrs. Lettie Boutelle, widow of

of

of

Senator Boutelle, of Washington,
in town, the guest of Mrs. A. J.
Mr. Riley Mathews and mother of
Beach were at E lgar P. Ma1
15th..
Miss Lola A. Thomas
has spent a few days with her
11.

Keller and Clarence Simmons came home
from Castiue Friday, returning Monday_
The number of scholars in our district has
been increased within the last three weeks
by the number of 1*J, by the arrival of two
families—William Sleeper’s and Edwin
Brown’s.

Thomas. ..Mr. and Mrs. ElirJs.
and two children of Rockuive spent two weeks with Mrs.
o'.!... Miss Lillie Lamb of Cen<’

Prospect. Mr. aud Mrs. Frank K. Lane
of Castiue are visiting Fred A. Lane and
wife of Prospect-There will be a shortage

spent Oct 15th with Mabel
•Mr. and Mrs. John Knights
have been visiting Mrs. Gertrude
...Everett Arnold and son Olaranklin, Mass, are spending a week
ut

parents

in cats

Mr. and Mrs. Jarvis Ar-

L.

coon

'•‘.sited her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
I rrill last week.
She is employed
one General
Hospital, Portland_
hards of Camden was in town
.siting Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Allen-

Kalph Achorn and Edith Morrill
ending school in Morrill_Gilbert
viau of
Searsmont, who bought the
nnerly known as the Frank Fletcher

j

>ved onto it last week_John
inis repaired his buildings by putroof and

putting

in

new

vicinity

cats

here

now

soon.

and

An

the

kittens are
from noted

than double the cats are
kept, and mice and rats have increased.
News is rather scarce this week,so I will tell
a cat story.
When I first came onto this
farm, some 40 years ago, I started in keeping a bachelor’s hall, and for pets we kept a
dog aud cat and along in the spring the cat
had some kittens. A little distauoe from
the house under a shed an old skunk had a
lot of little ones, aud after the kittens were
more

■

new

in

named, and some names are
places aud persons. A few names that I
know are Babylon, Pontius Pilate, Louisa,
Sally Jane, Richard, the lion-hearted, William Penn and Valparaiso. Since the coony
strain has got along the cat has been thought

Haverhill, Mass., are visiting Mr.
‘her, W. S. Foss....Miss Annie

•i

this

old, wild,
voracious tomcat has been getting his living
by catching the kittens and partly grown
cats, and all the young cats have to be kept
housed nights. Everybody is interested in

J. Marriuer was in town
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs
Marriuer. He has employment in
•b IL 1.Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
'i.

win-

of and

more

big enough to go out they got a notion
somehow that they could play with the
young skunks. Along in the first of the
evening was the time they used to try. As
K. A. Sprague, John Sylvester and
nearly as I could find out the young skunks
as Flagg are in Lincolnville
presswere too high tempered to have a kitten
digi
ging their hind feet into their hide in a clinch,
Movtville. Mr. and Mrs. G. W.
and nearly every evening their play ended
and Mrs. Chas. Conner visited
in a fight.
But the old cat had the hardest
m.
Bryant in Searsmont Friday....
part to bear, for the old skunk went for the
Howes lias moved into his new
cat and scented her every time the young
Wr lose a smart
young man while ones
got to fighting. But after a while
nt gains one. .Dan. Wentworth and
the skunks left and the kittens grew
made his father, Austin Wentup to be quite large, but they all were
short visit-Herbert Howes is
taken with Jits aud such fits as would
-r the barn he built last
scare
almost anyone.
We laid the fits
has a coon dog, and oue night
to bites or scratches from the skunks.
c.
!u
three
caught
large coons in mere are ivv.> or uiree sums or
tits tiiat
s many minutes.
These were real |
cats have, ami
these cats seemed well
•‘ml not the two legged coons that I
enough uutil suddenly tlieir nerves seemthe onions.B. W. Harriman
ed to strain to a desperate teusiou ami
■lit'' his new house
Saturday_E. as quick as a Hash, if they happened to be in
iH Jigging the cellars for the house
the middle of the room, they would jump,
in he intends to build in the
1
spring. say nearly It' feet, and strike the finishing
a
delegation attended the public over the top of the window with their fore
ition of officers of Quautabacook
paws, and before you could think, or hardly
F. & A. M., at Searsmont
Thursday see how it was done, they would strike once
g and all report a good time_Hatin the middle of the floor and go
up the
man spent the past week with Mrs.
other side of tile room. Of course such com11 i iman.... Arthur Gilman
and Chas. pany was a little scary, so we
began to get
tt attend the
High school in Liberty,
rid of the cats. But the old cat was the
'.oo.
Mrs. Ann Wilson, an insane hardest customer. She was
desperate in a
t, has been removed to the hospital at
fit. One day we got hold of her ami
although
sta-Mrs. Cora Smith and .daughter she squirmed badly we got her to a big hemhave returned to their home in Som- lock log with a good sharp
broadaxe, but
Mass-Mrs. J. F. Clements, who could not hold her to cut her head off. So
en sick for some
time, is able to ride we endeavored to cut her in two in the midMrs. S. J. Gurney, who has been an dle, and succeeded. But the
head part ran
for several years, has so far recover- away under the shed and the hind
part of
to be able to do her house work....
the cat was gone, so that must have run
Atldie Walker has sold her farm to C. also. Still there was cat hair on
the broad‘Jiardson of Lowell, Mass... .Charles axe, ami we
thought of the story of the nine
*
has bought the Luce farm and will lives of a cat. But after a
while we found
■mve on to it... .Joshua
Littlefield has her with both ends together, with just the
the James Knowlton farm in Swan- Viare skiu cut some 4 inches
long nn her side,
md took possession last
week_R. S. ami she must have been quick enough to
go
"held, who has been at home on a va- out from uuder the axe. Of course
we inhas gone to Boston and is in the em- tern! to he
humane, and believe in it, and we
1 the West End
Street Railway com- did our best to he.
C. Carnmett did the work_Mrs.
Nichols is making extensive repairs
farm. W. F. Marriuer is doing the

j

1
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Burnham

Violin

obligato by Dr. O.

Mrs. Auuie

Chapman,

E.

The

cheapest

more

and

Unpaid taxes

C. O. POOR.

Belfast, Oct. 14, I8tf7.

BUY YOUR WINTER'S COAL
F. G. White Company,
Haddock’s, Plymouth Vein and Latter Lehigh.

is thrown away.

COOMBS,

everywhere.

Cold water. Mich.

the

^

on

lands

of non-resident

Stove and
Chestnut.

owners

Troy, In the County of
Waldo, for the year 1890.

Delivered and put in (in barrels).$6.00
in Dump Carts,
5 85
-.

list of

real
of
following
THEresident
owners, situated in the town ol Troy,
taxes on

estate

non-

aforesaid, for the year 1896, committed to me for
collection for said town on the second day of October. 1896. remain unpaid; and notice is hereby
given that if said taxes with iuterest and charges
are not previously paid, so much of the real estate
taxed as is sufficient and necessary to pay the
amount due therefor, including
interest and
charges, will be sold without further notice, at
public auction at the own house in said town,
on the first Monday in December, 1897, at nine
o’clock a. m.
Laborn A. Fernald. John Bagley farm, contain
ing 37 1-2 acres, bounded on the north by land of
Geo. L. Bagley and E. S. Hollis, east by land of
Geo. H. Fernald and Jos. F. Fernald,‘south by
land of Jos F. Fernald and John H. Bagley, west
by land of John H. Bagley and the road leading
from Troy corner to Belfast; value, $440; amount
of tax, $6 28.
Laborn A. Fernald. Containing 14 acres, bounded by old county road, east by Josiah Harmon’s
farm, south by E. S. Hollis’ farm, west by land of
Mary E. Estes and the road leading from Troy
corner to Belfast; value, $1.00; amount of tax',

Prices at

Wharf,

5.60

Lehigh 25c.

i

15 OFTEN VERY DESIRABLE.

I WE Guarantee it

CUMBERLAND COAL.

Crate.

per ton extra.

!

WOOD OF ALL KINDS

guaranteed satisfactory in weight, quality and delivery,
j^p^Special attention given to delivery outside city limits.
A1 Coal

i

Egg and
$5.80
5 65
5.40

a

r

Telephone

Connection LS-4

$2.20.

;

Marcia D. Jordan. Alva Mardeu lot., containing
60 acres, range No. 10, bounded north by the
Jesse Gage farm, east and south by James R.
Estes’ farm, west by Burnham line; value, $60;
amount of tax. $2.08.
France<lo Connor. Range No. 10, lot No. 7, No.
of acres 7; value, $100; amount of tax, $2.20.
Trov, Oct. 19, 1897.
3w42
n. V. B. niTCHELL,
Collector of Taxes of the town of

Troy.

...THE...

& SIBLEY GO,

:

JOBBERS OF

CRAIN,

STAPLES,

L,.

FEiTD,
SSSDS and

GROCERIES.
Importers
Dealers in the finest

ol

f*nlt.

quality of

Anthracite and

Blacksmith

~

Manufacturer of The Staples’ Celebrated Halter, also dealer in all kinds
of Harnesses, Blankets, Ca^ds, Cur-

ry-Combs, Brusnes,

■

L03.lS»

EF-OROERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

Etc

first-class Harness store, keeping all Kinds of goods
rineeted
with that line.
,V Harness that they sell in lleii'ast for spa i :m
for
Von
will
I
ask why
ran sell them cheaper
$8.50.
selling
than they can in Belfast, 1 pay for them in Staples’ patent halters audit gives me a chance to make a profit on both ends. Also
a full line of trunks and valises.
Repairing done with neatness
and dispatch.
Please give me a call.

,

the citizens of Monroe and
vicinity that he is out of the postotfice with 2700 other fourthclass Democratic uostmasters, but shall still continue to run a
Would

respectfully

announce

to

33, 35, 37 Front St., Belfast, Me.

A GREAT SURPRISE IS INSTORE

occupied by

be-

situated in the town of

easily

now

use

State of Maine.

A Kansas City bank made its sworn reto tiie Comptroller of the
Currency
last week.
It had on deposit$15,117,0(13.
Ten years ago if a New York bank bad
made such a showing it would have been
talked about, the country over,
but the
total amount of deposits was not the onlv
surprising thing in this Kansas City
bank’s statement. There was on hand in
and sight exchange the sum of
$0,1181,787. One thing more is to be added.
Of the nearly $7,000,000 in
cash, over $3,000,000 was money sent in from the banks
of Kansas,
to
swell
their renominally
serves; actually, for safer keeping thau
the ordinary precautions available in
town and country institutions.

The store in Johnson Block

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

Collector's Notice and Advertisement of Sale of
Lands of Non-Resident Owners.

port

Mayo & White. Apply to

..

bread than other brands

none

IV M. A.

Kansas.

TO LET.

flour to

Sold nnd used

»

10,000.

.Java coffee. It satisfies everyone. A cup of
Grain-O is better for the system than a tonic, because its benefit is permanent. What coffee breaks
down Grain-O builds up. Ask your grocer for
Grain O. 16o. and 25c.

■•••

it's the best—makes

cause

of

or

..

FLOUR

Sanctus
Incidental solo by Miss Ethel Hyde.
The concluding concert on Saturday evening was devoted to a program of popular
music. Mr. Miles, Miss Carllsmith, Mine.
Blauvelt and Mrs. Sawyer were the soloists.
The Auditorium has been proved nearly
perfect in its acoustic advantages.
As to the artistic success of the festival
there can be but one expression. It was
almost faultless.
As to the financial outcome, perhaps there may be no loss to
Messrs. Chapman and Chase, any more than
a loss of time, and
perhaps there will be a
little profit.
The several choruses will begin preparing
for the festival in June, immediately. The
Bangor chorus will begin work in about two
vveeks under the direction of George S.
Silsby. The entire Oratorio of Elijah, by
Mendelssohn, with selections from the
Damnation of Faust, by Berlioz; aud the
Tower of Babel, by Rubenstein, are among
the masterpieces that will be rendered at
the festival next June.

be given to the children as well as the adult
with great benefit. It is made of pure grains and
looks and tastes like the finest grades of Mocha

make

__

Miss Edith M. Bradford.

can

can

ROB ROY

Chapman,

fur those who will go to-day and get a
package of
GRAIN-O. It takes the place of colfee at about
1-4 the cost. It is a food drink, full of health, and

TAKEN

^jjj

x

Merrill.

in

little

bread of

good

Spring Dreams

Prosperity

a

none.

how to make bread

a,

was

Sheriff’s Sale.

If yours
fis poor you have the wrong’,
flour. Everyone who knows

Spring Time
b, Thine Eyes
Mrs. Grace Haskell Barnum.
Murray, When Picheiieu the Red Kobe Wore.

concerts

only

bread is

Physician.

..

but not without bread.'

ill Poor

in the town of Islesboro for the

owners

on the
ineteenth day of June A I>
hereby given that if said taxes, interest and charges are not ore-’
viously paid, so much of the real estate tax as is sufficient to pay the amount due therefor, including
interest and charges, will be sold at public auction at the town hall in said town, on the first
Monday
J
m December, 1897, at nine o’clock a. m. :

...

You could

Wasgatt.

The Maine Musical Festival at Portland
ended Wednesday night, Oct. 20th, in a blaze
glory. The attendance was not what it
was Monday
or Tuesday,
but there were
only a few vacant seats in the Auditorium.
Madam
Blauvelt’s
singing caught the
audience, as it did in Bangor, and
when she had finished the people were
on
their feet cheering and waving their
handkerchiefs. The lady responded twice
and each time the enthusiasm increased.
In the forenoon there was a
special matinee
for children.
Forty-one hundred tickets
were taken at the door aud hundreds were
turned away. It is a conservative estimate
that, the total attendance at the different

Q. R. R.

Must

llbetter than

on
me

unpaid,

remain

...

do without shoes
yr

real estate of non-resident
following list of taxes
THE
for collection for said town,
year 1890, committed to
1890
and notice is

Every

*‘

W~—'

Allegro—Scherzo

Harry

&

on Lands of Non-Resident Owner* situated in the town
of Isiesbo o, in the County of Waldo, for the year 1896.

A mount

fiawe Bread

Conducted by the composer.

Silsby

W.

Oolleotor’s Notice.
Unpaid Taxes

Buzzel, F. O.A lot of land situated on \lt. Abraham, bounded northerly by
land of H. F. Hanson, easterly by east Penobscot Bay, southSome women,” says Professor Munerly by land of Win. Z. Clafton, westerly by land of Abraham Dodge.
ran afford a new dress every even«•
yon,
73
Charles
.A
lot of land bounded northerly by land of Pierce McConBurr,
ing, otliers can’t; some people can afford
ville, easterly by east Penobscot Bay, southerly by Sabbathday harbor, westerly by town road..
44
Bradford. Mrs. W., or owners 1 Lot No. 77. by Baldwin’s plan of Hewes Point; Lot No. 78,
unknown.J see Baldwin’s plan of Hewes’ Point.73
C.
A.
.A
lot
of land situated at Ryder’s Cove..
Barbour,
.44
land bounded northerly by Gilkey’s harbor, easterly
j Brown. Alice M.A lot of
by land of Blanchard Randall, southerly by t >wn road,
westerly by lain! of Blanchard Randall .*..
2.30
Beckett, Ruth E.A lot of land ami house and otherbuildings thereon, bounded
northerly, southerly and westerly by land of heirs of George
Warren easterly by town road.. ..'.
4.74
Burr, Y. W.,'Nickols, E. C., Por-1 A lot of laud and hotel thereon, known as the Islesboro,
ter, J. W., Prescott, C. C.,Pul- [ bounded northerly bv town road leading to steamboat wharf
at Ryder’s Cove, beginning at the northeast corner of the
lew. F. !>•. orowners unknown.)
lot at the intersection of the town road, leading to the wharf
and the southern cottage road, and following the said southern cottage road 2(31 feet to a stake and stone, then southeast by land of F. D. Pullen to the shore of east Penobscot
Bay. thence easterly by said shore to the land of Ann
to have a doctor for every ache and pain
Hunt, thence northerly by land of said Hunt, thence east—others can’t.”
erly by the said Hunt’s line to the northeast corner of said
Hunt’s lane, thence southerly by the said Hunt’s land to
Munyon’s
Improved
Homoeopathic
the shore of east Penobscot Bay, easterly by shore of said
Remedies, a separate specific for each
Bay to land of A. P. Haywood, northerly by land of Haydisease, all plainly labeled with complete
wood, thence easterly by the said Haywood to the land of
and
plain directions, with Munyon’s
J. R. Ryder, thence northeast to the town road leading to
Guide to Health,” enable people to be
wharf... 56.85
Chapman. Charles..A lot of land bounded northerly by land of Charles Randlett,
their own physicians. All druggists have
easterly by Sabbathday harbor, southerly by land of M.C.
them, mostly 25 cents a bottle.
Niles, westerly by land of Charles Ramllett.
Mrs. W. F. Paul, 47 Concord Square,
44
I have used Munyon’s
Drinkwater, heirs of James. A lot of land and buildings therein, bounded northerly by
Boston, says:
land of Cinderalla Warren and Georgie Philbrook,
Rheumatism Cure with the most beneeasterly
by Gilkey’s harbor, souther v by land of G. F. Hassell, westficial results. After trying a great many
erly by land of Ruhama Perry; also a lot of land and buildoth.-r remedies without being benefited, I
ings thereon, bounded northerly by land of F. E. Marshall,
was cured of a severe attack of Rheumaeasterly by land of James Drinkwater, southerly and westtism by using Munyon’s Cure.”
erly by west Penobscot Bay
M r. George F. Robinson, Kennebunk,
10.40
Chambers, F. T. A lot of land at Dark Harbor, being lot No. 41, according to
I suffered for
York County, Me., says:
plan on file at Register of Deeds office.
some time with kidney trouble, accom2 41
Dodge, Tewksbury...A lot of laud bounded northerly by land ot Rose A. Clark.
paruod by pains in and about the hips,
easterly by centre line, southerly by land of A. Trimin, westwhich increased when I was walking, or
erly by west town road .‘....
if 1 stood for some time. I applied to
1.24
Dillingham, Geo. H.A lot of land bounded northerly and westerly by land of heirs
Munyon’s Home oiiice for treatment, and
of Benj. Ryder, southerly by land of
s. Baker, easterly
aft it using th< ir remedies I find my conby town road. A lot of land bounded westerly bv land of
dition has been so much improved I do
Fred Hunt, easterly by town road, southerly by hind of
not need any more medicine. I am now
H. Barbour, westerly by land of heirs of lieiij. Kvdcr
A
can
walk
a
and
quite
working daily,
lot
of laud bounded northerly by land of C. S. Baker. vast.'
distance without fatigue.”
erly by town road, southerly by land of Fred Hunt, westerly
If in doubt, write Professor Munyon, at
by land of heirs of Benj. Ryder.
3.67
Philadelphia, Fa., and get medical advice'
Egery, Edwin N.A lot of land situated at Hewes’ Point..57
free.
Foster, John F. ..A lot of land bounded northerly by land of B. 1-, Heal, easterly by laud of .1 B. Adams, southerly by land of Henry
Spratt, westerly by west Penobscot. Bay
.44
Stato of Maine.
Frye, Janies, orowners unknown.A lot of land and buildings thereon, situated in Penobscot.
known as Lime Island, ir being south from seven hunBay.
of
ITTALDO SS. Taken this 19tli day
October,
dred acre island about two miles.
6.53
YY
A. D. 1897, on execution dated October 4, A.
of laud and cottage thereon, bounded northerlv bv land
D. 1897, issued on a judgment rendered by the Garland, Frank..—A lot
of W. A. Bragg, easterly by etst Penobscot Bay, southerly
Supreme Judicial Cour for the County of Waldo,
by land of Jason Stimpson, westerly by town road.3.03
at the term thereof begun and held on the third
Zebolon. .A lot of land consisting of lot No. 4and No. 5, Hewes’ point..
.89
Tuesday of September, A. I). 1897, to wit, on the GroverEdward.
A lot. of land bounded northerly and easterly bv Sabhati.dav
first da'y of October, A. 1>. 1897, in favoi of AL- Gray,
harbor, southerly by east Penobscot Bay, westerly bv land
FRED E. NICKERSON of Swanville.in said Counof
J. R. Ryder.;..
1 .«><>
ty of Waldo, against M ARY J.GHPTILL of SwanHanson, H. F..A lot of land situated on Mr. Abraham, hounded northerlv bv
ville. in said County of Waldo, for one hundred
land of Abraham Dodge, easterly by east Penobscot B;iv.
and forty five dollars and forty three cents, debt
southerly by land of C. S. Buzzed.....
2.84
or damage, and fourteen dollars and twenty-seven
A lot of land bounded northerly by land of Geo. F. Dilling-’
Hunt, F. E..
cents, cost of suit, and will be sold at public aucham, easterly by town road, southerly by land of
\\\
at.
in
of
K.
F.
in
Belfast,
the
office
tion,
Dunton,
Justin, westerly by land of heirs of Benj Ryder...
.44
said County of Waldo, to the highest bidder, on
.A lot of land and cottage, bounded northerly bv land of Kben
Hatliowon, C. S.
the 25th day of Xovembci, A.I). 1897,at ten o’clock
Stevens, easterly by east Penobscot Bay. southerly and
in the forenoon, the following described real eswesterly by land of W. R. Coombs.
..!
4.26
tate, ami all the right, title and interest which tht
••.A lot of land situated in Gilkey’s harbor and known as
Island Thumbcap
said Mary J. Guptill has in and to the same, or had
Thumbcap Island.
.40
on the twenty-seventh day of January, A. I). 1897
Kimball, Geo.* H.A lot ot land and cottage, bounded 'c-rtlierlv. southerly and
at, four o'clock in the afternoon, the time when tht !
westerly by land of A. S. Davis, easterly by east Penobscot
same was attached on the writ in the same suit, U
Bay.
6.40
wit:—A certain lot or parcel of land, with tht
lot of land bounded northerly by land «.f George Duvanbuildings thereon, situated in Belfast, in said Mclonville, Pierce.A
east Penobscot Bay, southerly by land of
easterly
by
port,
o!
bounded
land
of
Waldo,
(’minty
northerly by
S. H. Barbour, westerly by town road.‘.
.47
Lovina Bean, easterly by land of heirs of Amo?
i,v BaldMcLain, Geo. F.A lot of land at Hewes’ Point, it being lot No.
Gross, southerly by land formerly of William Cun
win’s
Hewes’
Point.
.46
plan,
ningham, and we terly by the road leading from
Milliken, George .A lot of land, bounded northerly bv land of \Y. /.. Clayton,
Belfast to Swanville Mills.
.44
southerly, easterly and wesieriy by Ian ’of Abraham Dodge.
Dated this 19th dav of October, A. D. 1897.
Nickerson, F. A.A lot of land, bounded northerly and ea>»erlv bv land of Y.
SAM PEL (}. NORTON, Sheriff.
\V. Burr, southerly and westerly by land of'Y.'W. Burr am!
Henry Spratt..!
st 1
Paine, Cora....A lot of land and cottage situated on seven hundred acre i-dand
Porter, J. W.. .A lot of land and cottage thereon, bounded northerlv l.s ami
of J. \V. Milliken, southerly by land of Henry s,uac. east1
32
erly by town road, westerly by'land of Y. \Y.'Bum
W A LDO SS.
October 21,1897.
J. A. .A iot of land, bounded westerly In town road, northerly by
by virtue of an execution in favor oJ Roberson,
land of Charles Platt, southerly by Subbathda> harbor,
FREDERIC R. P \(iE of Boston, in the Com-;
.95
westerly by town road.
monwealth of Massachusetts, against the PETTI
State of Maine Lime Company, 1 A lot of land' and limekiln ami buildings rbereon. b <nnd*.;
MAN AN LAND COMPANY, a corporation estab
] northerly by land of Houston and Otis and s. j. Richards.
orowners unknown..
lished by law and having its principal place of busi
easterly by east Penobscot Bay, souther]v by land «»f Kox
ness at Belfast, in the County of Waldo and State
34.56
ana Parker, westerly by town road.
of Maine, and (unless sooner redeemed) will be soli1
lot of land, bounded northerly by land of F. Garland, ea-tJessie.A
by public auc ion at the office of Fred W. Brown » Stimpson,
\Y.
P
east
Penobscot
erly by
Bay. southerly by
Spratt,
Room 4, Masonic Temple, in Belfast, in sab *
westerly by town road.
.57
County, on the twenty-second day of November Stewart, H. W..
.47
A. D. 1897, at two o’clock in the afternoon, fortj
Lola B.A lot of lai d, bounded northerly by land of Lydia A. Hi 1 i.
Small,
thousand, two hundred and twenty-eight (40,228v
easterly by land of A. li. Parker, southerly by land of .1 A
shares in the capital stock in the Petit Manai1
5.69
Sprague, westerly by town road.'. ’.
Land and Industrial Company.
....A lor of land, hounded northerly b\ land of F.. !
Nash, westSherman. Hudson NDated this 21st dav of October, A. D. 1897.
town road, southerly l<\ Islesboro band Improve-erly
by
SAMUEL G. NORTON, Sheriff.
meiit Co., westerly by town road.
4.26
Whitney, George.A lot of land and cottage, bounded northerly by land of Ann
Hunt, easterly by Sabbathday harbor, southerly by land of
SUBSCRIBE
J. A. Roberson, westerly by town road..
2.84
.47
Gorham, or owners unknown.A lot of land situated ar Ryder’s Cove.
Islesboro, October 18, 1897.—3vv42
JL N. GILKEY, Collector of Taxes of the fowu of Islesboro.

in Portland.

Extension

Hfu

Battle Hymn
Incidental solo by H. B. Drake.
Intermission.

Marston,
Chapman,

Home Has Its Own

C.

Wasgatt-Whittredge.

Kotzscbmar,

Under the Munyon System

Philbrook of the Wiseasset &
Quebec Railroad Co. states that the Albion
extension to Burnham will be complete and
trains running, Nov. 10.
Fourteen carloads
of ties have been received and the railroad
iron is en route. When asked about the
line from Burnham to Pittsfield, Judge
Philbrook said: “For the present we shall
no give out anything for the press.”
W,

Miss Carllsmith.
Grass aud Roses

Bartlett,

spring_j

|

Moral Suasion

program:

in

Doctors Banished.

The pastors of half a dozen Portland
churches held a conference Oct. 14th to consider means for arousing an interest in temIt was Anally decided to hold a
perance.
series of meetings at City Hill the
coming
winter, and work along the line of moral
suasion. During the discussion Rev.
Henry
Blanchard said, personally, he did not believe in the prohibitory law, while very
heartily believing in total abstinence and in
making a personal and Christian sacrific for
the sake of others. Of course he was in
favor of the enforcement of any law because
it is a law. A statement of another minister present w*as of the same tenor.
Rev.
Lewis Malvern said that an experience of 25
years had served to convince him that a minister who is unduly active in the work of
enforcement is in danger of lessening his
influence in other respects and of seeing his
usefulness come to an end. ”1 do not feel
called upon to work on legal lines,” said
Mr. Malvern.

Winthrop, Mass... .Miss Andrews,
March, Pride of the Army
Linda Annis is spending a few weeks in Me Lei lan,
Dost Thou Re membe r
H.
B. Drake.
Boston-G. 11. Page and wife returned
a, Singing of You
Friday from a three weeks visit w itli friends Chapman,
h, All of a Summer's Day
in Nashua, N. H., Boston, Lowell aud NaMrs. L. D. Barney.
a, Ruling to Thee
tick, Mass., stopping on their return a few’ Hamlin,
b, Wouldst Woo Cupid
in
Bath.. .Miss Edith Gushee has redays
c, Sailing to Dreamland
turned from Boston, where she has been reMrs. Mary Allen Nelson.
ceiving treatment for her eyes.... Albert Hyde,
a, Spring Song
b, Revieua
Stuart is in Boston.... Mrs. Lo^by Jackson
Miss Ethel Hyde
is visiting in Atlantic, Mass.Bennie
When Love Is Told
Vannah,

Waterville... Mr. G. P.
suffering with neuralgia in his
Oliver Whitten, or uncle Oliver, as

N-d, is

f

..

to

Seaksmont.

W

—

/IS
-f.

Nonagenarian.

a

Hale Powers, formerly of North C as tine,
died at the home of hit youngest daughter,
Mrs. E. S. Small, in Sunset, Deer Isle, Oct.
3d, of old age. He was ill but a few hours.
He was ninety-four years and five months.
Mr. Powers was the oldest male resident
of Sunset, and the last one who helped cut
the road through to Green’s Landing, when
the country was a wilderness. His father,
Dr. Moody Powers, moved to Sunset when
liis sou was a small hoy and practiced medicine until his death.
The late Mr. Powers joined the Congregational church when forty years of age, and
and for many years was a deacon of the
church. His wife (born Hepzibah C. Small)
died Feb. 23, 1892, at the age of eighty-three.
He leaves three brothers—Moody, residing
in Kansas; William and Samuel, of Deer
Isle. Of fourteen children nine are liviug.
He had also twenty-eight grandchildren.
The funeral services were attended by
The floral
many friends and relatives.
tributes were beautiful. Rev. Mr. Chapin
officiated. [Ellsworth American.

\V
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Death of

Soul-Stirring Melody Enjoyed by Large Audiences.
leather goes
into
4
The Sweet Singing of Nordica.
f~^OOD
°
The Maine musical festival was
every pair of Crawford
opened
at Bangor Thursday evening, Oct.
Shoes for men. Good workmen
14th. in a
brilliant manner, its success being
unparaluse their brains in
making them.
leled in the musical line. There was an imW mense gathering at the
No detail is overlooked from
Auditorium, a huge
start to finish.
building erected purposely for the festival
The shoes are
It
was
a representative
by subscription.
made to last, when they’re
gathering of Maine people, the audience
ready for you. They wear well
coming from all parts of the State.
The chorus numbered eight hundred or
S;/
—they fit well— they are styvoices, and Seidl’s orchestra of New
lish.
\l/ more
But, above all
they
York was augmented by mauy of the finest
arc comfortable.
musicians in the State, making a
grand comF. H. FRANCIS & CO.,
bination.
Sole Agents, Belfast.
Gov. Powers and members of bis staff attended and Mayor Beal inaugurated the festival by an appropriate address and ended
by presenting Prof. William R. Chapman of
New
York, who was greeted with loud
panv... .H. A. Chase, who was employed in
and long continued applause.
Salem, Mass., the past summer, is now workThe grand ovation which was tendered
ing for Conant & Co., Belfast_A. J. Clary Madame Lillian Nordica was a memorable
has work in New Hampshire and will leave one and she was presented with beautiful
floral tokens. Her appearance was the sigm about one week-Will Ames of Searsnal for a great outburst of enthusiasm, to
port is makiug the rounds with his thresh- which there seemed hardly to be an end,
ing machine. Grain is light, especially oats, and she was repeatedly and most enthusiastically applauded during and at the conclusome lots weighing less than fifty lbs.
per sion of her selections.
The others were also given flattering ovabag.
tions and their efforts were weli recognized
Bucksport. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Buck of in the usual
demonstrations.
The grand
Orland celebrated their golden wedding at musical effect secured by Director Chapmau
their home Oct. 13th. A reception was from the chorus was electrifying and magnificent. The work of the orchestra was iu
given from 3 to b at which a large number of keeping and there was a grand volume and
friends and relatives were present. Many exquisite harmony. This was oratorio night
valuable presents were received. An “an- amt the following was the program:
Coronation March
cient table*’ was an object of much interest. Meyerbeer,
Handel—Hallelujah chorus “Messiah,”
The table held, besides other articles, Mrs.
W by do the Nations Rage,”
Dr. Carl E. Dufft
Buck’s wedding bonnet and a cap worn by
Mendelssohn—“Thanks Be To God."
Mr. Buck when a baby.
Among those pres“Elijah,” “if With All Your Hearts.”
ent from Bucksport were Mr. and Mrs. GeoH. Evan Williams
“Hear
Mine Nordica
Ye, Israel,”
Mrs.
A.
F.
Mrs.
Blodgett,
Pond,
Skinner,
“Be Not Afraid.”
Woodman, Miss May Woodman, Mrs. Thos.
INTERMISSION.
Swazey, Rev. Wm. Forsyth, Mrs. F. P. Per- Rossini—Selections from
“Stabat Mater.”
Lillian Nordica
ry, Edw. Swazey, Mr. and Mrs. Edw. Buck, Soprano,
Contralto
Miss
Grace G. Couch
Mr. and Mrs. J. «T. Lee, Miss Barnard and
Tenor
II. Evan Williams
Miss Lottie Barnard-Fifty members of Bass
Carl E. Dufft
the Castine G. A. R. and Relief Corps arriv- Chorus and orchestra.
The
second
concert
occured
ed Thursday evening on steamer Silver Star
Friday afternoon, and the program, in addition to the
to partake, by invitation, of the annual har- musical
numbers, included Mrs. Hermann
vest supper of the local veterans and their Kotzschmar’s lecture ou the "Outline and
ladies. About one hundred sat down to a Growth of Music.” Mr. Fulton sang Balfe's
“Come into the Garden, Maud;” and with
bountiful supper. Commander Col. S. P. Mr. Williams
gave Balfe’s “Excelsior.”
La Gros delivered the address of welcome.
Miss Grace G. Couch was heard in “He Was
There were also speeches by Capt. Hiram Despised,” from Handel’s "Messiah.”
Friday evening was opera night, and the j
Fogg and others, singing, recitations, war soloists
were Gwilym
Miles and Nordica.
stories and general sociability until a late
Mine. Nordica sang Isolde’s Liebstod, from
install
aa
lsoiue.
I lie
program also]
hour, when the visitors sailed home by the
included the Miserere scene from “II Tro- j
light of the harvestlmoon... .Misses Frances, vatore” with Mine. Nordica as
Leonora, aud !
and Lottie Swazey arrived home Oct. loth Mr. Evan Williams as Maurice; the
prayer
from a Boston trip-Miss Caroline YYood- and linale from “Lohengrin,” in which Mine.
Miss Couch, Mr. Fulton and Mr.
Nordica,
home
som arrived
Thursday from a visit to Miles were heard the
;
prize song from “Die
relatives in Clinton... Mr. and Mr. Rufus Meistersinger,” by Mr.
Williams, and the
Emery arrived on the Thursday evening sextette and chorus from Lucia, Mine. Nordica, Miss Carllsmith, Messrs. Williams,
train from a trip to New York aud Boston.
Fulton, Miles and Meyn. appearing.
Mr. and Mrs. Tolman Young,
The concert Saturday afternoon was devoted
Appleton.
to Maine composers and singers. There were
w ho have been visiting their daughter, Mrs.
songs by Kate Vannah of Gardiner, W. E.
F. L Davidson, have returned to their home
Chapman, now of New York aud director of
in Liberty... .Miss Lottie Young is in Bos- the festival, but a native of Bethel, Arthur
S.
Hyde, son of Gen. T. W. Hyde of Bath,
ton buying her winter stock of millinery....
Harvey Murray of Portland, Herman KotzMrs. Charlotte Hawkes is boarding at F. L. schmar, one of the
leading musical figures of
Davidson's.. Mrs Knowlton of Moutville Portland, and Charles E. Hamlin, a grandson of Hannibal Hamlin.
For singers there
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Caro Keatwere Miss Carllsmith of New York,
Miss
ing.... Orman Keen of North Appleton, Ethel Hyde of Bath, Mrs. W. A. Nelson of
who is attending High school here, was hit Bangor, Mrs. Annie Wasgatt-Whittridge of
by a bat while playing ball, aud a broken Bangor, Mrs. L. I) Barney of Rockland and
Miss Grace II. Barnum of Boston, formerly
arm was the result.
Miss Addie Davis is in of
Topsham. Mrs. Antonio S. Sawyer of
Concord, N. H.. where she will spend the WaterviHo was unable to appear on accouut
J of illness. For male voices there were H.
w inter with Mr
and Mrs Walter Gushee.
I B. Drake of Lewiston aud Harry Merrill of
....Mrs, Sophia Fuller has moved to WashPortland. The Maine compositions ami the
Miss Elbe Mitchell is teaching in
Maine singers alike were appreciated and
ington.
the Young district-Mrs. H. C. Pease is
applauded—all of them. Following is the
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Commissioners’ Notice.
WALDO SS.
October 11th, A. D. 1897.
We, the undersigned, having been duly appointed by the Honorable Judge of Probate within and
for said County, Commissioners to receive and
decide upon the claims of the creditors of James
Page late of Jackson in said County, deceased,
whose estate has been represented' insolvent,
hereby give public notice agreeably to the order
of the said Judge of Probate, that six months
from and after September 14th, A. D. 1897. have
been allowed to said Creditors to present and
prove their claims, and that we will attend to the
duty assigned us at the following place and times,
viz:— At the office of J. S. Harnman in Belfast,
Saturday, November 6th, A. I). 1897, and Monday,
March 14th, A. D. 1898, at nine o’clock in the forenoon of each of the said days.
St41

JOSEPH WILLIAMSON,
J. S. HARRLUAX.

|
Com
,

rs.

SAIL MAKERS,
And Successors to J. W. Frederick &

Co.,

Spring

as

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,

Is used in

our

*

Water

prescription de-

partment and in all preparations

AND DEALERS IN

e

Tents, Awnings, Curt Covers,

requiring

also

spring

have

pure water...
this famous

water for sale.

Duck, Cordage, Paints, Ac.
No. 31 Front

St., Belfast, fe.

H. H.

POLAND

Newton S. Lord & Co,

A. A.
I

LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer.
P. O. ADDRESS,

tf7

FREEDOM, MAUVE.

HIM III

The taxpayers of the city of Belfast are
hereby
notified that all poll taxes and taxes on personal
estate for 1897 are now due and immediate
payment is requested.
A discount of two per cent,
will be allowed on all taxes paid before .Jan. 1,

1898. 1 shall he in my office in Menmriai
building
from 8.30 to 11.30 a.m. daily, until further notice

HOWES & CO.

M. C. HILL, Tax Collector.
Belfast, Sept. 8, 1897— tf30

,,

